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Abstract The Juno Magnetic Field investigation (MAG) characterizes Jupiter’s planetary
magnetic field and magnetosphere, providing the first globally distributed and proximate
measurements of the magnetic field of Jupiter. The magnetic field instrumentation consists
of two independent magnetometer sensor suites, each consisting of a tri-axial Fluxgate Mag-
netometer (FGM) sensor and a pair of co-located imaging sensors mounted on an ultra-stable
optical bench. The imaging system sensors are part of a subsystem that provides accurate
attitude information (to ∼20 arcsec on a spinning spacecraft) near the point of measurement
of the magnetic field. The two sensor suites are accommodated at 10 and 12 m from the
body of the spacecraft on a 4 m long magnetometer boom affixed to the outer end of one
of ’s three solar array assemblies. The magnetometer sensors are controlled by independent
and functionally identical electronics boards within the magnetometer electronics package
mounted inside Juno’s massive radiation shielded vault. The imaging sensors are controlled
by a fully hardware redundant electronics package also mounted within the radiation vault.
Each magnetometer sensor measures the vector magnetic field with 100 ppm absolute vector
accuracy over a wide dynamic range (to 16 Gauss = 1.6×106 nT per axis) with a resolution
of ∼0.05 nT in the most sensitive dynamic range (±1600 nT per axis). Both magnetometers
sample the magnetic field simultaneously at an intrinsic sample rate of 64 vector samples per
second. The magnetic field instrumentation may be reconfigured in flight to meet unantic-
ipated needs and is fully hardware redundant. The attitude determination system compares
images with an on-board star catalog to provide attitude solutions (quaternions) at a rate
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of up to 4 solutions per second, and may be configured to acquire images of selected tar-
gets for science and engineering analysis. The system tracks and catalogs objects that pass
through the imager field of view and also provides a continuous record of radiation expo-
sure. A spacecraft magnetic control program was implemented to provide a magnetically
clean environment for the magnetic sensors, and residual spacecraft fields and/or sensor off-
sets are monitored in flight taking advantage of Juno’s spin (nominally 2 rpm) to separate
environmental fields from those that rotate with the spacecraft.
Keywords Juno mission · Juno spacecraft · Jupiter · Magnetic field · Magnetometer ·
Spaceflight instrumentation · Spacecraft magnetic control · Magnetic cleanliness
1 Introduction
Juno’s primary scientific goal is to understand the origin and evolution of Jupiter (Bolton et
al. 2010), an essential prerequisite to understanding the formation of our solar system and
planetary systems emergent about other stars. Jupiter is the largest (Rj = 71,492 km) and
most massive (Mj = 318Me) planet in the solar system, and as such it captured the lion’s
share of the gas component of the solar nebula. It is largely a solar mix of H and He, possibly
with a rock and ice core of some tens of Earth masses. Jupiter also boasts the most intense
planetary magnetic field, with a dipole moment of ∼20,000 times that of Earth and surface
field magnitudes about 20 times greater than Earth’s.
Juno is designed to probe deep inside Jupiter to constrain its interior structure and com-
position. Juno probes the deep interior by mapping with great precision the gravitational
and magnetic fields that arise from the distribution and motion of mass within the planet.
Juno’s instrument complement includes a Gravity Science investigation using the X and
Ka telecom bands to determine the structure of Jupiter’s interior. The deep interior is also
probed by the Magnetic Field Investigation (MAG), using a pair of vector Fluxgate Mag-
netometers (FGMs) to study the magnetic dynamo at depth in the interior. Juno also carries
a Microwave Radiometer (MWR) investigation covering 6 wavelengths between 1.3 and
50 cm to perform deep atmospheric sounding and composition measurements. These mea-
surements taken together will offer constraints on the composition and state of Jupiter’s
interior as it exists today. To understand the planet’s origin, we must be able to take the
knowledge of its present state back in time to the planet’s formation over 4 billion years
ago. This can only be done in the context of detailed models of the planet’s formation and
evolution, taking into account the elemental composition of the planet as it grew and the
behavior of materials under extreme temperature and pressure conditions.
The Juno Mission Plan and MAG are designed together to acquire a dense net of very ac-
curate measurements of the vector magnetic field close to Jupiter’s surface, well distributed
in latitude and longitude, to approximate uniform sampling of space surrounding the planet.
This distribution of observations, optimized for constraining Jupiter’s internal field, drives a
mission requirement for a complete set of 33 close-in polar orbits, distributed in longitude
with ∼12° separation between them. Energetic considerations, and a desire to minimize ex-
posure to Jupiter’s intense radiation environment, led to a mission design with highly ellipti-
cal polar orbits that carry the spacecraft beneath the most intense radiation belts, especially
early in the mission. The measurements needed to map the magnetic field in close proximity
are obtained along the orbit segments that pass over the poles, approaching to within a few
thousand kilometers of the atmosphere (1 bar level) near the equator. These orbit segments
as originally planned and illustrated in Fig. 1, provide a wealth of observations on a closed
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Fig. 1 Juno’s global mapping
coverage is provided by the
periapsis segments (r < 2.5Rj )
of the 33 14-day science orbits
surface about Jupiter, approximating the ideal coverage for characterizing Jupiter’s potential
fields (gravity, magnetic).
From its unique vantage point above the poles, Juno is the first mission to the giant
planet well positioned to explore the polar magnetosphere, sampling Birkeland currents and
particle distributions that power the solar system’s most spectacular aurorae. Thus Juno will
also conduct an intensive study of the Jovian aurorae and polar magnetosphere, acquiring
an impressive set of in-situ and remote observations as it transits the polar region. Juno’s
instrument complement thus also includes a suite of fields and particle instruments for in-situ
sampling; in addition to the magnetometer, Juno carries an energetic particle detector (JEDI)
measuring electrons in the energy range 40–500 keV and ions from 20 keV to >1 MeV
(Mauk et al. 2013), a Jovian auroral (plasma) distributions experiment (JADE) measuring
electrons with energies of 0.1 to 100 keV and ions from 5 to 50 keV (McComas et al. 2013),
and a radio and plasma waves instrument (WAVES) recording Jovian radio emissions to
>40 MHz (Kurth et al., this issue). Remote observations of the aurora will be acquired
by an ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) counting individual UV photons (Gladstone et al.,
2014) and a Jupiter infrared auroral mapping instrument (JIRAM) supporting imagery and
spectrometry (Adriani et al. 2014). Juno also carries a modest imaging system (JunoCam)
intended for education and public outreach (Hansen et al. 2014). While not conceived as a
science instrument, JunoCam will acquire useful science data that will be archived along
with the other mission data in the Planetary Data System (PDS). These instruments are
described in detail elsewhere in this volume.
In this paper we describe the Juno MAG investigation, our science objectives, measure-
ment requirements, and the instrumentation developed to acquire the necessary observations.
We also briefly describe accommodation of the instrumentation on the spacecraft, and some
aspects of the Project’s magnetic control program that we put in place to ensure that the
magnetic measurements would not be adversely affected by spacecraft-generated magnetic
fields.
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2 Science Objectives
The Juno MAG will conduct the first global magnetic mapping of Jupiter and contribute
to studies of Jupiter’s polar magnetosphere. The investigation is designed to acquire highly
accurate vector measurements of the magnetic field in Jupiter’s environment, mapping the
planetary magnetic field with extraordinary accuracy and spatial resolution (orders of mag-
nitude better than current knowledge). Our primary objective is to characterize the Jovian
magnetic field with a spherical harmonic model sufficiently detailed as to invite comparisons
with the Earth’s dynamo. Simulations suggest that Juno will provide sufficient coverage to
determine spherical harmonic coefficients to at least degree and order 14, perhaps beyond.
If the harmonic spectrum approximates white noise at the dynamo radius, we will deter-
mine the depth to the dynamo surface as well (e.g., Hide and Malin 1979). Finally, with
a year of operations about Jupiter it may be possible to detect the secular variation of the
Jovian field. If secular variation is detected, an independent measure of the depth to the dy-
namo may also be obtained by application of the frozen flux theorem (Hide and Malin 1981;
Glatzmaier and Roberts 1996).
2.1 Jovian Internal Magnetic Field
Jupiter’s magnetic field was revealed by non-thermal decameter radio emissions (22 MHz)
identified with Jupiter’s position in the sky (Burke and Franklin 1955). In subsequent
decades, observation of Jovian synchrotron radiation (∼1 GHz) provided geometrical con-
straints on the magnetic dipole and a precise measurement of the rotation period (9.925 hrs).
A more detailed characterization of Jupiter’s magnetic field awaited direct measurement by
passing space probes, beginning with Pioneers 10 and 11 the early 1970s (Smith et al. 1974,
1975a, 1975b; Acuña and Ness 1976), followed by Voyagers 1 and 2 (Ness et al. 1979a,
1979b) at the end of the decade (1979).
The Ulysses spacecraft obtained additional observations in 1992, using a Jupiter grav-
ity assist to escape the ecliptic plane (Balogh 1994). The Galileo Orbiter began its study
of the Jovian magnetosphere in 1995 (Johnson et al. 1992), but its mission plan, designed
to provide multiple satellite encounters, was not well suited for study of Jupiter’s planetary
magnetic field. The Cassini and New Horizons spacecraft passed by Jupiter en route to more
distant destinations, but neither passed very close to Jupiter. Thus, models of Jupiter’s inter-
nal magnetic field are largely based on the early flyby observations, augmented by satellite
flux tube footprints (to be discussed later). A more detailed description of the observations
and models appears in Connerney (2015).
Jupiter’s magnetic field is most often characterized using a spherical harmonic repre-
sentation, or for simplicity, its degree 1 approximation, the dipole. In the absence of local
currents (∇ × B = 0), the magnetic field may be obtained from the gradient of a scalar po-
tential V (B = −∇V ). The potential V may be expressed in a series expansion of spherical
harmonic functions that are solutions to Laplace’s equation in spherical coordinates. The
traditional spherical harmonic expansion of V is given by (e.g., Chapman and Bartels 1940;
Langel 1987)
V = a
∞∑
n=1
{(
r
a
)n
T en +
(
a
r
)n+1
T in
}
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where a is the planet’s equatorial radius. The first series in increasing powers of r represents
contributions due to external sources, with
T en =
n∑
m=0
{
Pmn (cos θ)
[
Gmn cos(mφ) + Hmn sin(mφ)
]}
The second series in inverse powers of r represents contributions due to the planetary field
or internal sources, with
T in =
n∑
m=0
{
Pmn (cos θ)
[
gmn cos(mφ) + hmn sin(mφ)
]}
The Pmn (cos θ) are Schmidt quasi-normalized associated Legendre functions of degree n and
order m, and the gmn , hmn and Gmn , Hmn , are the internal and external Schmidt coefficients,
respectively. These are most often presented in units of Gauss or nanoteslas (1 G = 105 nT)
for a particular choice of equatorial radius (a) of the planet. The angles θ and φ are the polar
angles of a spherical coordinate system, θ (co-latitude) measured from the axis of rotation
and φ from the prime meridian. The three components of the magnetic field (internal field
only) are obtained from the expression for V above:
Br = −∂V
∂r
=
∞∑
n=1
n∑
m=0
{
(n + 1)
(
a
r
)n+2[
gmn cos(mφ) + hmn sin(mφ)
]
Pmn (cos θ)
}
Bθ = − ∂V
r∂θ
= −
∞∑
n=1
n∑
m=0
{(
a
r
)n+2[
gmn cos(mφ) + hmn sin(mφ)
]dPmn (cos θ)
dθ
}
Bφ = −1
r sin θ
∂V
∂φ
= 1
sin θ
∞∑
n=1
n∑
m=0
{
m
(
a
r
)n+2[
gmn sin(mφ) − hmn cos(mφ)
]
Pmn (cos θ)
}
The magnetic field due to external sources may be computed in similar fashion. The
expansion in increasing powers of r , representing external fields, is often truncated at
n = Nmax = 1 corresponding to a uniform external field attributed to magnetopause and
tail currents, i.e., sources well beyond the region of interest. A potential field representation
is not useful in a region with significant local currents, so in practice local currents are rep-
resented with the aid of explicit models. The most significant external source in Jupiter’s
magnetosphere is due to an extensive system of ring currents encircling the planet, confined
to within a few Jovian radii of the magnetic equator, and extending from the orbit of Io out
to 50 Rj or more radial distance (Connerney et al. 1981). A simple model of this equato-
rial azimuthal current system provides a compact and intuitive representation of the external
field, useful in studies of the internal field (e.g., Connerney et al. 1981, 1982) as well.
The maximum degree and order required of the internal field expansion depends on the
complexity of the field within the volume of space sampled. The series is often truncated
at a maximum degree Nmax, where Nmax is large enough to follow variations in the field
at the orbital altitude of the measurement. The number of free parameters grows rapidly
with increasing Nmax, as np = (Nmax + 1)2 − 1. Since the spherical harmonics are orthog-
onal basis functions, if the observations are well distributed on a sphere, the coefficients
obtained are independent of the choice Nmax. If the observations are poorly distributed or
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sparse (e.g., a planetary flyby) the spherical harmonic functions do not form an orthogonal
set, and it is advisable to construct new orthogonal basis functions. Connerney’s (1981)
method, based on the singular value decomposition of Lanczos, involves the construc-
tion of partial solutions to the generalized linear inverse problem to obtain estimates of
the parameters that are well constrained by the observations; those that are not are read-
ily identified and exploited to characterize model non-uniqueness (see Connerney 1981;
Connerney et al. 1991). The observations available prior to the Juno mission have gener-
ally limited Jovian spherical harmonic models to degree and order 3 or 4, with some of the
degree 3 and 4 coefficients poorly determined as yet.
Jovian observations are rendered in a west longitude system, in which the longitude of
a stationary observer (e.g., an Earth-bound observer) increases with time as the planet ro-
tates. (West longitudes are simply related to the angle φ by λ = 360 − φ). For gaseous
planets, longitudes must be assigned with knowledge of the rotation rate and time. Obser-
vation of Jovian radio emission over several decades provided an accurate determination of
the planet’s rotation period, and during all those years, radio astronomers recorded longi-
tudes that by convention increased in time, begetting a west longitude system. One must be
aware of the occasional update in rotation period (e.g., λIII(1957) vs λIII(1965)) that alters
the assignment of longitudes for observations obtained at different times, for example. A de-
tailed description of Jovian coordinate systems is given by Dessler (1983) and Bagenal et
al. (2014).
The spherical harmonic representation may be extended to accommodate secular varia-
tion of the magnetic field, assuming detection of significant time variation. This is usually
done by replacing the Schmidt coefficients with time dependent functions, e.g., gmn (t) =
gmn + gmn t .
2.1.1 Models
Table 1 gathers the spherical harmonic coefficients of several models, fit to various subsets
of data and using a variety of methods. Estimated parameter errors are available for some
models, but not reproduced here, for brevity (original publication should be consulted). The
models are organized in the table with more recent models generally appearing on the left.
An early comparison of the Voyager 1 model (epoch 1979) with a Pioneer 11 model (GSFC
O4; epoch 1973) limited Jovimagnetic secular variation (g01 ) to no more than 0.2 %/yr (Con-
nerney and Acuña 1982). By way of comparison, the Earth’s g01 term is presently decreasing
by about 0.075 %/yr. Differences among the Ulysses era (Ulysses 17 ev) model and those
of Voyager (Voyager 1 17 ev) and Pioneer (O4) appear within, or comparable, to estimated
parameter errors (Connerney et al. 1996a); so there is little evidence of secular variation
of the main field from these data (Connerney and Acuña 1982; Dougherty et al. 1996)
or from the more distant observations acquired throughout Galileo’s tour (Yu et al. 2009;
Russell and Dougherty 2010). However, a recent and very comprehensive analysis (Ridley
and Holme 2016) of all in-situ magnetic field data finds evidence in favor of a modest secu-
lar variation (∼0.012 %/yr) of the dipole over the nearly 29 years spanning the observations.
Their analysis also finds an improved fit to the observations if a small change in Jupiter’s
rotation period (+0.015 s) is introduced (results in a period of 9 h, 55 m, 29.7258 s), well
within the estimated uncertainty (±0.04 s) associated with System III 1965. The Juno mis-
sion, particularly as re-planned in late 2014, will provide a good opportunity to detect secular
variation during the course of its mission, and an even better opportunity if it is extended
beyond the nominal 32 science orbits.
Among the models listed in Table 1, the two leftmost entries are distinguished by the
inclusion of geometric constraints, in particular, the observed latitude and longitude of the
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Table 1 Jovian magnetic field models
Coefficient
number
Coefficient VIT 4: VIP 4: 1992.1: O6 1979.2: 1974.9: Pioneer 11
Ulysses 17 eV Voyager 1 17 eV O4 SHA
1 g01 428077. 420543. 410879. 424202. 420825. 421800. 409200.
2 g11 −75306. −65920. −67885. −65929. −65980. −66400. −70500.
3 h11 24616. 24992. 22881. 24116 26122. 26400. 23100.
4 g02 −4283. −5118. 7086. −2181. −3411. −20300. −3300.
5 g12 −59426. −61904. −64371. −71106. −75856. −73500. −69900.
6 g22 44386. 49690. 46437. 48714. 48321. 51300. 53700.
7 h12 −50154. −36052. −30924. −40304. −29424. −46900. −53100.
8 h22 38452. 5250. 13288. 7179. 10704. 8800. 7400.
9 g03 8906. −1576. −5104. 7565. 2153. −23300. −11300.
10 g13 −21447. −52036. −15682. −15493. −3295. −7600. −58500.
11 g23 21130. 24386. 25148. 19775. 26315. 16800. 28300.
12 g33 −1190. −17597. −4253. −17958. −6905. −23100. 6700.
13 h13 −17187. −8804. −15040. −38824. 8883. −58000. −42300.
14 h23 40667. 40829. 45743. 34243. 69538. 48700. 12000.
15 h33 −35263. −31586. −21705. −22439. −24718. −29400. −17100.
16 g04 −22925. −16758.
17 g14 18940. 22210.
18 g24 −3851. −6074.
19 g34 9926. −20243.
20 g44 1271. 6643.
21 h14 16088. 7557.
22 h24 11807. 40411.
23 h34 6195. −16597.
24 h44 12641. 3866.
Schmidt normalized spherical harmonic coefficient in gauss, referenced to Jupiter system III (1965) coordi-
nates, and 1 Rj = 71,398 km for Ulysses; 1 Rj = 71,323 km for Voyager 1. Voyager 1 17 eV model from
Connerney et al. (1982). The notation “UR” refers to unresolved parameters. Pioneer 11 O4 model coeffi-
cients as tabulated for system III (1965) by Acuña et al. (1983) (originally (1957 system III) from Acuña and
Ness (1976)). Pioneer 11 SHA model originally (1957 System III) from Smith et al. (1976)
Io Flux Tube footprint (IFT). The discovery of infrared emission at the foot of the Io Flux
Tube (IFT) in Jupiter’s ionosphere (Connerney et al. 1993) provided an extremely valuable
geometric constraint on magnetic field models. IFT emission occurs in Jupiter’s polar iono-
sphere at the base of field lines that pass through the satellite’s orbital plane at an orbital
distance of 5.95 Rj . This emission is a visible manifestation of the electrodynamic inter-
action between Io and the Jovian magnetic field, as originally envisioned to explain the Io
phase modulation of Jovian decameter radiation (Goldreich and Lynden-Bell 1969). The
Io-related emissions provide an unambiguous reference on Jupiter’s surface through which
magnetic field lines with an equatorial crossing distance of 5.95 Rj must pass. Thus ob-
servations of the location (latitude, longitude) of the footprint offer a unique constraint on
magnetic field models, precisely where it is most needed, on the surface of the planet.
IFT emission is observable from Earth with ground telescopes (e.g., Infrared Telescope
Facility on Mauna Kea) in the infrared region of the spectrum (Connerney et al. 1993;
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Connerney and Satoh 2000), and with the Hubble Space Telescope in the ultraviolet (Clarke
et al. 1996, 1998, 2005; Prange et al. 1998; Bonfond et al. 2009). Emission has also been
detected at the foot of the Europa and Ganymede flux tubes as well (Clarke et al. 2002; Gro-
dent et al. 2006; 2009), but these offer less useful constraints because these field lines pass
through the equator at greater radial distance (9.4 and 15 Rj , respectively) where the mag-
netic field is relatively weak. The mapping of field lines from these more distant satellites is
heavily influenced by external fields that are less well constrained and perhaps time-variable.
The “VIP4” model in Table 3 used over 100 IFT footprint locations (north and south) in
addition to Pioneer 11 and Voyager in-situ magnetometer data to obtain a partial solution to
a 4th degree and order expansion of the internal field (Connerney et al. 1998). This model
was designed to fit the position of the IFT footprint very well (within ∼1° latitude), so it has
proven particularly useful in analyses of satellite interactions and aurorae; it serves the Juno
Project as part of the engineering environment standard. The “VIT4” model (Connerney
2015) is more tightly constrained by the IFT footprints, using over 500 such observations as
a geometric constraint, and just enough in-situ magnetometer data (Voyager 1, theta compo-
nent only) to constrain the magnitude of the field.
These models fit the IFT footprint well, but there remains a systematic and non-negligible
residual, particularly in the area of the “kink” that appears in UV observations of satellite
footprints and aurorae near 110° Jovian system III longitude. Grodent and colleagues (Gro-
dent et al. 2008) have suggested that a more localized source, or magnetic anomaly, might
account for the “kink”. In years past, Alex Dessler and colleagues (Dessler and Sandel 1992)
have championed the idea of a “sunspot” analogy for Jupiter’s magnetic field, also know as
the “magnetic anomaly” model. Grodent’s putative magnetic anomaly would necessarily
be located near the surface in order to modify the satellite and aurora footprints without
dramatically altering the field elsewhere.
Hess and coworkers utilized an extensive database of IFT footprints compiled by Bon-
fond et al. (2009) to obtain a 5th degree and order spherical harmonic model (“VIPAL”) of
the Jovian magnetic field (Hess et al. 2011). This model obtains a better fit to the satellite
footprints, at the expense of a poorer fit to the in-situ magnetic field observations inward
of about 4 Rj . This model was also constrained to produce a prescribed surface magnetic
field strength along the IFT “footpath”. This was done to better match the local electron gy-
rofrequency to observations of Jovian decameter radio emissions, under certain assumptions
regarding the source location, beaming, and generation of radio emissions. Thus models of
this type (e.g., VIPAL) require a measure of confidence in our understanding of the propaga-
tion of Alfven waves from Io to Jupiter (longitude constraint), and a degree of confidence in
our understanding of the generation and propagation of Jovian radio emissions as the price
to be paid for encompassing more observables.
The Juno spacecraft will (July, 2016) enter Jupiter orbit to map the magnetic field much
closer to the planet in the northern hemisphere and with much greater accuracy than ever
before. We will soon know whether the auroral “kink” is due to the presence of a hidden and
localized magnetic anomaly.
2.1.2 Discussion
The magnitude of Jupiter’s surface field ranges from just over 3 G at low latitudes to just
over 14 G at high (northern) latitudes. The variation of magnetic field magnitude on the
surface of Jupiter is illustrated in Fig. 2, which depicts contours of constant field magni-
tude on the dynamically flattened surface of Jupiter, computed using the VIT4 model. The
estimated uncertainty in the surface field magnitude is about ±1 Gauss (Connerney 1981;
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Fig. 2 Contours of constant magnetic field magnitude (Gauss) on the dynamically flattened (1/15.4) sur-
face of Jupiter, computed using the VIT4 model field (see text). The top panel shows the field magnitude in
orthographic projections viewed from the north (left) and south (right); below the colorbar is a rectangular
latitude-longitude (System 3 west longitude) projection. A trace (dashed) indicates the position of the mag-
netic equator. Solid lines join points on the surface that trace along field lines to the orbits of the Galilean
satellites Io, Europa, and Ganymede, with filled circles for increments of 30° in the satellite’s System 3 lon-
gitude
Connerney et al. 1991), but could be appreciably greater if higher degree and order harmon-
ics are larger than expected, or if magnetic anomalies reveal their presence. Figure 2 also
illustrates the foot of the Io flux tube, passing through the region of highest field strength in
the northern hemisphere at a longitude of about 150° λIII . The maximum surface magnetic
field magnitude present along the Io foot is consistent with the maximum frequency extent
(39.5 MHz) of Jovian decameter radio emission (DAM), assuming that the emission occurs
at the local electron gyrofrequency and at the foot of the Io flux tube (fc (MHz) = 2.8B (G)).
A convenient measure of the complexity of a planetary magnetic field, often used in
studies of the magnetic field of the Earth and planets, is the “harmonic spectrum,” sometimes
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Fig. 3 Lowe’s spectrum as
measured for earth (green)
compared with two possibilities
for Jupiter (red), assuming
“white noise” at the dynamo
surface (rc = 0.75,0.85 Rj )
referred to as a “Lowes spectrum,” defined as follows (Lowes 1974; Langel and Estes 1982):
Rn = (n + 1)
n∑
m=0
{(
gmn
)2 + (hmn
)2}
This quantity is equal to the mean squared magnetic field intensity over the planet’s surface
produced by harmonics of degree n. Scaled to the core-mantle boundary with the factor
(a/rc)
2n+4
, this quantity represents the mean squared magnetic field intensity at the dynamo
surface. The Earth’s field is well known to high degree and order (Nmax = 23). Scaled to the
core-mantle boundary, the spectrum becomes almost flat for n ≤ 14, suggesting a “white”
spectrum for the dynamo at the core-mantle boundary (e.g., Lowes 1974). Harmonic coef-
ficients beyond n ∼ 14 are dominated by contributions due to crustal induced and remanent
fields, and are not diagnostic of the dynamo.
It has often been assumed that a white spectrum is a common feature of all planetary
dynamos (Elphic and Russell 1978), although in the Earth’s case the quadrupole is consid-
erably less than expected. In Fig. 3, we compare the Earth’s Rn, calculated using the GSFC
12/83 model (Langel and Estes 1985) with a putative Jovian spectrum calculated for a dy-
namo simulation that produces a comparable spectrum near the dynamo radius (0.75 and
0.85 Rj illustrated). A dynamo core radius near 0.75 might be expected if the dynamo op-
erates in the metallically conducting hydrogen core (e.g., Stevenson 1983), whereas 0.85
might be appropriate for a dynamo operative in the electrically conducting molecular hy-
drogen envelope above (Smoluchowski 1975).
2.2 Jupiter’s Magnetosphere and Interaction with the Solar Wind
The interaction of the planetary field and the solar wind forms a multi-tiered interaction
region, often approximated as a set of conic sections. The first of which is the bow shock,
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Fig. 4 The Jovian magnetosphere. The interaction with the solar wind results in a classical bow shock,
magnetosheath, magnetopause, and magnetic tail
formed upstream of the obstacle where the supersonic solar wind is slowed (Fig. 4). All
of the planets, magnetized or not, interrupt the flow of the solar wind, racing across the
solar system at high velocity (∼450 km/s) with the sun’s magnetic field in tow. Magnetized
planets carve out a larger cavity in the solar wind, as do more distant planets immersed in a
solar wind weakened by virtue of diminished density (n ∼ 1/r2). Relatively distant Jupiter,
with a prodigious magnetic moment, carves out an enormous volume, which, if visible,
would appear larger than the Earth’s moon in the sky.
The slowed solar wind flows around the planetary obstacle within the magnetosheath, a
turbulent region bounded by the bow shock and the magnetopause, often approximated by
a paraboloid of revolution about the planet-sun line. Within the magnetopause is a region
dominated by the planetary field, called the magnetosphere (Gold 1959), a term introduced
by Tommy Gold in the early 1950s. Jupiter’s magnetosphere assumes a disc-like geometry
owing to the extensive washer-shaped region of equatorial azimuthal currents that encircle
the planet, analogous to the Earth’s ring current but more extensive and more stable in time.
Jupiter’s magnetosphere is described as a rotation-dominated magnetosphere, shaped by the
transfer of angular momentum from the planet to outward-flowing plasma (Bagenal et al.,
this issue), though there is little doubt that rotation and (Earth-like) convection both play
a role. The (outward radial) currents that enforce co-rotation in the Jovian magnetosphere
cause the field lines that cross the equator at large radial distances to be swept back in a
spiral configuration.
The magnetospheric magnetic field extends well downstream in the anti-sunward direc-
tion, with field lines drawn out away from the sun as if stretched like an archer’s bowstring,
to form the magnetotail. The Jovian magnetotail extends far downstream of Jupiter, and has
been observed by spacecraft as far downstream as Saturn, i.e., as distant from Jupiter as
Jupiter is from the Sun. The vast spatial scale of the Jovian magnetosphere surely compli-
cates a description of its response to variable solar wind conditions, which are likely to be
quite different along the length and girth of the magnetosphere. The Juno approach phase
offers a rare opportunity to sample the solar wind ram pressure upstream of Jupiter while re-
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Fig. 5 Juno’s trajectory through the Jovian magnetosphere in a magnetic equatorial coordinate system for a
representative set of orbits (1,4,19,36). Magnetic field lines (purple) are drawn at every 2° co-latitude and
contours of magnetic field magnitude (blue) in units of nT as labeled. Radial distances of Galilean satellites
Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto indicated as they would appear crossing the magnetic equator
mote observations of its infrared and ultraviolet aurorae are obtained. Juno’s remote sensing
instruments will be able to image Jupiter during the approach phase along with an impressive
array of Earth-bound and Earth-orbiting imaging assets.
Field-aligned, or Birkeland currents, flow between the magnetosphere and the planet’s
electrically conducting ionosphere, leading to intense auroral displays. Jovian aurorae are
omnipresent and dominated by the transfer of angular momentum necessary to enforce co-
rotation of outflowing plasma, but also responsive to variations in the incident solar wind
(Baron et al. 1996; Connerney et al. 1996b; Gurnett et al. 2002). Juno’s trajectory affords
an opportunity to measure the distribution and intensity of Birkeland currents over both
polar regions with every periapsis pass. Juno’s trajectory through the Jovian magnetosphere
is illustrated with the aid of Fig. 5, which shows the trajectory in a magnetic equatorial
coordinate system for a subset of the orbits, illustrating the evolution of the orbits in time.
All orbits pass repeatedly through the polar magnetosphere, traversing field lines illuminated
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at ionospheric altitudes with auroral emissions. Early in the mission (e.g., orbit #1) the
spacecraft remains mostly above and below the extensive equatorial azimuthal current sheet
(blue-shaded region); as the orbit evolves in time, Juno penetrates the magnetodisc currents
at ever decreasing radial distances. By mission’s end, Juno crosses the magnetic equator in
the vicinity of the innermost Galilean satellites (orbit #36). Juno’s exploration of the polar
magnetosphere is described in detail in the companion article (Bagenal et al. 2014, this
issue).
2.3 Satellite Interactions, Flux Tube Footprints
Jupiter’s Galilean satellites (Io, Europa, Ganymede, and possibly Callisto) are electrically
conducting obstacles to the magnetoplasma rotating with Jupiter, overtaking the satellites
in their Keplerian orbits. Jupiter’s magnetic field sweeps over these satellites, inducing a
potential that drives an outward radial current across the satellite body, and a current dipole
(Alfven current wings) to and from Jupiter’s polar ionosphere, north and south. These cur-
rents produce bright auroral emissions in Jupiter’s ionosphere that can often be observed
in association with the foot of the flux tube linking the two, as discussed in the previous
section. The electrodynamic interaction between Io and Jupiter was anticipated well before
spacecraft arrived at Jupiter (Goldreich and Lynden-Bell 1969). The Voyager 1 spacecraft,
arriving in March, 1979, was targeted to pass just south of Io during its flyby and measured
a current dipole conducting ∼ 2.8 × 106 A of current between Io and the Jovian ionosphere
(Acuña et al. 1981).
While the nominal Juno mission plan does not target close flybys of the Galilean satel-
lites, the Juno spacecraft will pass through L-shells swept by the satellites, albeit often at
high magnetic latitudes. The periapsis passes are timed to afford uniform longitude spac-
ing at the Jovigraphic equator, as befits a mapping mission, and thus cannot in general be
timed to coincide with a particular satellite orbital phase. However, the Io interaction has
been observed (at times) to shed a continuous arc of emission in the Jovian ionosphere
downstream of the IFT footprint (along the Io “footpath”). The magnetic field produced by
current sheets associated with this emission ought to be directly observable as Juno passes
through the polar magnetosphere at longitudes downstream of Io’s orbital position. Charged
particle measurements will also be obtained at the same time by the JADE and JEDI experi-
ments, and high-rate wave observations will be sequenced to coincide with traversals of the
satellite L-shells.
2.4 En Route to Jupiter: Targets of Opportunity
The lengthy cruise phase provided an opportunity to exercise the instruments and perform
periodic instrument calibration and health and safety assessments prior to insertion into orbit
about Jupiter. Operation during this phase also granted an opportunity to develop the plan-
ning and sequencing processes that will be required during the science phase, and develop
experience with the necessary tools. The original mission plan accommodated but a few
brief intervals of science instrument operation, as a cost containment strategy, but ultimately
a subset of the instruments were able to acquire nearly continuous observations through-
out cruise despite the low staffing levels associated with cruise phase. Thus the microwave
radiometer (MWR) gathered observations of the cosmic microwave background, the JEDI
instrument was primed to detect energetic particle events, the WAVES instrument recorded
heliospheric wave activity, while MAG recorded the heliospheric magnetic field at sample
rates ranging from 64 vector samples/s to a few (depending on telemetry allocations). The
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MAG investigation star cameras (ASC) provided measurements of the MAG sensor attitudes
throughout cruise at a sample rate of 1 solution per 7 s, and recorded the characteristics of
objects that were detected but not found in the on-board star catalog.
2.4.1 Solar System Magnetic Fields
Heliospheric magnetic fields were recorded by the MAG investigation throughout cruise,
with the instrument operating almost continuously in the most sensitive of its 6 dynamic
ranges (range 0, ±1600 nT). The FGM was designed to operate in strong magnetic fields (to
16 G per axis) and therefore not optimized to measure weak interplanetary magnetic fields,
but nonetheless useful data was acquired, in large part aided by the spacecraft spin. With
16 bit quantization, the Least Significant Bit (LSB) in the 1600 nT range corresponds to a
quantization step of ∼0.05 nT, a not insignificant fraction of the weak interplanetary field ap-
proaching Jupiter (few 10ths of a nT) during this part of the solar cycle. The continuous spin
about the spacecraft z axis allows (inseparable) instrument offsets and spacecraft generated
magnetic fields in the x and y components to be estimated continuously, but offsets along
the spin axis can only be estimated using statistical methods. Nevertheless, we reduced data
for each of the interplanetary events (shocks and potential upstream waves) identified by the
magnetospheres working group; eventually (6 months post-Jupiter Orbit Insertion (JOI)) all
MAG cruise data will be deposited in the Planetary Data System (PDS) repository.
2.4.2 Asteroid Population Characterization
The MAG’s Advanced Stellar Compass (ASC) services the MAG attitude determination
requirement by comparison of the star field (imaged by each of its four imagers) with a
matching star field generated by an on-board star catalog. As a fully autonomous star tracker,
the ASC requires a robust way to distinguish between real stars and other non-stellar objects
that might appear in the imager field of view (FOV). These objects (e.g., planets, satellites,
asteroids, foreign objects, etc.) might otherwise lead to misidentification of the star field
and consequently an inaccurate attitude estimate. The ASC achieves this functionality by
accepting the identification of a star field only if all of the luminous objects present in the
FOV closely match those in the star catalogue. This implementation has proven extremely
robust, and particularly effective when operating the ASC in high radiation environments.
Conversely, any luminous object (down to visual magnitude of V = 7.5 from O to K type
stars) not matched must represent a non-stellar object. This class of objects includes planets,
asteroids and other smaller solar system bodies, as well as other spacecraft in close proximity
(e.g., orbiting Earth).
The four ASC imagers are oriented on the (spinning) Juno spacecraft with an angular
separation of 13° between their optical axis and the spacecraft spin axis, optimized for the
attitude determination function. The ASC imagers are referred to as Camera Head Units,
CHU-A, B, C, D. As a result, the imagers scan a washer-shaped section of the sky during
a rotation, covering about 1/20 of the celestial sphere. The ASC is typically limited by
command to utilize brighter objects for attitude determination, and the four cameras view
the same portion of the sky over a full rotation. Thus only one camera need be commanded
to detect, track and register non-stellar objects. The brightness sensitivity of this camera was
set to visual magnitude of V = 8.5, and this mode of operation, enabled after the Earth flyby,
will operate through end of mission. This camera will only be able to detect relatively bright
objects with its 250 ms integration time, given its relatively wide FOV (13° by 18°). Large
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objects may be detected at large distances, whereas small and fast-moving objects may be
detected this way only if they are in close proximity to Juno.
Every time the ASC detects a non-stellar object the inertial position and intensity of that
object is registered. If the same object is detected in a subsequent observation (e.g., after
a full rotation of Juno), its inertial coordinates are compared to the previous coordinates
and the apparent tangential angular rate is calculated. If the measured rate of an object falls
within a pre-defined range, and if the object is detected at least 5 times, the observation is
stored the ASC onboard mass memory for later download. The angular rate range was set
to store objects with an apparent tangential rate between 15 arcsec/s to 4800 arcsec/s; this
choice excludes most large and well-known asteroids and planets, but allows detection of
local objects, even those moving very rapidly in the FOV. To further constrain the nature of
objects detected during cruise and hopefully later in science orbit, the ASC automatically
captures a thumbnail image of the object being tracked.
The radial velocity of the non-stellar object may be constrained by analysis of the time
variation of the measured intensity. Using this technique objects with tangential velocities
up to an astonishing 4.5 deg/s were detected and tracked during the cruise phase. A detailed
analysis of these remarkable observations, and their implications, is beyond the scope of this
paper but will appear in the near future.
2.4.3 Radiation Monitoring with the ASC
The ASC CCD imagers, co-located on the MAG boom with the magnetic sensors, are pro-
vided with moderate radiation shielding mass (170 g per camera) in addition to that provided
by the magnetometer optical bench that surrounds the small camera head enclosure. Since
the camera’s CCDs are sensitive to the passage of energetic particles, they may also be used
to monitor the flux of such particles. The majority of the ASC electronics (e.g., computer
and associated electronics components) resides within Juno’s massive radiation vault, where
ionizing radiation is greatly attenuated.
During the mission, Juno will transit regimes populated by extremely variable fluxes
of different types of energetic particles. During most of cruise and probably throughout the
more distant reaches of the science orbits, the fluence is primarily comprised of solar protons
and cosmic radiation. The shielding level of the CCD is approximately 62 mm equivalent
Al, which may be expected to efficiently stop all heavy ions and protons up to about 75 MeV,
and all electrons below about 30 MeV. During Juno’s Earth flyby, for example, and beyond a
few Jovian radii within the Jovian magnetosphere, trapped protons dominate. During Juno’s
periapsis passes, however, energetic electrons prevail.
Energetic protons will generate a line of signal electrons along their path through the
active regions of a CCD, with the ionization intensity increasing as they approach thermal-
ization. The ionization path will appear as a bright pixel or line of pixels depending on the
incidence angle of the incident proton relative to the plane of the CCD. In contrast, an en-
ergetic electron will deposit most of its energy inside a single pixel. The telltale signatures
of electron and proton passage will both be evidenced within a single exposure, with no
after-effects evident in the ensuing image.
These transient effects are thus distinguished from permanent displacement damage to
the CCD caused by radiation. The latter will give rise to an elevated level of thermal elec-
trons being liberated into the conduction-band. These dislocations will appear as permanent
hot pixels in all subsequent images. Since the elevated noise in a hot pixel is expressed by
thermal electrons, and as such highly sensitive to temperature, the Juno ASC CCDs are op-
erated at a temperature of approximately −55 °C to very effectively (virtually eliminate)
suppress this noise.
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The Juno ASC is designed to operate in a high radiation environment and is therefore
well endowed with several tools to suppress radiation-induced noise sources. The ASC per-
forms this task by means of a suite of morphological filters operating on the image before it
is passed to the centroiding algorithms. These filters detect and systematically remove from
the image any signal with a signature similar to that expected of a passing energetic pro-
ton, electron or neutron. The ASC does, however, maintain a count of the number of such
signatures detected in its CCD images.
This information is usually suppressed to better utilize the instrument’s telemetry alloca-
tion, and not telemetered to ground. However, in the interest of providing data for radiation
environment assessment, we have commanded one of the four MAG ASC camera head units
(CHU-D) to return the number of energetic particle events detected at a cadence of 1 Hz.
This metric is anticipated to largely reflect the energetic electron flux along Juno’s periapsis
passes.
2.4.4 Imaging with the ASC
The ASC cameras are effectively low-light, wide field of view imagers. They may be com-
manded with great flexibility, allowing for dark-level, gain and shutter control over an im-
pressive dynamic range. During nominal star tracking operations, these levels are all au-
tonomously adjusted for optimal spacecraft attitude determination. However, one or more
cameras may be commanded at any time to acquire images at user-specified settings. They
may also be commanded to image targets intelligently, with an exposure triggered by the in-
stantaneous inertial orientation in space of the camera boresight. To use this inertial trigger
function, the user merely specifies the target’s inertial attitude, and as the spacecraft rotates,
the camera being used for imaging will acquire an image when the target appears nearest to
the center of that camera’s FOV. This enables automatic targeting of any specific celestial
body or target area.
During the course of the mission we’ll target Jupiter’s minor satellites, as well as the
Galilean satellites, the tenuous Jovian ring system, and darkened hemisphere of Jupiter. Im-
ages planned during Juno’s period reduction maneuver (PRM) will be examined for light-
ning flashes, and visible emissions associated with the polar aurorae and satellite footprints.
The ASC also took advantage of the Earth flyby image the Earth-moon system upon
approach. Juno approached the Earth Moon Barycenter system (EMB) from a sunwards di-
rection in order to perform the necessary gravity assist en route to rendezvous with Jupiter.
The ASC CHU-D was commanded into imaging mode, and its exposure time reduced to
the extent practical (limited by spacecraft clock considerations), allowing the camera to
image of the Earth Moon system repeatedly on approach. The mode was enabled at ∼4 mil-
lion km distance, and operated through approach to ∼40,000 km. The image sequence ob-
tained during the approach was compiled into a time lapse movie which can be viewed at
“https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_CzBlSXgzqI”.
3 Science Requirements
The magnetometer investigation (MAG) driving requirements benefit from knowledge of the
magnetic field environment that Juno will transit, a consequence of the spacecraft missions
that preceded Juno. Juno MAG requirements are sourced from the Juno Mission require-
ments document, Level 3 & 4 functional requirements documents. The most demanding sci-
ence objective from a measurement perspective is the global magnetic mapping, for which
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Table 2 Magnetic observatory characteristics
Sensors type: Dual Tri-axial Ring Core Fluxgates, each with two
co-located Non-Magnetic Star Cameras
Nominal Dynamic Ranges
& (resolution∗)
Range 6: 16.384 G (±25.0 nT)
Range 5: 4.0960 G (±6.25 nT)
Range 4: 1.0240 G (±1.56 nT)
Range 2: 0.2560 G (±0.39 nT)
Range 1: 0.0640 G (±0.19 nT)
(1 Gauss = 100,000 nT) Range 0: 0.0160 G (±0.05 nT)
FGM Absolute Vector Accuracy: 0.01 % absolute vector accuracy
FGM Intrinsic Noise Level: 1 nT
FGM Zero Level Stability: <2 nT
Spacecraft Magnetic Cleanliness: <2 nT static and <0.5 nT dynamic
Intrinsic FGM Sample Rate: 64 vector samples/second
Advanced Stellar Compass: Four Camera Head Units (CHUs), CCD Imager
Attitude Determination Accuracy: 20 arcsec (spin rate dependent)
Attitude Solution Rate: 4 quaternions per second
Radiation Total Ionizing Dose (TID): >50 krad (at component level)
∗ Resolution listed here is the quantization step size for a 16 bit analog-to-digital converter
vector measurement accuracy translates directly into estimated parameter uncertainties in
the magnetic models derived from the observations. More relaxed measurement require-
ments would be sufficient to service the needs of the science objectives associated with the
exploration of the polar magnetosphere. A relevant subset of the MAG instrument driving
requirements are listed as follows:
• Measure the magnitude and direction of the ambient magnetic field.
• Encompass a dynamic range of measurement extending from 1 nT to 16 G, per axis (1 G
= 100,000 nT).
• Provide measurement of the vector magnetic field with an absolute accuracy of 0.05 %
(goal 0.01 %).
• Provide the vector magnetic field (via spacecraft C&DH broadcast vector) to other science
payloads in flight, in real time, with an accuracy of 1 %.
• Sample the magnetic field at a (variable) rate of up to 64 vector samples/s.
• Provide complete hardware redundancy of the magnetic field measurement.
• Determine the attitude of the sensor platform with an accuracy of 20 arcsec.
• Sample sensor platform attitude at a rate of up to 4 attitude solutions/s.
• Provide complete hardware redundancy of the sensor attitude measurement.
• Provide non-magnetic a/c heaters for sensor thermal control, under operating and non-
operating conditions.
• Operate and meet measurement requirements over environmental conditions per the Juno
environmental requirements document.
The measurement system provided by the MAG investigation meets and exceeds the Project
requirements with a pair of independent magnetic sensors and associated (co-located) atti-
tude sensors with the performance characteristics listed in Table 2.
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Fig. 6 Juno’s magnetometer boom, a carbon-composite, aluminum honeycomb structure supporting the two
magnetometer sensor suites. The ∼4 m long structure is affixed to the outermost end of one of Juno’s three
solar array wings (“wing 1”), placing the sensors at ∼10 and ∼12 m from the body of the spacecraft for
magnetic cleanliness. The structure was designed to mimic the mass of a solar array panel, and deploys using
the same retention and release devices as the solar array stack
4 Investigation Design and Spacecraft Accommodation
The Juno MAG investigation is designed to acquire highly accurate vector measurements
of the magnetic field, undisturbed by spacecraft-generated magnetic fields, and to do so
with redundancy. This requires the magnetic sensors to be located as far from the body of
the spacecraft as is practical. Thus the Juno MAG sensors are remotely mounted (at ap-
proximately 10 m and 12 m) along a dedicated MAG boom that extends outward along the
spacecraft +x axis, attached to the outer end of one of the spacecraft’s three solar array
structures (Fig. 6). The fully instrumented MAG boom was designed to mimic the outer-
most solar array panel (of the remaining two solar array structures) in mass and mechanical
deployment characteristics, utilizing the same retention and release devices as the other
solar array wings. The separated, dual magnetometer sensors provide the capability to mon-
itor (and mitigate) spacecraft-generated magnetic fields, if any, in flight (Ness et al. 1971;
Primdahl et al. 2006).
Magnetic sensors alone would not be sufficient to meet the vector accuracy requirement,
however, due to the uncertainty in orientation of the deployed solar array and MAG boom.
The (deployed) orientation of the lengthy mechanical assembly is subject to initial deploy-
ment uncertainty and to environmental conditions and forces acting upon the assembly, none
of which are adequately addressed in the clean room (and in the presence of gravity) prior
to launch. It would also be impractical to construct the entire ∼4 m MAG boom with a
20 arcsec stability requirement under all environmental conditions. Therefore, each mag-
netic sensor is paired with a pair of attitude sensors that continuously monitor its absolute
orientation in space.
The magnetic measurement is made with a vector fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) and the
attitude measurements are made using non-magnetic star cameras (camera head units, or
CHUs) co-located with the FGM sensor. The outboard (OB) and inboard (IB) sensor assem-
blies are identical. An FGM sensor and two CHUs are mounted on a composite, thermally
isolated optical bench (MAG optical bench, or MOB) that is designed to hold all of the
sensors in precise alignment. The CHUs measure the attitude of the sensor assembly contin-
uously in flight to better than 20 arcsec and are used to establish, and continuously monitor,
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the attitude of the sensor assembly with respect to the spacecraft Stellar Reference Units
(SRUs) through cruise, orbit insertion at Jupiter, and initial science orbits.
The FGMs and the MOBs were developed at Goddard Space Flight Center, and the atti-
tude determination system (Advanced Stellar Compass, or ASC) was designed and built at
the Technical University of Denmark (DTU).
Both systems enjoy ample hardware redundancy, such that no credible single point fail-
ure can lead to failure to satisfy measurement requirements. Redundancy in the magnetic
measurement is achieved with two identical sensor systems (IB and OB sensors) and shared
hardware redundant digital systems and power supplies. Redundancy in the attitude mea-
surement system (ASC) is provided by fully hardware redundant electronics controlling four
independent camera heads, any of which may be operated in any combination. The ASC is
also cross-strapped to either side of the block redundant spacecraft (A/B).
The ASC provides the most accurate attitude determination for each FGM sensor and as
such it is the primary source of attitude information for MAG. However, the investigation is
also designed with the capability of meeting measurement requirements (albeit with relaxed
vector accuracy) should ASC attitude solutions not be available throughout the duration of
the mission. This pathway is available after the spacecraft has settled into the 14-day sci-
ence orbits and the attitude transformations between spacecraft SRUs and the ASC CHUs
have been determined (subsequent to orbit insertion and other disturbances). The relative
attitude of the MOBs and the spacecraft SRUs may have a time-dependent component (e.g.,
thermal response as a function of orbital phase) so a comparison of ASC and SRU attitudes
through a few orbits is needed before the spacecraft requirement can be met. Subsequently,
the spacecraft can provide (reconstructed) knowledge of the FGM sensor assembly attitude
to an accuracy of 200 arcsec throughout the remainder of the mission, using sensors on
the body of the spacecraft and knowledge of the attitude transfer between the ASC camera
heads and spacecraft SRUs. Thus, stability of the mechanical system (MAG boom, solar
array hinges, structure, and articulation strut) linking the body of the spacecraft (SRU refer-
ence) to the FGM sensors (and CHUs) is an important element in satisfying the spacecraft
requirement, should this pathway be required at any time during the mission.
4.1 Mission Design
The Juno spacecraft was launched promptly on the first day of its 21-day launch window,
on 5 August 2011. The spacecraft uses a V-EGA trajectory consisting of a deep space
maneuver on 12 September 2012 followed by an Earth gravity assist on 9 October 2013 at
an altitude of 500 km. The deep space maneuver and Earth flyby were entirely successful
if not uneventful: the spacecraft experienced a safe mode entry during the Earth flyby upon
detection of a low bus voltage as it passed through the Earth’s shadow. While the spacecraft
did successfully transition to safe mode, two additional safe mode entries occurred shortly
thereafter, in response to related but unanticipated fault conditions detected by the spacecraft
fault protection software. None of these events were of any consequence with respect to the
spacecraft trajectory and the spacecraft remained on target for arrival at Jupiter as planned.
Juno will arrive at Jupiter on 4 July 2016 using a lengthy main engine burn to insert into
a 53.5-day capture orbit (Fig. 7). The Juno spacecraft approaches Jupiter along the dawn
meridian and initially orbits close to the dawn meridian. With each subsequent orbit Juno’s
orbit plane drifts in the direction of midnight local time (Fig. 8). Since the mission plan
was designed to provide true polar orbits (90° inclination), the orbit evolves in time with the
latitude at periapsis gradually shifting northward in time (Fig. 7). As the mission proceeds,
apoapsis moves steadily southward, exposing the spacecraft to an ever-increasing radiation
dosage.
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Fig. 7 Juno’s approach trajectory, 53.5 day capture orbit (green), and 14-day science orbits (blue) as viewed
from the Sun. Spacecraft periapsis latitude shifts northward as the mission progresses
Fig. 8 Juno’s approach trajectory, 53.5 day capture orbit (green), and 14-day science orbits (blue) as viewed
from Jupiter’s north pole. Juno’s polar orbits begin near the dawn meridian and progressively shift towards
midnight as the mission progresses
The original mission plan called for a single 107-day capture orbit prior to execution of a
period reduction maneuver (PRM) that would place Juno into a highly elliptical 11-day sci-
ence orbit with a periapsis altitude of ∼4500 km and apoapsis at ∼20 Rj . However, Project
has since opted to split the capture orbit into two ∼53.4-day orbits before execution of the
PRM to transition to science orbits. This option allows for the science instruments to operate
during a periapsis pass to characterize the environment without running afoul of institutional
reticence to operate non-essential systems during a critical maneuver (e.g., orbit insertion).
It also affords Project the ability to assess instrument and spacecraft performance in this dif-
ficult environment before committing to an unrelenting 14-day sequence of periapsis passes
once the final orbit is entered via the PRM.
Science orbits are designed to provide a set of close-in periapsis passes spaced evenly
in Jovian longitude to approximate uniform coverage of the sphere (Fig. 9). The original
mission plan called for a year-long prime mission comprising 32 high-inclination, high-
eccentricity orbits of Jupiter, spaced every 12° in longitude at the equator. These polar orbits
(90° inclination) would have had a periapsis altitude of ∼4500 km, a semimajor axis of
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Fig. 9 Orthographic projections of the subspacecraft latitude and longitude for periapsis segments
(r < 2.5 Rj ) of all orbits, identified by orbit number, against a color-coded contour map of the surface mag-
netic field as calculated using the VIT4 model magnetic field. Orbit insertion (0) and PRM (2) are targeted to
occur at longitudes with relatively less intense magnetic field magnitudes
∼20 Rj , and an orbital period of ∼11 days. Here again the Project revised the mission plan,
opting instead for 33 science orbits with a 14-day orbital period. This choice affords added
time between periapsis passes, if needed, to respond to unanticipated spacecraft events, and
it also accumulates longitudes in a more robust sequence compared with the 11-day plan.
The original plan completed coarse longitude coverage with 24° spacing between orbits dur-
ing the first half of the mission, and bisected those longitudes during the second half of the
mission. The 14-day plan puts 90° of longitude between successive periapsis passes, sector-
ing the globe first into 90-degree quadrants, bisecting each of those with the subsequent 4
passes, as illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11. The spacecraft executes a small delta v maneuver
after each set of four orbits to shift the longitude as needed to place subsequent periapsis
passes midway between prior passes. In this manner the global coverage of the sphere is built
up more evenly in time, with more uniform global coverage provided early in the mission,
albeit coarsely.
The primary science is acquired for approximately 6 h centered on each periapsis al-
though fields and particles data are acquired at low rates for the remaining apoapsis portion
of each orbit. All orbits will include fields and particles measurements of the planet’s au-
roral regions. The initial insertion orbit (orbit #0) was selected based upon a number of
practical constraints, including ground station coverage; it was also designed to minimize
the magnetic field strength to be experienced during the critical maneuver (insertion burn),
a consideration related to sensitivity of a critical telecom component. The first 14-day “sci-
ence” orbit occurs on orbit 4, following a 14-day trajectory “cleanup” orbit and the two
53-day orbits (Fig. 12). This figure shows the predicted field magnitude for each periapsis
pass, and illustrates the stepwise accumulation of global coverage with decreasing longitu-
dinal separation between passes. Figure 13 shows predicted field magnitudes for the second
half of the mission during which the longitude separation is halved again.
Currently, five of the first seven periapses are designed to support microwave radiometry
of Jupiter’s deep atmosphere with the remaining orbits designed to support gravity measure-
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Fig. 10 Subspacecraft latitude and longitude for periapsis segments (r < 2.5 Rj ) of Juno’s first 19 orbits,
identified by orbit number, against a color-coded contour map of the surface magnetic field as calculated
using the VIT4 model magnetic field. The first 4 (red) science orbits (4–7) divide the globe into 90° sectors;
after a maneuver, the next 4 (black, solid) orbits (8–11) divide the globe into 45° segments; and the next
8 (dashed), 22.5° segments. Global coverage is accumulated conservatively, with orbits separated by 90°,
achieving progressively finer spatial resolution
Fig. 11 Subspacecraft latitude and longitude for periapsis segments (r < 2.5 Rj ) of Juno’s remaining 17 or-
bits, identified by orbit number, against a color-coded contour map of the surface magnetic field as calculated
using the VIT4 model magnetic field. These orbits are targeted to map longitudes bisecting those already
mapped
ments to determine the structure of Jupiter’s interior. Juno is spin stabilized with a nominal
rotation rate during the science phase of 2 rotations per minute (rpm). (The spacecraft was
operated at a reduced spin period of 1 rpm during a portion of the cruise phase, and operates
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Fig. 12 Magnetic field magnitude, in Gauss, for each periapsis during the first half of the mission (for the
nominal mission plan) segment, as a function of time (year and day of year) identified by orbit number. Mag-
netic field magnitudes calculated using the VIP4 magnetic field model. Jupiter orbit insertion (“JOI”), capture
orbit (“C”), the period reduction maneuver (“PRM”), and cleanup (“cleanup”) orbits preceding the nominal
science orbit phase are indicated (orbits 0–3). Jupiter images illustrate accumulation of global longitude cov-
erage
Fig. 13 Magnetic field magnitude, in Gauss, for each periapsis for the second half of the mission (for the
nominal mission plan) segment, as a function of time (year and day of year) identified by orbit number.
Magnetic field magnitudes calculated using the VIP4 magnetic field model
at increased spin rate of 5 rpm during propulsive maneuvers). For the radiometry orbits the
spin axis is precisely perpendicular to the orbit plane so that the radiometer fields of view
pass through the nadir. For gravity passes, the spin axis is aligned to the Earth direction, al-
lowing for Doppler measurements through the periapsis portion of the orbit. Data acquired
during the periapsis passes are either telemetered in near real time or recorded and played
back over the subsequent portion of the orbit.
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Fig. 14 The Carbon Silicon
Carbide (CSiC) magnetometer
optical bench (MOB) as viewed
from above and below, with
fluxgate magnetometer (FGM)
sensor and camera head units
(CHUs) of the Advanced Stellar
Compass installed. The master
optical cube affixed to the MOB
serves to define the coordinate
system for the suite of
instruments
4.2 Spacecraft Requirements and Accommodation
The MAG investigation levied special accommodation requirements on the Juno spacecraft.
The most significant requirement stems from the need to separate the magnetic field sensors
from the body of the spacecraft, so they may sense an environment free of interference
from magnetic fields generated by the spacecraft itself. A minimum separation of 2 meters
between the sensor suites was required to preclude interference between them and to allow
identification of spacecraft-generated magnetic fields (by virtue of the relative amplitude of
such as a function of radial distance from the source). The MAG Boom is an impressive
structure crafted with Carbon composite face sheet over Aluminum honeycomb, like much
of the mechanical structure of the spacecraft (Fig. 6). It accommodates the two MAG sensor
suites at distances of ∼10 m (IB) and ∼12 m (OB) from the center of the spacecraft, radially
along the spacecraft payload +x axis.
Each MOB (Fig. 14) mounts to the MAG Boom with one Titanium rigid foot under and
between the camera heads (called “big foot”) and two fairly stiff Titanium flexure’s at the
FGM sensor end of the MOB, on either side of the FGM sensor. The ceramic MOB and the
Carbon composite MAG Boom both exhibit a very low coefficient of thermal expansion;
the stiff Titanium flexure mounts provide adequate freedom of movement to accommodate
differential thermal expansion while satisfying load requirements.
The two MOB’s mounted on the Sunward, or illuminated side of the Boom so the two
ASC camera heads on each MOB look through oval cutouts in the MAG Boom. These oval
cutouts were required due to assembly constraints of the inner baffles that are attached to
the ASC camera head units. The inner baffles are required to reject stray light between the
outer baffle and the camera. The ASC outer light baffles were mounted to the back side of
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the Lockheed Martin (LM) provided MAG boom. This configuration had both mechanical
and thermal benefits. Since the mechanical load could be reacted directly by the MAG boom
and the thermal cold load from the baffles could be reacted by the MAG Boom, reducing
the heater power needed to keep the MOB’s at designed operating temperature. Mounting
the MOB’s and large baffles separately to the MAG Boom did create the need to shim and
align the outer baffles to the cameras. This activity was performed cooperatively between
LM and NASA GSFC. The FGM sensors protruded through the MAG Boom, placing the
FGM sensors precisely in the plane of the (backwired) solar array.
Another significant spacecraft accommodation requirement impacting design of the en-
tire mechanical structure—MAG boom, solar array, spacecraft structure through to Stellar
Reference Units—is pointing stability. As stated earlier a pointing allocation for the MOB’s
on the end of the solar array were defined. This allocated ∼200 arcsec to the boom and
∼20 arcsec to the MOB’s. This requirement is a post launch requirement that assumes post
launch calibration between the spacecraft star sensors and the 2 sets of ASC star cameras.
It should also be noted that much work is planned during the cruise, Earth flyby, and early
Jupiter operational phases in order to verify that the required pointing accuracy and stability
has been met.
The MAG investigation provides a MAG broadcast vector that the spacecraft C&DH
system distributes in real time to several instruments that use the magnetic field information
to optimize the configuration of their instruments (such as particle pitch angle sorting) and
telemetry. The MAG broadcast vector is not intended as a source for scientific quality mag-
netic field data, as it is distributed using nominal values for scale factors and offsets rather
than fully calibrated values. In addition it is important to note that the MAG broadcast vector
is produced from the OB sensor by default. The FGM electronics may be reconfigured to
use the IB sensor as the source for the MAG broadcast vector, in which case the on board
conversion table must be updated since the MOB’s are rotated by 180° (about spacecraft z
axis) on the boom.
4.3 Spacecraft Magnetic Control Plan
A successful Magnetic Field Investigation is not possible without a successful spacecraft
magnetic control program to ensure that the vehicle meets magnetic requirements. Juno’s
emphasis on high magnetic field strength regions near Jupiter notwithstanding, the science
requirements of the Mission led to a system level requirement for no more than 2 nT (static)
and 0.5 nT (dynamic) magnetic field from the spacecraft and its systems at the locations
of the magnetic field sensors. The most cost-effective tool in a spacecraft magnetic control
program is distance: put as much distance between the spacecraft and the MAG sensors as
possible, to capitalize on the 1/r3 reduction in magnetic fields with distance r from the
source. This led to the placement of the two MAG optical benches on a dedicated magne-
tometer boom mounted at the end of one (“Wing 1”) of Juno’s three solar array appendages.
This placed the inboard MOB about 8 m from the edge of the Juno spacecraft and about
10 m from the spacecraft center. The outboard MOB was by requirements 2 m from the IB
MOB, at 12 m from the center of the spacecraft.
Implementation of a successful magnetic control program was the shared responsibil-
ity of the spacecraft contractor (Lockheed Martin), the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and the
magnetic field Investigation at Goddard Spaceflight Center. A Magnetics Control Board,
co-chaired by JPL’s Pablo Narvaez and the Juno MAG Investigation Lead (and Mission
Deputy Principal Investigator) provided oversight and guidance, developing design guide-
lines, testing facilities and requirements, and management tools. The MAG investigation
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team worked with LM and their subcontractors, providing specialized test equipment and
procedures, performing magnetic tests on critical subsystems (e.g., backwired solar arrays)
and systems (e.g., spacecraft magnetic “swing test”).
The spacecraft contractor performed magnetic characterization/degaussing of all space-
craft components. GSFC did provide the spacecraft supplier with two coil systems, one a 7ft
Helmholtz system, large enough to characterize virtually any spacecraft part or component,
and a 2 ft diameter degaussing coil. In addition, JPL provided a multi-range magnetometer
sensitive enough to characterize spacecraft components and a portable screening station that
included a GSFC-built screening magnetometer for screening objects that will be close to
the flight magnetometer sensors. A many-dipole model of the spacecraft was assembled,
using measurements of the Engineering Models and flight systems, as they became avail-
able. This model was used as a management tool, tracking progress toward the system level
requirement. Wherever practical, multiple components were arranged on the spacecraft in
such a way as to null the net magnetic moment of the ensemble (e.g., self-cancellation of
the fields due to multiple thruster valves); some systems, notably the sweep magnets on the
Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers (TWTAs) required paired cancellation magnets added to
the assembly for cancellation.
Implementation of a magnetic control program within the confines of a cost-controlled
project such as Juno requires a pragmatic approach that focuses attention where it will do the
most good, i.e., on the few subsystems with significant magnetic materials or current con-
sumption (“tall poles”); and, in particular, systems in close proximity to the MAG sensors.
The MAG team designed the backwiring circuits for the solar cell strings used on all three
wings of the solar arrays, and worked with LM and the solar array subcontractor (Spectro-
lab) to verify the designs by test prior to fabrication of the flight arrays. This design provided
for individual string by string cancellation of the magnetic fields produced by electrical cur-
rents flowing through the solar cells, so cancellation is unaffected by loss of any solar array
string. GSFC provided personnel, equipment and analysis support for the testing the Juno
solar array panels.
In practice GSFC took responsibility for Magnetic cleanliness and screening on the MAG
Boom. GSFC performed a magnetic gradiometer scan of the MAG boom once it was deliv-
ered to the launch site. From that point on, all items added to the boom were either magneti-
cally screened by GSFC or verified to have been magnetically screened to the satisfaction of
the GSFC MAG investigation team. MAG investigation personnel or Spacecraft magnetics
personnel were present for every significant MAG Boom assembly operation at the launch
site. Non-magnetic tools were used in the final assembly of the MOB’s to the MAG boom.
5 Juno MAG Instrumentation Suite
The Juno MAG investigation is designed to acquire highly accurate vector measure-
ments of the magnetic field in Jupiter’s environment, mapping the planetary magnetic
field with extraordinary accuracy and spatial resolution. Juno accomplishes this with an
instrument complement that includes two identical sensor suites, one Inboard (IB) and
one Outboard (OB), arranged along a radius vector at about 10 and 12 m from the
center of the spacecraft, at the outer end of one of Juno’s three solar array structures.
This provides hardware redundancy for the investigation and a means (Ness et al. 1971;
Primdahl et al. 2006) of monitoring spacecraft-generated magnetic fields, which one ex-
pects to be greater in magnitude at the innermost sensor.
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Each sensor suite consists of a fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) to measure the three com-
ponents of the vector magnetic field and a pair of collocated non-magnetic star cameras
(ASC) to provide accurate attitude reference at the FGM sensor. The FGM and the collo-
cated ASC camera heads are maintained in precise alignment by the MAG optical bench,
a Carbon-Silicon Carbide (C-SiC) structure to which the three sensors are attached. The
MAG optical bench provides enough separation between the FGM sensor and the camera
heads to attenuate any magnetic fields generated within the camera heads or their associated
heater elements. The FGM is thermally isolated within its own thermal blanket and is tem-
perature controlled via an ac proportional heater to operate at about 0 °C. The ASC camera
heads and MOB are thermally controlled via heater elements affixed to the camera head
enclosures; the CHUs are temperature controlled to operate at about −54 °C.
The two magnetometer sensor suites are operated continuously throughout flight, but for
brief interruptions (e.g., “safe mode” entries, critical spacecraft maneuvers), and both flux-
gates are sampled at the same instant in time, referenced to the spacecraft clock. Simultane-
ous measurement of the magnetic field at the OB and IB sensor locations facilitates analysis
of spacecraft-generated magnetic fields, if any. Likewise, all four ASC camera heads are
sampled at the same instant in time, referenced to the spacecraft clock. After a successful or-
bit insertion, the spacecraft response to a safe mode entry will be modified to minimize data
loss from the magnetometer investigation. Customarily, when the spacecraft fault protection
system detects an uncorrectable problem, or anomaly, and enters “safe mode”, all science
instruments are turned off, and restored to operational status only after Project diagnoses
the anomaly and determines that it is safe to return to operational status. Thus instruments
may be off for a significant time span, depending on the nature of the anomaly. In order to
minimize loss of a periapsis pass needed for the global magnetic field map, changes were
made to the spacecraft safe mode response (“MAG on in safe mode”) that ensure return of
the FGM operational status within minutes of a safe mode entry.
5.1 Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM)
The GSFC fluxgate magnetometer meets the vector measurement requirement with a sim-
ple and reliable instrument with extensive flight heritage. The Juno magnetometer design
draws from Mario Acuña’s extensive flight experience, with over 78 space flight magne-
tometers developed for planetary research and built at GSFC (Voyagers 1 and 2, Pioneer 11,
Giotto, Lunar Prospector, Mars Observer, Mars Global Surveyor, MESSENGER, STEREO,
WIND, ACE, AMPTE, TRMM, Freja, Viking, UARS, DMSP, Firewheel, MAGSAT, POGS,
RBSP, and Maven). Among these prior developments one can find instruments with the ex-
traordinary vector accuracy (e.g., MAGSAT) and large dynamic range (Voyager’s high field
magnetometers) needed to satisfy the Juno measurement requirements. However, the Juno
instrument is unique, in that it provides both extraordinary vector accuracy (100 ppm) and
high dynamic range (to 16 G per axis) in one instrument. The Voyager systems utilized two
sets of magnetometers to cover the wide dynamic range: a redundant pair of low field mag-
netometers and a redundant pair of high field magnetometers, four sensors in all (Behannon
et al. 1977). The Juno FGM is an evolved version of the high accuracy MAGSAT sensor,
modified to extend the measurement capability to 16 G field magnitudes, without sacrificing
performance in low field environments. It was the last of many magnetometers designed by
Mario Acuña. The Juno sensor design covers the wide dynamic range with six instrument
ranges increasing by factors of 4 in successive steps.
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Fig. 15 Functional block diagram of the fluxgate magnetometer systems, showing the electronics (mounted
in the spacecraft radiation vault) and remote sensors mounted on the MAG boom. The system is hardware
redundant with either power and digital system (red and blue) operational, the other cold spared; both mag-
netometer analog and A/D cards (green) always powered together
5.1.1 Instrument Description
The FGM functional block diagram (Fig. 15) illustrates the configuration of the Juno FGM
sensors and electronics. There are two sensors (Inboard and Outboard) mated to two analog
electronics boards (one each Inboard and Outboard). The two sensors and associated analog
electronics boards are powered whenever the spacecraft provides power to the instrument
via either of the redundant power interfaces. The instrument has two identical power con-
verters and two identical digital electronics sections. At any time only one power converter
is powered, along with its associated digital electronics; the other set is cold-spared. Either
of these two power converters/digital electronics boards (“A-side” or “B-side”) can service
both IB and OB sensors and analog electronics. Likewise, both “A-side” and “B-side” elec-
tronics can be powered by and communicate with either of the two redundant sides of the
spacecraft command and data handling (C&DH) system. Digital interfaces to the spacecraft
are via redundant radiation-tolerant RS-422 driver/receiver pairs; these mirror those on the
spacecraft side of the Juno instrument interface. Separate non-magnetic alternating current
(AC) heater controllers on independent power switches provide thermal power to the FGM
sensors. The system is designed such that no credible single point failure can result in the
loss of data from both IB and OB magnetometers.
The Juno vector instrument incorporates four single axis analog circuits to measure the
three components of the magnetic field; one is measured redundantly (R). The four com-
ponent (x, y, z, r) analog outputs are sampled on the same clock transition 64 times each
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Fig. 16 Schematic of a single
axis fluxgate magnetometer (after
Acuña 2002) utilizing a tuned
ring core sensor and a shared 2f
sense and feedback coil. Each
Juno FGM utilizes four such
circuits
second by dedicated 16-bit Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADC) that follow anti-aliasing
single pole low pass filters (−3 db at 32 Hz). All four ADCs are controlled by, and read
by, a digital processor that formats the data for transfer to the spacecraft C&DH, along with
housekeeping data (temperatures, voltages, current measurements) sampled sequentially by
a fourth dedicated engineering ADC.
Principle of Operation The fluxgate magnetometer is a simple, robust sensor capable
of very high vector accuracy while requiring only modest resources (Acuña 2002). The
principle of operation is illustrated with the help of the simplified schematic (Fig. 16) that
describes a generic, single axis fluxgate magnetometer utilizing a ring core sensing element.
The sensing element is a high permeability ring formed by wrapping a thin tape of 6–81
molybdenum permalloy onto a non-magnetic Inconel hub. This material is nickel-iron alloy
with about 81 % nickel and 6 % molybdenum content, the remainder iron, with a magnetic
permeability of order 100,000.
The “fluxgate” works by driving this sensing element cyclically into saturation by ex-
citing a toroidal winding at a drive frequency of ∼15.4 kHz. The core saturation “gates”
the ambient magnetic flux threading the sensing coil, as the core permeability alternates
between very high, in the unsaturated state, and very low, in the saturated state. Core sat-
uration occurs at twice the drive frequency, modulating the ambient flux at twice the drive
frequency, and inducing a voltage in the sensing coil at 2f, which is amplified and passed
to a synchronous detector. The synchronous detector is essentially a lock-in amplifier, using
as a reference the second harmonic of the drive frequency, all derived from a stable crystal
controlled oscillator. The output of the detector is fed back to the sense coil to drive the field
in the sensor to zero, which results in a sensor with very high linearity. The output voltage is
linearly related to the ambient field aligned with the axis of the sense/feedback coil. Several
dynamic ranges may be implemented by selection of different feedback resistors. The Juno
instrument uses miniature relays to perform this switching function, as they are impervious
to the effects of radiation.
Each FGM sensor block uses two miniature ring-core fluxgate sensor assemblies to mea-
sure all three components of the vector magnetic field. Each ring-core sensor assembly mea-
sures the magnetic field in two orthogonal directions in the plane of the ring core. The field
in each ring core is both sensed, and nulled, using negative feedback, by a pair of nested
coils within which the ring core resides. Each coil nulls the field in one of the two perpen-
dicular axes that define the plane of the ring core. This arrangement nulls the field in the
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Fig. 17 A Juno fluxgate sensor
block is fabricated using a
machinable glass ceramic
(MACOR) material with
exceptional dimensional stability
over temperature. This assembly
is shown prior to fitting the
kinematic mounts and sensor
optical cube. The two outer
sense/feedback coils are visible
in this image; inside each is
another sense/feedback coil
oriented at 90° with respect to the
outer bobbin such that the
magnetic field in each ring core
may be nulled in the plane of the
ring core
plane of the sensing element, providing excellent linearity over the full dynamic range of
the instrument. With two such sensor assemblies, oriented in planes intersecting at 90°, all
three components of the vector field are measured (one component measured, redundantly,
by both).
The sense and feedback coils, and sensor block, are fabricated using a machinable glass
ceramic with low thermal expansion (Macor) and excellent mechanical stability (Fig. 17).
A precision optical cube certified to 2 arcsec orthogonality is bonded to each sensor block
to facilitate accurate and repeatable calibrations during development and before the sensor
assembly is mated to the magnetometer optical bench. The FGM sensor block attaches to
the optical bench via a three point kinematic mount to maintain accurate alignment over the
range of environments experienced. The FGM sensor block is designed to operate at about
0 °C, whereas the optical bench and CHUs are designed to operate at −54 °C to minimize the
effects of radiation. The FGM sensor block is thermally isolated from the optical bench via
the three point kinematic mount. The FGM sensor itself is impervious to radiation effects.
Analog Design The FGM analog electronics cards for the two magnetometers (IB, OB)
each occupy a single electronics circuit board mounted in a shielded, stackable frame. These
two analog frames, along with a digital electronics frame and a power converter frame, com-
prise the four cards in the FGM electronics box (Fig. 18). Cabling internal to the enclosure
connects the boards. There is a thin aluminum shield between each slice to limit internal ra-
diated effects. The analog circuitry is isolated from the digital and power circuits to prevent
the more sensitive analog circuitry from electromagnetic interference.
The fluxgate control electronics has six available ranges, {1600, 6400, 25600, 102400,
409600, 1638400} nT. After analog signal processing, a voltage proportional to the magnetic
field in each axis is digitized to ±15 bits with four dedicated LTC1604 analog-to-digital
(ADC) converters. The (nominal) 1600 nT range has resolution of 0.0488 nT/ADU. With a
full dynamic range of 16 Gauss per axis, the instrument has a dynamic range of seven orders
of magnitude.
There are two ringcores in each fluxgate sensor and these are driven by a common drive
frequency of 15.36 kHz which is generated on the analog cards. Using a clock provided by
the digital electronics, each card operates at the same frequency and in the same phase. The
drive waveform operates continually with a 50 % duty cycle, saturating the ringcores first
in one direction and then the other. The drive circuit is of the heritage design, based upon
4000-series CMOS logic, and has been flown on several dozen missions.
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Fig. 18 The fluxgate
magnetometer electronics box is
made up of individual frames
(power card, digital card, and 2
analog and A/D cards) stacked
vertically
The precision solenoid windings on the fluxgate bobbins are utilized for two purposes,
typical of a conventional fluxgate design. First, the windings are used as detection coils
that transmit the result of the (+) and (−) ringcore saturation down the boom cable to the
analog electronics, effectively using the drive frequency as the carrier signal. Second, these
windings are used to apply a near-DC magnetic field to the sensor axis parallel with the
solenoid and in the plane of the ringcore so that the field at the center of the ringcore in that
axis may be nulled. The analog electronics, boom cable, and sensor form the fluxgate servo
loop.
The two ringcores in each FGM sensor are each enclosed in an orthogonal bobbin pair.
The two bobbin pairs are oriented orthogonally. These four bobbin windings require four
individual electronics channels with one channel being a redundant axis. For Juno FGM,
each of these channels is active and digitized. For each axis {X,Y,Z,R}, the signal trans-
mitted down the boom cable to the electronics is transformer-coupled into the electronics
input, band-pass filtered, and amplified. The amplified signal is processed through a syn-
chronous demodulator and integrator, removing the carrier signal at the second harmonic of
the drive signal. The integrator sums any offset seen between the (+) and (−) phases over
many cycles of the drive. The output of the demodulator/integrator is now near DC (i.e.,
less than 100 Hz) and passed to both a current source and the ADC. The current source
has two switchable ranges and the ADC has three commandable ranges in via a switchable
gain buffer. In this way, the analog electronics supports the six ranges. There is little tran-
sient when the switchable gain buffers are changed. Whenever the current source range is
switched, however, there is a transient recovery time proportional to the bandwidth of the
servo loop. The output of the current source is filtered and the near-DC signal driven down
the approximately 17 m boom cable to the bobbin solenoid winding. A passive resistive off-
set trim circuit is incorporated into this servo loop such that any system DC offsets may be
nulled just prior to final calibration.
Each analog board (Fig. 19) interfaces to the boom cable via a standard 25 pin D-
subminiature connector. The harness incorporates fine gauge non-magnetic coaxial cables
and terminates in a non-magnetic D-connector at the sensor end.
Each analog board receives ±13 V from the power converter card. At the card power
input, there are foldback limiter circuits which act as resettable circuit breakers. In the event
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Fig. 19 One of two analog and
A/D cards in its frame prior to
integration. The card is designed
to occupy either of the two
analog positions so that both may
be spared with an identical card
that one of the power rails exceeds the expected power by approximately a factor of three,
the limiter will trip and open up the connection. A power cycle is needed to reset the circuit.
In the event of a hard short on one analog card, this circuitry acts to prevent the power rail
from being loaded, allowing the other analog card to continue in operation.
Each analog card has a thermistor-based board temperature readout circuitry. This volt-
age, which is proportional to the circuit card temperature, is passed back to the digital card
for digitization and inclusion in the FGM analog housekeeping telemetry.
The digital card controls the analog-to-digital conversion process of the LTC1604s. These
ADCs return data in a two’s complement format. The conversion rate is 64 Hz and is simul-
taneous for all four axes. The parallel output data is latched into radiation-hardened shift reg-
isters and sent to the digital card serially. The analog card operations are invariant; telemetry
downlink rate is controlled by the digital electronics logic.
Power Converter Design The FGM power converter contains both the low voltage con-
verter for the analog and digital electronics plus two proportional heater controllers. It oc-
cupies one slice in the FGM electronics stack. There are two power converter circuits and
two heater controllers on the power converter card for redundancy (Fig. 20). Only one of
the power converters is powered at a time (primary or redundant), selected by spacecraft
switches and responsive to flight rules. The power converter incorporates mechanical relays
to route power from either converter A or converter B, depending upon which is powered.
Each power converter has parallel 5 A fuses, an in-rush current limiter, and EMI filtering.
The power converter is of the flyback design, based upon the heritage SG1524 pulse width
modulator (PWM). It starts with a free-running oscillator until the digital board is opera-
tional, at which point it receives a 100 kHz clock so that the converter may be synchronized
to the same crystal as the analog drive circuitry. The transformer is custom wound at GSFC
for this application. The power converter outputs ±13 V and +5 V to the analog and digital
boards.
There is also a current monitor, implemented with a magnetic amplifier operating at
roughly 5 kHz. It has an approximate range of 0–300 mA. The voltage output of this cur-
rent monitor is sent to the digital board for digitization and incorporation into the analog
housekeeping telemetry.
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Fig. 20 The power converter and
a/c heater card in its frame prior
to assembly. The card provides
dual hardware redundancy for
these systems and only one half
of the card is powered at any
time, the other is cold spared
Each power converter card has thermistor-based temperature sensing circuitry. The volt-
age output, which is proportional to the thermistor temperature, is passed to the digital card
for digitization and inclusion in the analog housekeeping data.
Proportional Heater Design There are two alternating current (AC) proportional heater
circuits. These reside on the FGM power converter card (Fig. 20). They operate indepen-
dently and in parallel, one for the IB sensor and one for the OB sensor. The unregulated
power received from the spacecraft A or spacecraft B busses is independently diode-OR’ed
into each circuit. In this way, the sensor heaters are isolated and have full block redun-
dancy. In flight, the circuits are continually enabled, serving as both survival and opera-
tional heaters. During cruise, the heaters have been operating at about 50 % of their full
4.5 W heater authority and maintaining the sensors at approximately 0 °C.
In the event of a transient event where the converters draw more than double their ex-
pected maximum current, a foldback-limiter circuit disconnects the heater from the space-
craft bus voltage. These limiters are readily reset by cycling power once the fault is cleared,
functioning like a circuit-breaker instead of a fuse.
The heater circuit is based upon a heritage design using the SG1524 regulating pulse
width modulator (PWM). A functional block diagram of the proportional heater controller
appears in Fig. 21. The 311P18-02A10R thermistor (2252  at 25 °C) is mounted internal
to the FGM sensor and is used for temperature feedback control. A simple R–C network sets
the PWM frequency at approximately 50 kHz, keeping the fundamental and harmonics of
the heater switching well outside the bandwidth of the fluxgate’s second harmonic detection
circuit. The amount of heater power delivered is set by both the unregulated input voltage
and the transformer, which is wound specifically for this purpose at GSFC. Power MOSFETs
are used to pull currents through the transformer. The output to the heater is symmetrical
and referenced to chassis ground so that there is no DC component in the heater tape. This
ensures the heater does not generate a detectable magnetic signature. The heater tape is
bonded to the sensor cover. It is constructed of the non-magnetic conductor constantin and
is routed such that any DC currents will self-cancel.
An additional winding on the secondary is utilized as a heater monitor; this allows the
spacecraft to determine the percentage the PWM is on/off and thereby allowing an infer-
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Fig. 21 Schematic of the fluxgate magnetometer proportional heater circuit. The magnetometer sensors re-
quire an a/c heater in order to ensure that no dc currents flow in close proximity to the magnetic sensors
(the spacecraft service uses dc current for heaters). Upon application of power, the pulse width modulator
(PWM) and field effect transistor (FET) driver circuitry delivers a/c power via an output transformer to the
non-inductive (resistive) heater element on the sensor cover. The PWM limits are set to maintain the sensor at
a constant temperature near 0 °C, and the power applied to the heater element is monitored by the spacecraft
(Heater MON)
Fig. 22 Fluxgate magnetometer
digital card in its frame prior to
assembly. The digital system is
dual hardware redundant (note
symmetry) and only one side is
powered at a time; the other is
cold spared
ence of the approximate sensor temperature even when the main analog electronics is not
powered.
Digital Electronics Design The digital printed circuit board (Fig. 22) contains two in-
dependent digital electronics circuits on the same card, Digital A and Digital B, for re-
dundancy. Each side of the digital electronics has an I/O interface to both the primary and
redundant spacecraft data handlers. The FGM digital electronics implementation requires
only basic logic functions; it does not require the capability and complexity of a micro-
processor or software. The logic design utilizes two low-power Field Programmable Gate
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Arrays (FPGA) for all logic functions. The logic is contained within radiation-hard (300
krad(Si), 120 MeV-cm2/mg) Aeroflex UT6325 FPGAs and uses +3.3 V input/output (I/O)
logic levels. This approach provides for a very robust, radiation tolerant instrument. These
devices provide ample logic capability as well as 55 kbits of internal radiation-hard memory,
which is sufficient for FGM data processing. Aeroflex UT54ACS164245SEI cold-sparing
transceivers are utilized for all signals that interface to the analog boards. This provides
isolated cross-strapping for redundancy.
Communication to the spacecraft is asynchronous utilizing standard radiation-hardened
26CLV31RH/26CLV32RH driver/receiver pairs. FGM receives serial commands and a
0.5 Hz synchronization clock from the spacecraft and returns telemetry to the spacecraft
Data, Telemetry, and Command Interface (DTCI) via 57.6 kbaud RS-422 UARTs. The FGM
digital card contains a 3.6864 MHz crystal used in a Pierce oscillator topology to generate
a clock from which all logic functions are synchronized. A derivative of this clock is uti-
lized to create the 15.36 kHz fluxgate drive as well as the demodulator clock for the second
harmonic detection.
FGM telemetry packets are sent once every two seconds, synchronized to the spacecraft
0.5 Hz clock. The FGM sends three types of data: a quick-look broadcast vector, an engi-
neering data packet containing analog and digital housekeeping, and a science packet that
represents 2 seconds of vector accumulation. Each packet has a frame counter and a time tag.
There are 16 analog housekeeping channels and 8 digital housekeeping words that are in-
cluded in each engineering packet. Each packet conforms to the spacecraft packet scheme,
appearing roughly like an IPv4 protocol transmission. A checksum is provided for each
packet transmitted. The FGM word is 16 bits in length. All commands and telemetry are
send in multiples of 4 bytes to conform to the IPv4 standard.
The FGM has several commands to configure instrument operation but does not require
any commands at startup to function. FGM begins telemetering science data within 3 sec-
onds after application of power. At power up, the instrument executes a power-on reset. This
reset function may also be executed by instrument command. There are eight science teleme-
try modes available (as described in the Data Modes section below) that are commandable.
There are also multiple engineering data modes. These are used to tailor the amount of IB
and OB data telemetered to the overall FGM telemetry allocation. The broadcast vector
packet generated is not telemetered to the ground in nominal operations and therefore has
no impact on the data rate. The logic also provides control for range changes on the analog
board. By default, the instrument autonomously controls ranging (see the discussion below)
but may be commanded directly for certain functions, such as zero offset determination.
Automatic range control is designed to work with minimal mathematics operations (lacking
a microprocessor) by simple inspection of the three components of the measured magnetic
field. The algorithm provides adequate hysteresis to prevent multiple transitions (“toggling”)
in the vicinity of a threshold and uses a “look back” period to prevent multiple transitions
during spacecraft spins. FGM commands and range changes occur only at telemetry packet
boundaries (e.g., up to once each two seconds). The spacecraft can direct the FGM digital
electronics to monitor either the primary or the redundant interface via a specific discrete
side-select command.
The digital electronics provides the power converter board with a synchronization pulse
with a period of approximately 100 kHz. This ensures that power converter switching is
concurrent with all other logic functions within the FGM. The digital board utilizes local
linear regulators to generate the +2.5 V FPGA core voltage and the +3.3 V I/O voltage
from the +5 V generated by the power converter board.
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Table 3 Magnetometer telemetry formats
Telemetry
format
Samples/
second
Vectors/
sample
Samples/
packet
Bytes/packet
(excludes fixed
header)
Bits/second
(excludes fixed
header)
0 64 4 128 1024 4096
1 64 3 128 768 3072
2 32 3 64 384 1536
3 16 3 32 192 768
4 8 3 16 96 384
5 4 3 8 48 192
6 2 3 4 24 96
7 1 4 2 16 64
Data Modes The OB and IB FGM sensors sample the field in all component axes simulta-
neously at an intrinsic sample rate of 64 vector samples per second. It may not be practical,
or desirable, to continuously telemeter such a volume of data, so the instrument may perform
averaging and decimation of the native 64 vector samples/s telemetry to achieve a desired
telemetry allocation (Table 3). This is performed by unweighted averaging over 2n samples
(“boxcar average”). Thus sample rates of 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1 vector samples/s are available
(independently) for each magnetometer, upon selection of the MAG telemetry mode via up-
link command, leading to eight data modes (0–7) for each MAG sensor (two distinct modes
at 64 samples/s for each sensor).
In mode 0, an infrequently used diagnostic mode, all samples are retained and packaged
in the science data packet for transmission to the spacecraft C&DH system; this includes
the three components of the magnetic field vector, and a redundant measurement of the y
component provided by the fourth analog channel. In mode 1, the redundant y measurement
is dropped and only the three components of the magnetic field are retained in the science
packet, still at the maximum sample rate of 64 vector samples/s. In mode 2, data are averaged
by 2 and resampled (decimated by 2) to obtain 32 vector samples/s, before packaging in the
science data packet. In mode n, for n = 2 to 7, 2(n−1) samples are averaged, and decimated,
providing effective sample rates to 1 sample/s, the minimum available.
The instrument sends a science packet to the spacecraft C&DH every time a spacecraft
clock is received (every 2 s); the size of that packet varies to accommodate the mode se-
lection for both sensors. Each MAG packet consists of a fixed-size header (frame counter,
spacecraft time information, and MAG status words) as well as a (variable) block of science
measurements depending on the mode selections for both sensors. Therefore, packet size is
determined by the mode pair selected (e.g., 1,1 for IB and OB sensors both at 64 samples/s;
or 6,4 for IB at 2 samples/s and OB at 8 samples/s). Any combination may be selected for IB
and OB sensors, resulting in 64 distinct telemetry modes, providing flexibility in allocating
telemetry between the two sensors and efficiently utilizing the available telemetry.
The FGMs will operate at the maximum sample rate (64 vector samples/s) within about 3
or 4 h of perijove, and at lower effective sample rates elsewhere in orbit, matched to science
objectives and requirements of the other particle and fields instruments.
Range Change Algorithm FGM allows for either automatic (power-on default) or
manually-commanded dynamic range selection. Under normal operation the instrument will
operate in automatic mode, but manual range control is needed, for example, to force the
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instrument to operate near the bottom of a dynamic range (e.g., for accurate offset determi-
nation). Inboard sensor and Outboard sensor range controls are independent of each other, a
concession to the requirement that no single credible failure can result in loss of data from
both sensors.
The instrument can change ranges only upon receipt of a spacecraft clock transition,
which occurs every 2 s; thus all IB/OB MAG samples in an individual packet are obtained
in the same IB/OB dynamic range. In the manual range control mode, the range command
bit (3) for the selected sensor is set to “manual” and a selected range is commanded. At
the next rising edge of the spacecraft clock (“time tick”), the range bits are latched to the
commanded pattern and the instrument changes ranges. The instrument analog outputs will
respond immediately and settle to the new output value within a few sample times (few ×
1/64 s). If the range format is set to “automatic”, then the following algorithm operates and
the “manual” range bits are ignored.
An automatic range change algorithm is necessary to optimize the instrument dynamic
range to the magnitude of the ambient field, preserving required measurement accuracy.
Lacking a programmable microprocessor and the capability to perform complex mathemat-
ical functions, the FGM needs a rather simple logic scheme to implement automatic range
control within the logic functionality of the FPGA. Therefore, the algorithm is designed to
operate on the measured field components. The scheme needs to prevent unnecessary transi-
tions (e.g., “toggling” back and forth between ranges) and it needs to have a measure of noise
immunity. The algorithm provides adequate hysteresis to prevent multiple transitions in the
vicinity of a range change threshold and uses a “look back” period to prevent unnecessary
transitions that would otherwise occur as the spacecraft spins.
Each time the analog to digital converter (ADC) samples a magnetic field vector (each
1/64 second), the data is written to ADC memory. At that time, the ranging algorithm evalu-
ates individually the x, y, and z components of the measured magnetic field in ADC counts.
The components are compared to ranging thresholds for under-range or over-range (in other
words, if ADC < lower threshold or ADC > upper threshold). The ranging thresholds are
stored in the FPGA memory locations and may be set independently for the two sensors.
Each of the six sensor dynamic ranges has its own threshold settings, and any may be al-
tered by ground command if desired. A multiplexer internal to the FPGA selects the appro-
priate thresholds based upon the current sensor range. The comparison of measured field
components with range thresholds is made with sufficient resolution using the 8 most sig-
nificant bits of the 16-bit ADC value. The default lower thresholds are set to 26 (out of 127)
and the default upper thresholds are set to 122 (out of 128). These thresholds correspond to
approximately 20 % and 95 % of the ADC full scale, respectively.
The instrument will range up (increasing dynamic range, decreasing sensitivity) in or-
der to prevent saturation of individual components. The ranging algorithm keeps track of
how many times a measurement (in each component) exceeds a preset ranging threshold
(Fig. 23); if this count exceeds the (programmable) threshold, the instrument will range up
at the next opportunity (spacecraft clock transition, every 2 s). This feature provides some
noise immunity in that it makes it unlikely that a spurious measurement, or a few spurious
measurements, will inadvertently trigger a range change.
Each MAG will range down (decreasing dynamic range, increasing sensitivity) to pre-
serve as much measurement resolution as possible. Ranging down works in a similar man-
ner, but threshold comparisons are made over a “look back” interval that is designed to
encompass at least one spin period. This is used to prevent undesired range changes that
would otherwise occur when all three components of the field drop below a threshold for
only a portion of the spacecraft spin period. Noise immunity is provided as above, with
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Fig. 23 Illustration of the Juno FGM automatic range changing behavior in an increasing (blue) and decreas-
ing (red) magnetic field for nominal values of the range limit parameters. The instrument ranges down, to a
more sensitive dynamic range when the lower limit (LL) threshold is crossed; likewise, it ranges up when
the upper limit (UL) threshold is crossed. Choice of appropriate limits provides ample hysteresis to preclude
undesirable “toggling” back and forth between ranges and maintains the required measurement resolution
the algorithm inhibiting transition to a more sensitive dynamic range if more than a preset
number of measurements exceed the lower threshold over the look-back interval.
5.1.2 Radiation Environment and Parts Engineering
The FGM electronics box, containing all active semiconductors used in the design, resides
inside the heavily shielded (titanium) radiation vault. Components external to the vault –
the FGM sensor assembly and associated passive components – are inherently insensitive to
radiation effects. The vault greatly reduces the total dose exposure to parts that are sensitive
to radiation effects. The Juno electronics parts radiation requirement is met by parts that are
radiation tolerant to total ionizing dose (TID) in excess of 50 krads (Si) @ 100 ml Al; many
of the parts used in the design are qualified to 200 krads TID. The 50 krads TID requirement
includes a radiation design factor (RDF) of 2, allowing for considerable uncertainty in the
radiation environment and the effects of radiation on electronics parts.
Electronic parts are also required to meet a linear energy transfer (LET) threshold against
latchup and single event effects (SEE) of 75 MeV-cm2/mg. The Juno parts list meets or
exceed these requirements. No additional shielding (e.g., spot shielding) beyond the vault
and electronics enclosure was required. Radiation effects were considered in all aspects of
the design. For example, we used conventional miniature relays in place of signal JFETs
(junction gate field effect transistor) for switching the fluxgate axis current sources. The
relays do not exhibit radiation-induced impedance changes that may be expected to occur in
the JFETs; an appreciable impedance variation would threaten scale factor stability.
The digital system design specifically targeted fabrication processes that are radiation-
hardened. All of the logic functions utilize an epitaxial CMOS (complementary metal-oxide
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semiconductor) process that far exceeds Juno’s total dose and single event effects require-
ments. FGM electrical, electronic, and electromechanical (EEE) parts were procured to a
class 1 or class 2 standard where possible. In certain instances where no suitable part could
be found (e.g., LTC1604, TL431), additional radiation testing and parts screening was per-
formed. Early radiation testing, EEE parts review, and thorough testing/system burn-in were
all used to ensure the installed components meet requirements.
5.1.3 Performance
Performance of the magnetometers was monitored throughout the test program (Table 4)
using a series of calibration procedures repeated before and after significant environmental
tests. A sensor with linear response may be characterized by the sensor model:
[B] = [A]
⎡
⎣
s1(c1 − o1)
s2(c2 − o2)
s3(c3 − o3)
⎤
⎦
Where the true field vector [B] may be expressed as a linear combination [A] of the sensor
response; here [A] is a nearly diagonal 3 by 3 matrix. The three components of the sensor
response in counts (ci ) are corrected for small offsets (oi ) and scaled to magnetic units with
scale factors (si ). In practice we use near-unity si that are slight corrections (<0.5 %) to
the nominal scale factors (listed in Table 2). The matrix A is often called the “orthogonality
matrix” and it is a function of the sensor construction and alignment to the reference cube; it
is used to express the measured field in the coordinate system defined by the reference cube
normal vectors. We compared calibrations (Sect. 5.1.5) performed throughout environmental
testing to demonstrate system level alignment stability to 0.003° (∼10 arcsec) or better.
Similarly, across all environmental tests, scale factors for both instruments varied by less
than 1 × 10−4.
Absolute vector accuracy of the measurements in very weak field environments (few nT)
is limited by the most sensitive dynamic range (1600 nT full scale), 16 bit quantization
(∼0.05 nT) and knowledge of the spacecraft magnetic field and its variation in time. Static
spacecraft fields and/or instrument zero offsets in payload x and y may are readily monitored
throughout flight using Juno’s spin (about the z axis), whereas z axis offsets are estimated
using Alfvenic properties of the solar wind
5.1.4 Test Program
The Juno instruments followed the GSFC MAG group’s standard laboratory test procedures.
The sensor bobbins and sensor assembly were thermally cycled over a wide temperature
range for mechanical stress relief. The sensors were thermally cycled once from +75 °C
to −35 °C followed by 12 cycles from +60 °C to −20 °C. The magnetometer electron-
ics progress through resonant tuning of the analog input circuitry and frequency response
verification, followed by voltage, temperature, and frequency margin testing (VTFMT) in
the laboratory. This involves comprehensive functional testing at hot and cold temperature
extremes (+80 °C to −40 °C) while varying voltages and frequencies over their margined
envelopes. The electronics and sensor were also assayed for biological contamination prior
to delivery.
The magnetometer electronics experienced environmental tests prior to delivery as part
of the Juno instrument suite (fully assembled MAG optical benches, ASC camera head units)
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Table 4 Juno flight model calibration schedule
Date Thinshell Zeros MAGSAT Intercal
05/04–05/2010 IB, OB IB, OB IB, OB
05/15/2010 OB OB
05/16/2010 IB IB
06/01/2010 IB, OB IB, OB
06/02/2010 Vibration
06/08/2010 IB IB
06/09/2010 OB, OB OB, OB
06/18–30/2010 Thermal Balance & Thermal Vacuum
07/04–05/2010 IB, OB IB, OB IB, OB
07/09/2010 IB, OB IB, OB
08/18–23/2010 Electronics Box Thermal Vacuum
08/29/2010 IB, OB IB, OB
09/05/2010 OB OB OB
09/06/2010 IB, OB IB, OB IB
09/08–10/2010 IB, OB IB, OB IB, OB
09/14/2010 IB IB
09/15/2010 IB
09/16/2010 OB OB OB
09/18/2010 IB, OB
∗ We conducted two zeros and MAGSAT calibrations on the outboard MOB on this date to assess repeatability
including thermal vacuum, thermal balance, the full array of electromagnetic compatibility
tests, and vibration. Before and after each test element, comprehensive end-to-end functional
tests were performed at the GSFC magnetic test facility to provide system-level performance
baselines for MAG.
While it is not feasible to perform accurate magnetic calibrations without access to the
magnetic test site, functional performance and sensor noise levels were monitored within
two four-layer Mu-metal shield cans. These shielded enclosures were designed to protect the
sensors from physical damage throughout integration with the spacecraft in the assembly,
test, and launch operations (ATLO) environment at Lockheed Martin’s Waterton Canyon
facility in Denver. The fully-assembled MAG suite underwent further environmental testing
at LM’s facility, where thermal vacuum tests were performed with the MAG instrumentation
mounted on a MAG boom proxy (the fully assembled MAG boom was too large to fit within
the chamber). The entire spacecraft was fully assembled in launch configuration (Fig. 24) for
vibration and acoustic testing after which the spacecraft was shipped to the Kennedy Space
Center in parts (solar arrays and MAG boom, MAG instrument suites were re-assembled at
the Cape).
5.1.5 Calibration
Calibration of the Juno MAG instrument suite was performed on numerous occasions, and
at system and subsystem levels, at several different facilities. We used subsystem level cali-
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Fig. 24 Juno spacecraft in
launch (stowed) configuration at
Lockheed Martin’s Watertown
facility during environmental
testing. The magnetometer boom,
and magnetometer sensor suites
(camera head light baffles
prominently displayed) are
wrapped in thermal blanketing
brations on the FGMs and ASC sensors to establish performance well in advance of system
level calibrations. Later in development, when the flight model (FM) Carbon-Silicon Car-
bide (C-SiC) MAG Optical Benches (MOBs) were available, system level calibrations were
performed before and after each element of the environmental test program (e.g., vibration,
thermal vacuum) to establish that exposure to extreme environmental conditions did not
alter the instrument response to magnetic fields. At the system level, our reference coordi-
nate system is determined by the non-magnetic reflective optical cube affixed to each MOB
(Fig. 14). These optical cubes (0.75 inch on a side) are fabricated to 2 arcsec orthogonality
and all cubes were independently measured by the optics branch at GSFC. The magnetome-
ter response is determined relative to this cube as is the response (optical alignment) of the
ASC Camera Head Units (CHUs). All sensors—the FGM and the CHUs—are affixed to the
MOB via a three point kinematic mounting system described in more detail elsewhere in
this report. Thus calibrations relative to the MOB cube include both intrinsic sensor perfor-
mance and the stability of the mechanical system that serves to bind all elements to each
other.
The FGMs were calibrated at the GSFC Mario H. Acuña (MHA) Magnetic Test Facility
(MTF), a remote facility located near the GSFC campus. This facility is sufficient to cal-
ibrate the FGMs to 100 parts per million (ppm) absolute accuracy for applied fields in all
directions and field magnitudes up to about 1 Gauss. The 22 foot facility is large enough
to provide applied field uniformity over a large volume, and thus the sensor re-orientations
required by the MAGSAT calibration method are easily accomplished without introduction
of gradient errors. The facility is operated in a closed loop with a remote reference vector
magnetometer to null variations in the Earth’s field so applied fields may be held constant
to a fraction of a nT over the duration of the calibration sequence. However, a facility of
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this size cannot produce fields in excess of a few Gauss at most and indeed large facilities
were not designed to produce fields greatly in excess of the Earth’s field magnitude. So scale
factor calibration was extended to 16 Gauss using a smaller high field coil to establish sen-
sor linearity, along with measurements in high fields using a nuclear magnetic resonance
magnetometer to provide measurements of field strength through the 16 Gauss range.
Two independent methods were used to calibrate the magnetometers. The vector flux-
gates are calibrated in the 22′ facility using a method (“MAGSAT method”) developed by
Mario Acuña to calibrate the magnetometer flown on the MAGSAT mission. This technique
uses precise 90° rotations of the sensing element and a sequence of applied (facility) fields to
simultaneously determine the parameters of the magnetometer model response as well as a
similar set of parameters that describe the facility coil orthogonality (Acuña 1981). The sec-
ond calibration method, developed by the DTU researchers (called the “thin shell” method,
alternately the “Orsted” method) uses a large set of rotations in a known and stable field to
obtain much the same instrument parameters, subject to an arbitrary rotation (Risbo et al.
2002) This method can be performed at a suitable (i.e., magnetically quiet) location using
the Earth’s field as a reference, simply by making a sufficient number of measurements of
the field measured by the sensor in many orientations relative to the ambient field—thus the
name: “thin shell”. The sensor performance is obtained using one applied field in all orien-
tations, approximating a thin shell. This method also employs a Proton Precession reference
magnetometer to measure the ambient field magnitude and account for any variations in the
field during the test. Of course, this method can also be employed in a magnetic test facility
at any desired field magnitude within the dynamic range of the facility. So we have also
performed calibrations of the Juno FGMs in our facility at several applied field magnitudes
(which we call “thick shell” or “nested shell” calibrations) using this method, as well as
in the field, during the inter-calibration activities performed at the Calar Alto magnetic and
optical test site near Almeria, Spain.
The “thin shell” method by itself determines the magnetometer sensor response in an un-
known coordinate system—an “intrinsic” coordinate system of the magnetometer sensor—
the orientation of which needs to be determined by other means. This is equivalent to stating
that the parameters of the linear sensor model may be determined subject to an arbitrary
rotation, or, that only the symmetric part of the sensor response matrix is established via a
“thin shell” calibration. However, if the sensor rotations are measured at the same time, as
they are during an inter-calibration of the FGM and the CHU attitude sensors, the rotations
taking place under the night sky, then the relative orientation of the magnetometer and CHU
frames can also be deduced. For the Juno program, we used two redundant methods to es-
tablish relative orientations of the sensors: inter-calibration of the sensor suite in field tests
under the night sky at Calar Alto, and FGM to MOB optical cube (via MAGSAT calibra-
tions) and CHU boresights to MOB optical cube (optical calibration). The latter establishes
the attitude of each sensor referenced to the MOB master optical cube (reference coordinate
system). The inter-calibration method bypasses the MOB reference cube and renders the
FGM response in the frame of reference of the CHUs.
GSFC 22′ Calibration Facility Goddard Space Flight Center has two large magnetic test
facilities within the Mario Acuña Magnetic Test Area. The first is the 22 foot (coil diameter)
facility built around 1965 and the 40 foot magnetic test facility built a few years later. The
GSFC MAG Group and specifically the Juno MAG investigation team uses the 22 foot
facility for three reasons: it is a dedicated facility maintained and operated by the GSFC
MAG team for sensor development, available exclusively to the Juno activity; it is built on
an aluminum en-do skeleton which enables support beams to span the facility, for stable,
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Fig. 25 The 22-foot Braunbeck
coil system at the Mario H.
Acuña Magnetic Test facility at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight
Center
precise, and repeatable placement of the sensor under test; and the facility was used for
development and testing of the MAGSAT instrument, so it was known that the accuracy and
stability of the facility was sufficient to meet Juno requirements. The 22 foot MAG facility
spans 4 buildings within a radius of 0.25 miles. The first building houses the amplifier/power
supply racks that power the coils. The second building is the test building where the 3 axis
22 foot Braunbeck coil system resides (Fig. 25). The third and forth buildings are “out in
the woods” and house the environmental control and the reference coil system with a 3-axis
Helmholz model coil with a flux gate magnetometer sensor at its center. Field variations
sensed at the remote reference are used to null the (presumably identical) field variations
at the 22 foot coil facility (the “variation system”) so that applied fields are insensitive to
naturally occurring variations in the Earth’s field.
Since the facility was originally designed and built in the mid 1960s the variation system
was designed to operate without computers or sophisticated controls. The model coil in the
remote reference building is tuned to the 22 foot coils in the main test building to better
than 0.1 % by the use of trim coils and potentiometers on the model coil. Thus when the
flux gate magnetometer at the center of the Helmholtz is driven to zero field the field in the
facility is also driven to zero. Also, as the external field changes a fine variation system holds
the fluxgate in the reference facility to zero. This same current flows to the main building
compensating for the variation in the Earth’s magnetic field.
These coils were commanded over a range of ±70000 nT with a 1 sigma noise level of 0.6
nT to test and calibrate the Juno magnetometer. A somewhat greater field magnitude (∼1.2
G) may be applied in the direction of the ambient magnetic field (via superposition). An
independent measurement of the magnetic field strength is provided by Overhausen Proton
Precession magnetometers placed near the unit under test (reference magnetometer). The
Proton Precession magnetometers provide an absolute measurement of the applied field over
the dynamic range of about 20,000 nT to 1.2 Gauss (120,000 nT). Two proton precession
magnetometers were used to monitor the facility. The second proton magnetometer was also
used to measure the gradient between the main proton magnetometer (reference) and the
center of the facility where the Juno FGM was placed for testing. The proton magnetometers
need be separated from the sensor under test by ∼1 m to avoid interference.
The facility uses two Wild T3000 Theodolites with auto-collimation capability to ac-
curately measure alignment of the article under test (to which optical cube(s) are affixed).
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These units were supported from aluminum beams rigidly connected to the coil support
tubes. The theodolites were operated with G compensation turned on thus two axis of bench
motion were compensated for. The two units were located 90° apart at the edge of the coils.
T1 was used for elevation and azimuth and T2 was used for elevation only providing the
Juno team with the ability to determine the attitude of the Juno sensors with an accuracy
of a few arcsec. In reality the Juno calibration team actually aligned the cube on the MOB
benches to the theodolite zero to a precision of about ±2 arcsec 1 sigma. Thus the cube was
always in a known and repeatable angular position relative to the coils. The Juno calibra-
tion team also used construction fan lasers aligned to facility reference marks on the wall
to locate the cube and therefore the sensor to an accuracy of about ±0.5 cm. Thus when a
MOB with its associated FGM sensor was tested the position and orientation of the MOB or
sensor cube was highly repeatable.
Since the dynamic range of the MAG test facility is limited to ∼1.2 Gauss, it was nec-
essary to devise an alternative method to extend the calibration up to the full 16 G per axis
required. This was done using an auxiliary single-axis high field coil that could produce a
linear field from 0 to 16 G. This coil system was installed within the 22 foot Braunbeck
system and it used a high precision 0.1 ohm resistor and an Agilent 3458A voltmeter to
produce a highly linear field variation by changing the current in a linear way. The basic
methodology was to measure the linearity of the sensor relative to full scale and assume
that all observed non-linearity was attributed to the flight sensor. The on-axis linearity of the
sensor measured in this manner was excellent (10 arcsec).
The 22-foot magnetic test site was used many times during the tuning/trimming, func-
tional, and calibration tests performed on the Juno FGM sensors themselves and then for cal-
ibration and functional testing after the FGM sensors were installed on the Carbon-Silicon
Carbide MOB’s. This methodology provided a thorough time history of the performance of
the sensors throughout the entire program, before and after each of the environmental tests
and field operations, over the course of several years of development.
MAGSAT Calibration Method The MAGSAT calibration method is used to determine
the vector response of the fluxgate magnetometer sensor to applied fields relative to a known
coordinate system reference (the MOB optical cube). This method also provides, with the
same set of measurements, a complete characterization of the facility coil system orthogo-
nality, and orientation, relative to the reference coordinate system. With a series of sensor
calibrations performed over a span of time, it is possible to monitor the test repeatability and
facility stability as well as the response of the article under test. To achieve, for example,
1 nT vector accuracy with applied fields of ∼70,000 nT, one must have knowledge of the
sensor orientation to ∼3 arcsec and comparable knowledge of the facility coil orthogonality.
The method takes advantage of the accuracy with which the orientation of the sensor
(reference optical cube) may be determined via autocollimation with a set of precision
theodolites or alternately laser autocollimators. We used a pair of T-3000 theodolites per-
manently affixed to the coil facility structural members as shown in Fig. 26. A primary
reference theodolite was positioned south of the facility, and a secondary reference theodo-
lite positioned west of the facility, establishing an orthogonal reference frame centered on
and aligned with the facility coil system. The article under test was placed on a leveling
platform in the center of the facility that rested atop composite support beams affixed to
the facility support structure. With this arrangement, and using mechanical ground support
fixtures to position the MOB, we were able to orient the MOB as desired by autocollimat-
ing on the optical cube in both theodolites with an accuracy of ∼1 arcsec. This affords the
means of achieving very precise 90° rotations that are the basis of the MAGSAT calibration
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Fig. 26 Schematic of the coil
facility showing placement of the
external reference magnetometer,
theodolites for precision optical
alignment (black squares) and
accurate 90° rotations of a test
article (sensor under calibration)
using a precision optical cube as
a reference. The MAGSAT
calibration method calibrates the
sensor and the facility
orthogonality using fields applied
in each axis at a set of sensor
orientations separated by
precisely 90°
method. The permanent arrangement of the reference theodolites provides a consistent and
stable reference coordinate system necessary for test repeatability throughout the program.
The method uses a sequence of applied fields of known magnitude aligned with the coil
system symmetry axes (north-south, east-west, up-down) with the sensor oriented in a min-
imum of 3 orientations, as determined above, representing precise 90° rotations from the
initial orientation. The model for the sensor response to applied fields is:
⇀
M = [A]⇀b, A =
⎡
⎣
a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
⎤
⎦
Where
⇀
M is the measured field vector (sensor output) and ⇀b is the true field vector, where for
simplicity what follows assumes that the measured field has been corrected for zero offset.
Sensor zero offsets are readily determined prior to each calibration exercise by commanding
the facility field to zero and recording the measured field with the sensor aligned parallel
and antiparallel to the facility axes. Furthermore, we assume that the sensor scale factors
(nT per digital counts) have been chosen such that we may write:
A =
⎡
⎣
1 a12 a13
a21 1 a23
a31 a32 1
⎤
⎦
The off diagonal elements are all small (1) and represent a slight departure from orthogo-
nality of the sensing elements, or small rotations of the sensor with respect to the reference
coordinate system. Similarly, the relationship between the true field vector
⇀
b, and the coil
system excitation, Hc, is:
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⇀
b = [B]Hc where Hc is the coil system excitation and
B =
⎡
⎣
1 b12 b13
b21 1 b23
b31 b32 1
⎤
⎦
And again we have assumed that the facility coil constants have been adjusted so that the
diagonal elements of B are unity, and again all off diagonal terms of this matrix are very
small (1). The off diagonal elements are small enough that an orthonormalized matrix
would have diagonal elements essentially indistinguishable from 1.
The measured field in the sensor, or the output of the magnetometer, for facility applied
fields, is
⇀
M = [A][B] ⇀Hc
so for fields of a chosen magnitude applied in sequence along the facility x, y, and z axes,
e.g.,
x axis
⎡
⎣
1
0
0
⎤
⎦ , y axis
⎡
⎣
0
1
0
⎤
⎦ , z axis
⎡
⎣
0
0
1
⎤
⎦
we can write
M1 =
⎡
⎣
1 (b12 + a12) (b13 + a13)
(a21 + b21) 1 (b23 + a23)
(a31 + b31) (a32 + b32) 1
⎤
⎦
for the response of the sensor in orientation 1, where Mi,j is the ith component of the
field measured when the j th component of coil system is activated. The first column of
M1 is obtained when the facility x coil is energized, the second column when facility y is
energized, and the third column when facility z is energized. If we now rotate the sensor we
have
⇀
M = [A] [R] [B] ⇀Hc
where [R] is the appropriate rotation matrix. Precise 90° rotations about the optical cube
faces correspond to rotations about sensor x, y, or z; the standard form for such rotations
(in the positive sense) are:
Rz =
⎡
⎣
0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦ , Ry =
⎡
⎣
0 0 −1
0 1 0
1 0 0
⎤
⎦ , Rx =
⎡
⎣
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 −1 0
⎤
⎦
Some rotations are impractical to implement due to the limited visibility of the MOB cube;
both theodolites must be able to view the optical cube. In practice, the axis of rotation and
the sense of the rotation angle may be dictated by such practical concerns. In our implemen-
tation, the second orientation was obtained by rotating the sensor by −90° about z. Applying
facility fields along x, y, and z as before, and neglecting terms that are products of two small
(1) numbers, we obtain
M2 =
⎡
⎣
(a12 − b21) −1 (−b23 + a13)
+1 (b12 − a21) (+b13 + a23)
(a32 + b31) (−a31 + b32) 1
⎤
⎦
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These two positions yield 12 equations in 12 unknowns, but four of them are singular. Thus
another rotation (this time by −90° about x) is required, and upon applying fields as before,
we obtain
M4 =
⎡
⎣
1 (b12 + a13) (b13 − a12)
(a21 − b31) (a23 − b32) −1
(a31 + b21) +1 (b23 − a32)
⎤
⎦
for the response of the system to applied fields in orientation #4 (orientation #3 was skipped
as impractical to implement). With fields applied in these three orthogonal sensor orienta-
tions, the system of linear equations is overdetermined, and one solution for all elements of
A and B in terms of the measurements Mni,j is given in Appendix A1.
Standard MAGSAT method calibrations were performed in the 22-foot facility using the
following procedure:
(1) The facility was adjusted to zero field and checked using (reversals of) a magnetic sensor
at the origin.
(2) The MOB was positioned in orientation #1 using lasers for coarse alignment and then
adjusting the orientation of the MOB until autocollimation with both theodolites was
achieved with an accuracy of ∼2 arcsec.
(3) Data was acquired for 20 s in zero applied field in instrument dynamic ranges 6, 5, 4.
(4) A facility field of ∼70,000 nT was applied sequentially in both polarities and along all
three facility axes and for each applied field the sensor response, averaged over 20 s, in
instrument dynamic ranges (6, 5, 4) was recorded. The field magnitude was also con-
tinuously recorded at a reference position ∼1 m from the test article using a reference
proton precession magnetometer (PPM1).
(5) A facility field of ∼22,000 nT was applied in both polarities and along all three facility
axes and for each applied field the sensor response, averaged over 20 s, in instrument dy-
namic ranges (4, 2) was recorded. The field magnitude was also continuously recorded
at a reference position ∼1 m from the test article using a reference proton precession
magnetometer (PPM1).
(6) Steps 3–5 were repeated after repositioning the MOB in orientation #2 using lasers for
coarse alignment and then adjusting the orientation of the MOB until autocollimation
with both theodolites was achieved with an accuracy of ∼2 arcsec.
(7) Steps 3–5 were repeated after repositioning the MOB in orientation #4 using lasers for
coarse alignment and then adjusting the orientation of the MOB until autocollimation
with both theodolites was achieved with an accuracy of ∼2 arcsec.
(8) Measurements for sensor zero determination were obtained by commanding the facility
back to zero field and performing a series of reversals (180° rotations about sensor x, y,
z axes) of the MOB.
(9) After removal of the MOB, a second proton precession magnetometer (PPM2) was
placed in the center of the facility, and the entire sequence of applied fields (steps 4
and 5) was repeated. This allows us to use the reference magnetometer as an absolute
measure of the field applied, in each axis, after correcting the reference field for the
slight gradient between the position of the reference mag (PPM1) and the position of
the test article. (The reference magnetometer needs to be ∼1 m away from the test article
to avoid interference.)
These measurements allow determination of the sensor response (sensor zero levels, scale
factors, and orthogonality or “A” matrix elements) in instrument dynamic ranges 6, 5, 4 and
2, with range 4 sensor response determined independently for both low (22,000 nT) and high
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(77,000 nT) applied fields. Slight adjustments to the scale factors for each axis and range
are determined via solution to the overdetermined inverse problem using a singular value
decomposition method similar to that described in the following section.
No significant difference in sensor “A” matrix elements was observed across all instru-
ment dynamic ranges. The range 2, 4, and 5 calibrations, directly referenced to absolute
measurements of the applied field (via the proton precession reference magnetometer) are
primary; range 0, 1, and 6 scale factors are established by extension of the measured field
across dynamic range boundaries, having demonstrated sensor linearity (with the high field
coil facility) to a few ppm. A few representative MAGSAT method calibration examples are
presented in Appendix A2. These illustrate the accuracy with which sensor response was
determined and the stability of the sensor response and calibration facility throughout the
qualification program.
“Thin Shell” Calibrations The thin shell calibration method (Risbo et al. 2002) exploits
the fact that the measured magnetic field magnitude ought not vary as the sensor orientation
varies. A sensor with linear response may be characterized by a sensor model:
[B] = [A]
⎡
⎣
s1(c1 − o1)
s2(c2 − o2)
s3(c3 − o3)
⎤
⎦
Where the true field vector (B) may be expressed as a linear combination (A) of the sensor
response; here (A) is a nearly diagonal 3 by 3 matrix (inverse of the A matrix discussed in the
previous section). The three components of the sensor response in counts (ci ) are corrected
for small offsets (oi ) and scaled to magnetic units with scale factors (si ). In practice we use
near-unity si that provide slight corrections to the nominal scale factors as given in Table 2.
If the magnetic field is measured with the sensor in numerous orientations, ideally ap-
proximating uniform coverage of the sphere, the invariance of the model field magnitude
B2m = B21 + B22 + B23
may be used to constrain the sensor model parameters via inversion (partial solution) of the
n (observations) by m (parameters) linear system
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
B2obs1 − B2m1
B2obs2 − B2m2
...
B2obsn − B2mn
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂B2m1
∂p1
∂B2m1
∂p2
· · · ∂B
2
m1
∂pm
∂B2m2
∂p1
∂B2m2
∂p2
...
∂B2mn
∂p1
· · · · · · ∂B
2
m1
∂pm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
p1
p2
...
...
pm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
formed by assembling partial derivatives of the model response B2m with respect to the model
parameters p. The model parameters are the sensor offsets, scale factors, and off-diagonal
elements of the A matrix: o1, o2, o3, s1, s2, s3, a12, a13, a21, a23, a31, a32.
The partial derivatives of B2m with respect to the model parameters are listed in Ap-
pendix A3.
If we let y represent the n-length vector of observed minus model field magnitude
squared,
B2obs − B2m
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then the linear system y = Dp may be rewritten as
y = UΛV T p
where the matrix of partial derivatives D is expressed as the product of three matrices, via
the singular value decomposition of Lanczos (Lanczos 1961). Λ is a diagonal matrix whose
elements are the singular values (square roots of the eigenvalues) of DT D:
Λ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
λ1 0 · · · 0
0 λ2
...
...
. . .
...
0 · · · · · · λM
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
The Λ matrix is assembled with the largest λi in the upper left position, all elements pos-
itive, and in the order λ1 > λ1 > · · ·λM . The singular-value decomposition allows us to
reparameterize the problem as
(
UT y
) = Λ(V T p)
And a solution vector may be obtained from
p = VΛ−1UT y
using the M − 3 non-zero elements of Λ. The three zero eigenvalues reflect the lack of
information regarding the orientation of the sensor and thus the elements of the matrix A
may be determined subject to an arbitrary rotation, or, said another way, only the symmetric
part of the A matrix can be obtained from the thin shell inversion method. When we compare
the results of a thin shell calibration with that obtained using the MAGSAT method, we
must compare only the symmetric part of the matrices. A few illustrative examples of thin
shell calibrations (for the same sensor as in Appendix A2) are presented in Appendix A4.
These illustrate the degree to which sensor calibration parameters determined by the two
independent calibration methods compare.
5.2 Advanced Stellar Compass (ASC)
The non-magnetic micro Advanced Stellar Compass (µASC) is a fully autonomous high
performance non-magnetic star tracker, evolved from the Oersted, SAC-C, CHAMP, and
SMART-1 instruments. Despite its miniature size, it implements four fully independent star
trackers, backed by a powerful and fully hardware redundant data processing unit (DPU).
A block diagram of the system appears in Fig. 27. The µASC requires minimal spacecraft
resources (mass, volume and power consumption) and provides accurate attitude solutions
with high reliability; consequently, this star tracker is currently found on more than 50 space-
craft.
The µASC onboard Juno is thus a high heritage instrument with an impressive body of
space flight experience to its credit. These instruments have been employed on three axis-
stabilized spacecraft and on spinning spacecraft as well (up to 6 rpm). The Juno µASC
is a slightly modified version of the instrument in widespread use; it employs additional
shielding to mitigate the effects of the harsh radiation environment and it also uses thermal
controllers to maintain adequate operating temperature within the imaging systems.
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Fig. 27 Schematic block diagram of the ASC electronics. All Camera Head Units (CHUs) may be powered
when instrument power is applied, via one of the power converter/digital logic blocks (‘A’ or ‘B’); the other
is cold spared. Any combination of CHUs (two each reside on each of two magnetometer optical benches)
may be operated at any time but in nominal operation all are operated continuously. Each CHU is in a thermal
environment maintained by a combination of internal dissipation (0.25 W each when powered on) and the
spacecraft thermal service, powered as needed by the spacecraft regardless of instrument power status
The ASC determines the attitude of the MAG optical bench assembly with respect to
an inertial reference frame by imaging the sky and comparing that image with its on-board
database of objects. The ASC is capable of an estimated 2 arcsec performance, although
operation on a spinning spacecraft (Juno’s nominal spin rate is 2 rpm) and in a challenging
radiation environment will degrade performance. To mitigate the relatively rapid motion of
stars across the field of view (14° × 20°) due to spacecraft spin, the CHUs are mounted with
their optical axes offset from the spacecraft spin axis by about ±13° in the y-direction (refer
to Fig. 6).
5.2.1 Instrument Description
The µASC consist of two separate units, the Data Processing Unit (DPU) and the Camera
Head Units (CHU). Thus the DPU may be placed within the body of the spacecraft, while the
CHUs may be placed where the attitude measurement is most needed, minimizing attitude
transfer biases. Juno’s DPU is comfortably housed in the radiation vault along with the bulk
of the spacecraft and instrument subsystems; the CHUs are mounted on the two optical
benches, some ∼10 an ∼12 m distant.
The CHUs image the sky with a 1/4 s integration time (4 Hz), synchronized to the space-
craft clock timing reference. The CCD is read out and analog data is transmitted to the DPU
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Fig. 28 A standard CHU,
without the Juno specific
radiation shielding
in the vault where it is digitized and stored for analysis. Raw images can, by command, be
stored and transmitted to ground at a later time if desired. The image is examined for stars,
and, depending on the settings and region of the sky imaged, a number of stars (between
20 and a few 100) are detected (among a number of “false stars” and non-stellar objects).
The initial attitude acquisition algorithm selects a group of stars, brighter than a set value,
for analysis. They are scanned for nearest, and next nearest neighbors. The resulting sets of
triplets are matched against a pre-flight compilation of the star catalog, the star database.
This match gives a coarse attitude determination (good to approximately 1/50°) and this
result can be used to seed an algorithm to determine fine attitude. The quality of the fit is
reported along with the attitude.
The ASC time-stamps all attitudes and data with an accuracy of better than 0.1 ms. If
the ASC has received a valid spacecraft time, that value appears in the time field; otherwise
time is referenced to the internal time kept by the ASC initialized at turn-on. The ASC may
be configured to accept both synchronized and non-synchronous timing information.
Each CHU contains a minimum of electronics to service the Charge Coupled Device
(CCD) detector. The CHU is fitted with powerful wide-angle optics. The CCD and the lens
taken together form a very sensitive optical sensor system, which may operate with essen-
tially unlimited exposure times as commanded. A CHU is shown in Fig. 28. The heritage
CHU weights 251 g excluding the pigtail (typically 50 g/m) and external light baffles. The
CHU is just 50 mm × 50 mm × 50 mm in size. Each Juno CHU has a mass of 374 g,
accounting for additional shielding placed inside the unit in close proximity to the CCD.
The optical system is specifically designed for star tracker operations, with very small
field curvature (<0.2 %) and a controlled point spread function (120 µm FWHM) over the
entire Field of View (FOV). The optical pass band ranges from 760 nm to 380 nm and the
F# = 0.7. The lens elements are made from radiation-hard hard quartz, except for two color
corrector elements located deep within the lens stack, and as a result this optical implemen-
tation ideally suited for use in high radiation environments. The quartz lens elements are
free of Cherenkov ultraviolet (UV) luminescence, which eliminates spurious light due to
high energetic electron fluxes.
By minimizing the CHU electronics, a very robust and compact design is realized, min-
imizing the electromagnetic footprint (allowing for use in close proximity to magnetic sen-
sors) and maximizing shielding efficiency for high radiation tolerance. The fully hardware
redundant Juno ASC DPU (Fig. 29) houses the power supplies, processing unit, data and
program storage, and a full cross strapping unit that allows either side of the DPU to drive
any of the CHUs as desired. The processor has been designed to eliminate bottlenecks in
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Fig. 29 The redundant double
DPU
Fig. 30 Functional block diagram of the µ-ASC instrument
attitude determination to deliver attitude solutions (quaternions) from all four CHUs under
extreme operating conditions at a cadence of 4 per second, while consuming little power
(6.5 W). The redundant µDPU measures 140 mm × 100 mm × 50 mm and weighs 750 g.
Principle of Operation Each CHU generates an 8-bit grayscale interlaced image (752 by
580 pixels) of the star field, and sends it to the DPU for processing. The DPU derives the
CHU attitude by comparison of the star field with a star catalog and outputs the solution in
the form of a quaternion within 200 ms of receipt of the image. Image exposure time is set
to 250 ms, which yields 4 attitude solutions for each of the 4 CHUs every second, though
not all solutions need be transferred to the spacecraft C&DH.
The detailed processing follows the scheme outlined in Fig. 30. The µASC receives a
master clock pulse (2 s time “tic’) from the Juno spacecraft C&DH subsystem. This signal
is used to synchronize an internal phase locked loop (PLL) such that the four images from
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each CHU are acquired with the integration interval centered on exactly 0, 250, 500 and 750
ms relative to the Juno onboard clock.
Each image is stored in the DPU random access memory (RAM). The image from the
CHU having priority is processed initially to asses image quality, black level, and blinding
conditions and this information is subsequently used for adjusting the drive levels for future
images from this particular CHU. The image is next analyzed for larger bright objects, e.g.
planets, and these objects are cataloged and removed from the image. The rectified image
is the passed through a hot-spot filter to remove transients associated with energetic par-
ticles passing through the CCD during the image integration interval. The same filter also
removes signatures generated by passing neutrons and any radiation displacement damage
effects expressed by the CCD. This filter is adjusted rather aggressively for Juno, to facili-
tate operations during transit of regions with large fluxes of trapped particles around Jupiter.
The cleaned image is then passed to a processing engine (“centroider”) that determines the
position of each stellar object visible in the FOV. The centroid list is then stored while an
image from the CHU with the next highest priority is processed (as above), repeating until
all images are centroid.
Under nominal conditions, a reasonably accurate (better than 0.5 deg) initial estimate of
the attitude of each CHU can be derived from the attitude history. Using this seed value,
the centroid list of the CHU with the highest priority is passed to a matching engine that
compares and link the measured centroids to the expected location derived from the onboard
star catalog. The best fit is found using an iterative re-link and linearized least squares fitting
routine. If the attitude found results in a robust match to the star catalog, the attitude solution
is stored for output and the image next in priority is processed in the same way. However, if
no attitude seed exists, or if the match is not successful for some reason, the Lost In Space
(LIS) engine is called with the centroid list.
The LIS engine separates the centroid list into bright (visual magnitude > 5) and fainter
objects. The bright stars are used to generate triplets, i.e. for each star centroid the nearest
and next nearest star is located, and the angular separations between this three are calculated.
These triplets of angles are then matched to an onboard triplet database compiled based on
the star catalog. This process typically results in some 10–20 potential matches from a single
star image, one of which points to the correct location on the sky. These potential attitude
solutions are then used as a seed for the nominal processing described above. With Juno
operating at 2 rpm, the LIS process will result in acquisition of the correct attitude from one
image 95 % of the time, and 100 % of the time from 10 consecutive images.
Some subset of images may become difficult to analyze, e.g. when the FOV contains
a planet or many unanticipated objects, real or otherwise. This may increase processing
time, and if left unchecked, allow a CHU struggling with complex images to crowd out its
brethren. To ensure that this does not happen, an upper limit to the processing time allocated
for each CHU is set. When a CHU is timed out, its processing is aborted, an invalid (flagged)
attitude is output, and the CHU priority is minimized, thus increasing priority of the other
CHU heads. This procedure ensures that the best attitude solutions are output first.
Functionality and Operations The four CHUs receive power and synchronization sig-
nals from the DPU and deliver video information to be processed by the latter. The DPU has
a dual redundant communication interface by which the user may send commands to and
receive telemetry from the unit. Communication with the µASC is via a full duplex RS422
communication line.
Command and telemetry functionality both adhere to the packet utilization standard. The
instrument is synchronized to an onboard hardware (deterministic) clock pulse by means of
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a spacecraft C&DH broadcast command. All ASC internal processes and telemetry are time
stamped in onboard elapsed time for easy comparison to other onboard information.
Upon application of power, the Juno µASC is configured to autonomously switch from
the 10 second boot and self-checking mode to attitude determination mode. Therefore, the
instrument will autonomously start to generate attitudes after a re-boot, a power cycle or any
interruption.
The µASC also provides an image acquisition capability, whereby an image may be ac-
quired at any time, by sending a command to the µASC selecting one of the CHUs and spec-
ifying an image compression mode to be used. Those available are: raw (uncompressed)
image, JPEG compression (with user-selectable compression rate), Centroid, Non-Stellar
objects (see next section) or region of interest (RoI mode, specifying the desired image
pixel area around any centroid). The image, or the selected portion of an image, is then
transmitted to the spacecraft by a subsequent send image command.
Sequences of images may also be acquired by the µASC. An image sequence is acquired
upon command (“auto-imaging mode”), selecting one of the CHUs, and (optionally) a delay
time. If no time delay is specified, the next image is acquired as soon as the previous image
has been transmitted to the spacecraft. Alternatively, if a time delay (seconds) is specified,
the next image will then be acquired as soon as two conditions are satisfied: the previous
image transmission has completed, and the required time has elapsed. The delayed image
may additionally be delayed until the spacecraft reaches a specific spin-phase. In the latter
case, the image will be acquired after the specified time has elapsed and the spacecraft
passes a specified rotation angle in inertial space. Thus an image may be ordered to occur
when the CHU boresight is most closely associated with a specific target located in inertial
right ascension and declination. This function is anticipated to be very useful in orbit around
Jupiter, where a phenomenon or object to be imaged may only transit the FOV at specific
spacecraft rotation phases.
The µASC transmits housekeeping (HK) packets containing instrument health and safety
information, internal voltages, currents, and temperatures at specified intervals. Additional
information about the configuration of the instrument is routinely requested by command,
downloading the system variable table.
All onboard software and catalogs may be modified in-flight by uploading new software
modules and catalogs, excepting a small core loader software which is stored in non-volatile
memory. This provides a capability to improve the performance or capabilities of the µASC
should inflight experience or conditions warrant. We have exercised this capability during
cruise on few occasions, for example, updating the onboard star catalog to improve accuracy
for a specific epoch (Jupiter science phase) and improving detection and analysis of non-
stellar objects.
All the functions described above may be performed without impact on the proper atti-
tude determination and output.
Bright Object Detection and Obscuration Normal processing of an image by the DPU
involves a filtering operation to mask bright objects. This is necessary because it is not un-
usual to find a non-stellar luminous object in an image. These bright objects may be planets
and moons, asteroids, other spacecraft (near Earth, where many spacecraft orbit) and any-
thing else not in the onboard star catalogs. The image processing locates and determines the
extent of bright objects, calculates their effective area circumference and apparent centroid
position, prior to removal of the object from the image. Attitude processing continues after
bright object removal.
The centroid of the (non-stellar) object thus found will not pose a problem for the linking
between observed centroids and those defined by the star-catalog; this greatly improves
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Fig. 31 Right ascension and declination measured every 7 s during cruise by camera head “A” as a function
of time (blue to red shading) illustrating Juno’s spinning (1 or 2 rpm) motion and periodic precessions (spin
axis re-orientations) needed to track earth for telecommunications
operational robustness when, for example, operating close to the limb of a planet. If the star
field remaining after removal of the object is sufficiently large to allow for proper matching,
the attitude is derived and output, albeit with a somewhat decreased accuracy since only a
portion of the star field is available for analysis. This situation is noted (flagged), both by an
increased attitude noise estimate (fit residual) and by setting the Big Bright Object (BBO)
flag in the attitude packet.
Of course, these bright objects may also be imaged, either using RoI, Centroid, JPEG or
raw imaging mode, if of sufficient interest.
Autonomous On-board Attitude Solutions The attitude solution obtained from each im-
age acquired by a CHU is delivered to the spacecraft C&DH expressed in aberrated J2000.0
coordinates. The µASC does have the capability to correct for aberration effects, but since
the Juno spacecraft does not deliver to the instruments the (required) heliocentric velocity
model, this feature is not used.
With the Juno spacecraft spinning at 1–2 rpm, any star imaged with appreciable integra-
tion time (e.g., 0.25 s) will be smeared by some 1.5–3°/s. On a spinning spacecraft, the star
will not appear as a point-like object in the image; stellar images will resemble small curved
arcs. This smearing results in an asymmetric noise distribution with regard to the attitude
solutions, with the highest accuracy (better than 10′′ RMS) in the image plane along track
of the motion, medium accuracy (better than 15′′ RMS) in the image plane across track, and
low accuracy (better than 170′′ RMS) about the CHU boresight.
The MOB bench attitude solutions can therefore be markedly improved by combining
solutions from CHUs that are not co-aligned, i.e., have boresights with angular separation.
The CHUs are configured with two CHUs on each magnetometer optical bench and the
attitude solution of two CHUs is combined into a single bench attitude solution of high ac-
curacy for all three axes, simply by combining the two attitudes and weighing the individual
attitude components by the inverse squares of the noise observed. This process results in
a measured attitude accuracy of 7′′, 12′′ and 20′′ RMS respectively. Raw attitude solutions
sampled every 7 s from an individual CHU may be plotted over time as shown in Fig. 31.
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Since each attitude solution is uniquely derived from the image, time series filtering may
be used to further improve the attitude accuracy on ground.
Autonomous Detection of Non-stellar Objects The µASC uses all of the available stars
detected in an image to derive the attitude with the highest possible accuracy. Objects lo-
cated near a given star may be incorrectly linked to a catalog star, which would result in
confused identification and increased measurement error. It is therefore very important to
track non-stellar objects (NSOs) in order that any passing near by a star may be removed
from consideration. The µASC thus necessarily detects and tracks (autonomously) such ob-
jects as long as they persist in an image. The process by which NSOs are identified and
tracked is a follows. During the centroiding process, all luminous objects brighter than a
specified minimum will be listed in a raw centroid list. After the first linking a crude attitude
is found (∼30′′ pointing) and any luminous object not listed in the star catalog is moved
to a non-stellar objects list. A high accuracy attitude is found, iteratively, and the apparent
inertial attitude of the non-stellar objects is calculated.
In the next update cycle a new non-stellar object list is generated. Depending on the
distance and apparent trajectory of the object, the centroid will have shifted between the
images, and a tangential motion model for each object may be derived. In deep space, the
µASC onboard Juno will mostly view planets and planetesimals at great distance resulting in
an angular motion of a few arcsec/s. Close to Earth, in the Asteroid belt and in Science orbit
around Jupiter, some objects will be much closer, resulting in considerable inertial angular
rates up to several hundred of arcsec per second.
The non-stellar object tracker may be used to detect near Earth objects, smaller main belt
Asteroids and smaller moons around Jupiter. In order not to load the downlink bandwidth
from Juno with known objects, the user may select to download only objects moving within
a specified range of angular rates. The operation of this feature was tested when Saturn
happened to pass through the FOV of the Juno µASC cameras during real sky tests.
5.2.2 Radiation Environment and Parts Engineering
The µASC, is a high heritage instrument with more than 50 years of accumulated space
flight operations of the DPU and more than 200 years of space flight operations for the
CHU (as flown onboard Juno). The instrument design and implementation benefits from a
comprehensive parts selection program, approval and qualification programs based on the
improved version of the INST-0002 standard. The parts program includes batch character-
ization of flight lots of parts with respect to total ionizing dose (TID), heavy ion, energetic
proton and electron irradiation as well as displacement damage characterization of the CCD.
Similarly, the parts program ensures serialization, full X-ray microscopy screening, and
full flight lot destructive parts analysis (DPA) for all parts with extremely small rejection
rates. In-family behavior of parts within a lot is assessed by means over-testing random
samples for all parts lots. All processes and materials are strictly controlled and approved,
ensuring the highest craftsmanship and quality standards.
We anticipate that the Juno radiation environment will, at times, challenge the heritage
µASC instrument beyond its flight-proven heritage. We therefore designed and conducted a
dedicated radiation environment verification program. This analysis demonstrated that the
standard DPU, with a 6 mm shielded electronics enclosure, would remain well inside its her-
itage performance envelope since it is located inside Juno’s heavily shielded radiation vault.
The analysis also showed that additional shielding was needed to bring the standard CHU
inside its flight heritage performance history, accumulating radiation from launch through
Juno’s science orbit 8.
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Fig. 32 Assembly of one camera
head unit (CHU) on a C-SiC
magnetometer optical bench
showing the inner light baffle,
radiation collar, external
radiation shielding material, and
C-SiC mass surrounding the
CHU enclosure. Additional
shielding is used inside the
enclosure surrounding the CCD
For this reason, additional shielding mass was strategically placed on the magnetometer
optical benches as well as within the small CHU electronics enclosure (Fig. 32). With the
combined shielding from the magnetometer bench shields (‘collars’ around the base of the
lens barrel) and the augmented CHU structural shielding (affixed to the titanium enclosure,
inside the enclosure, in close proximity to the CCD), the CHU is well inside its heritage
performance envelope for the entire cruise phase and operation through science orbit 9.
The modeled electron fluxes, when crossing the lower peaks (‘horns’) of the inner Jovian
radiation belts, may disrupt attitude recovery for the (brief) duration of the radiation belt
transit. Fortunately, Juno is moving at a rather fast clip during periapsis passes, and will
spend very little time transiting this region.
This attitude recovery disruption is caused by the secondary electrons liberated by pen-
etrating energetic electrons in the CCD photoactive layer. Since the displacement damage
from passing energetic electrons is low, nominal operation will be restored as soon as the
radiation belt is exited. The current best estimate is that proper attitude recovery operation
may be briefly disrupted for less than a minute during every science orbit after science or-
bit 8. However, Juno will be transiting a region about which very little is actually known, as
no direct measurements exist. The radiation assessments conducted thus far for Juno science
instruments and subsystems are based models of the radiation environment fitted to indirect
observations; these inferences may be proven wrong soon after Juno enters polar orbit.
5.2.3 Performance
The µASC has been functionally verified in flight, and it has been established that launch-
load effects have had no detrimental effects on any of the ASC hardware. This has partly
been verified by checking the inflight electro-optical parameters against the pre-launch val-
ues, partly by verifying the centroid quality over the CHU field of view (FOV), and partly
by comparing the inflight measured angles between the CHU pairs on each boom to the
pre-launch values.
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Autonomous attitude generation, accuracy and availability have been validated by anal-
ysis of the telemetry from the instrument. Attitude availability from each of the CHUs is
virtually 100 % under nominal conditions, as expected. All of the instrument functions have
been verified on the nominal side as well as on the (cold-spared) redundant side of the ASC.
The redundant side is configured as block redundant so can only be tested when the space-
craft switches to its redundant side. The spacecraft did (of its own accord, in response to
fault protection) switch to the “B” side during cruise, affording the opportunity to verify
functionality on the redundant side of the ASC. Both sides have now been updated with the
arrival version of the star catalog and both sides of the ASC are configured with identical
software, so MAG attitude determination should continue seamlessly should it be necessary
to activate the redundant side of the spacecraft.
5.2.4 Test Program
The Juno unit level verification program encompassed full thermal vacuum, thermal cycling
(TV/TC) protocols, outgassing, random- and sine-vibration to Juno environmental specifi-
cations, as well as a full performance validation testing. The entire flight systems (ASC,
CHUs, FGM sensors, electronics, MAG optical benches) as flown were repeatedly oper-
ated en-suite during several inter-calibration campaigns whereby the attitude transformation
between CHUs and FGM sensors on each MOB were measured.
Engineering qualification models (EQM) were used during unit level testing to demon-
strate survivability and performance beyond flight qualification levels. EQMs were subjected
to a 400 day highly accelerated stress test (HAST) at 130 deg C and shock testing to 3000 g.
Functional end of life (EOL) behavior was verified through a full voltage-temperature-
frequency margin (VTFM) test protocol. All tests were passed successfully.
At platform level, the unit was further subjected to flight level thermal vacuum/thermal
cycling (TV/TC) and platform level acoustics and vibration testing. It has however been
found, that while ground testing were performed to specification, the unit may encounter
colder temperatures in case of a heater failure on either one or both CHUs of an optical
bench, if the CHU is powered of. It has therefore been decided, to leave the CHU powered
for the entire cruise phase to Jupiter.
The Juno µASC has thus been fully qualified for all environmental conditions foreseen
for the mission.
5.2.5 Calibration
The calibration program of the Juno µASC consist of a unit level calibration of the electro-
optical system, where the internal optical parameters of the unit are established (e.g., the ef-
fective focal length, optical distortion and pixel scale). This calibration has been performed
on each CHU three times: before environmental testing, once after completion of all envi-
ronmental tests, and finally inflight. The stability of this calibration demonstrates that the
unit has been resilient to flight qualification, launch loads and environmental conditions
encountered thus far in flight.
The external calibration of each CHU has been established by two independent means.
First the functional coordinate system of each CHU has been established to an optical ref-
erence cube (“master cube”) located on each magnetometer bench. Secondly, the functional
frame of each CHU has directly been linked to that of the magnetometer sensor on each
bench. This procedure (“inter-calibration”) is discussed in detail in a later section.
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Timing accuracy has been validated internally by introducing a small optical source
placed in the field of view of each CHU. A light emitting diode (LED) is excited peri-
odically to provide an optical reference signal that may be correlated with the electrical
reference timing signal issued (by the spacecraft or by ground support equipment) to the
CHU. By synchronizing the blinking of the LED to the synchronization pulse (“time tic”)
delivered to the µASC, the output telemetry time stamp may be verified with a timing accu-
racy of better than 2 µs. The timing relative to the magnetometer sensor has likewise been
validated using a similar approach in which the CHU was stimulated using the LED source
while the magnetometer was stimulated using a small air core solenoid.
We also wanted to demonstrate functionality on a spinning platform, to faithfully repli-
cate the flight operation on a spacecraft spinning about the z axis with a period of 1 or 2
rpm. We verified functional behavior and calibration using a precision rotation stand capa-
ble of turning at very accurate angular rates ranging from 0–4 rpm. These tests, performed at
optical test sites (Mauna Kea, Hawaii, and Calar Alto, Spain) under the night sky, afforded
an opportunity to validate CHU imaging capabilities and the detection, classification, and
tracking of non-stellar objects. The night sky is replete with non stellar objects (satellites
launched from Earth) that are ideally suited to such a test.
5.3 Magnetometer Optical Bench
The FGM magnetometer sensor and the two co-located camera heads (CHUs) of the Ad-
vanced Stellar Compass (ASC) need to be held in precise alignment throughout the mission,
over all environments (thermal, vibrational, shock, etc.) experienced, in order to achieve the
required absolute vector accuracy of measurement. To accomplish this task we designed
a magnetometer optical bench (MOB), fabricated using a Carbon Silicon Carbide (C/SiC)
material commonly employed for optical instruments and telescopes that require extreme
mechanical and thermal stability. The sensors, once integrated with a MOB (one MOB for
the outboard sensors, another for the inboard sensors), remained assembled throughout all
environmental tests and calibrations prior to launch. The fully assembled magnetometer
suite instrument mass (each: one OB, one IB), including the FGM and CHU sensors, radi-
ation shielding, and MOB, is ∼5 kg and measures 27 cm × 24 cm × 10 cm. Both flight
articles were subjected to a variety of calibration, launch simulation, integration, launch and
in-flight environments over a near decade time span (thus far).
5.3.1 Description
The Juno Magnetometer Optical Bench (MOB) was designed to hold a single flux gate mag-
netometer and two camera head sensors (CHUs) used by the ASC to image the star field.
The driving requirements for the MOB were mechanical stability to 20 arcsec over a combi-
nation of mechanical launch loads and thermal variations of over 100 C. However, in flight
the MOB and its sensors experience a much more benign thermal environment as a result
of the active thermal management we employ. The FGM sensor is enclosed individually
within a multilayer thermal blanket and thermally stabilized at all times by a non-magnetic
resistive heater driven by an alternating current (a/c) proportional controller. The CHUs are
individually conditioned with resistive heaters attached to the back of the CHU enclosure
and the entire MOB is also enclosed in multilayer thermal blanketing.
Other requirements on MOB design flowed from issues related to fabrication, radia-
tion environment, reliability and maintenance of flight standards. Carbon Silicon Carbide
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Fig. 33 Assembly of the
fluxgate sensor assembly on a
C-SiC magnetometer optical
bench showing the three point
kinematic mounting system
engineered to maintain a fixed
orientation of the sensor under
environmental extremes
(C/SiC), with its exceptional thermal stability and mechanical stiffness, was used to fabri-
cate the MOBs. For example, the C/SiC structure was formed around the body of the CHU
enclosure to provide additional radiation shielding for the imager CCD, and to accommodate
a pair of “collars” (Fig. 32) around the lens assembly for additional radiation shielding.
The FGM and the CHUs are mounted to the MOB using three point kinematic mounts in
order to reduce rotation due to thermally induced strains between the C/SiC bench and the
FGM sensor body (Macor) or CHU body (Titanium). The kinematic mount is a six degree of
freedom optimal restraint utilizing a hardened sphere on a cone-groove-flat mount scheme
(Fig. 33). The three interface spheres are made from Silicon Nitride and have a very high
compressive strength (∼400 kpsi). The kinematic mounts were secured in compression via
spring loaded Titanium screws.
The differences between the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the MOB and the
FGM or CHUs could result in unacceptably large (arc-min) rotations if the interface between
them were not kinematic. The FGM is heated to keep its operating temperature close to
0 °C. In flight, the temperature gradient between the FGM and the MOB is about 80 °C.
The two CHUs run much colder (around −54 °C) and the temperature gradient from sensor
to MOB is much smaller. Another advantage of using kinematic mounts is a significant
reduction (∼2×) in thermal conductance from the FGM to the MOB when compared with
the traditional four cylindrical standoff used on previous missions.
The MOB is attached to the spacecraft MAG boom panel (Carbon face sheet and Alu-
minum honeycomb construction) with three Titanium flexure “feet”. These are illustrated in
Fig. 34. Titanium 6Al-4V was used for the mounts to reduce thermal conduction between
the MOB and the panel. The inherent stiffness of these mounts resulted in resonant frequen-
cies of the MOB assembly that are significantly higher than the boom panel (∼600 Hz vs.
∼30 Hz). This greatly reduces the MOB mechanical response to launch vibrational loads
propagated through the panel.
The fabrication of the C/SiC bench was a multistep process that takes place over several
weeks. The initial step is the machining of a block of carbon/epoxy composite in the “green”
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Fig. 34 Assembly of the
titanium “feet” by which the
magnetometer optical bench is
attached to the magnetometer
boom. A “big foot” (red
surfaced) supports the more
massive camera head elements
(heavily radiation shielded) and
two Titanium flexure “feet”
straddle the fluxgate
magnetometer sensor
(unfired) state. The material is fairly soft and fragile and requires precision machining to
ensure the finer features, such as pocket ribs, remain intact. Most of the mechanical features
are machined to dimension during this intermediate step as the final C/SiC material is very
hard and brittle. The next step is to graphitize the bench at temperatures of up to 2400 °C.
This creates a porous carbon structure that is ready for liquid silicon infiltration (LI). The LI
process occurs in an autoclave where molten silicon is allowed to wick through the carbon
material via capillary action. The molten silicon reacts with some of the carbon producing
silicon carbide, a slow process that can take several days. After this process the bench is a
gray, moderately electrically conductive ceramic-like structure composed of Carbon, Silicon
and Silicon Carbide and is ready for its post-infiltration machining.
The surface of the C/SiC is fairly rough and needs to be prepared before mechanical
joining of the foot mounts and instrument attachments. The rough surfaces present con-
centrated contact areas that can be fracture initiation sites. Thus the interface surfaces are
smoothed prior to assembly using a combination of physical material removal (diamond
grinding and Electrical Discharge Machining or EDM) and the introduction of a malleable
gasketing material (copper foil, 1.5 ml). A Vespel bushing was used in each fastener hole to
further reduce concentration of stresses underneath the titanium fasteners. The combination
of these methods typically resulted in mechanical interfaces that were virtually unbreakable
under the high joint preloads that were used for this instrument (high joint preloads were
used to reduce any relative movement between each side of the joint that could concentrate
stress and initiate a fracture).
5.3.2 Test and Verification Program
An extensive test and validation plan was executed to ensure the MOBs were qualified for
spaceflight. The testing included static and dynamic launch loading for initial screening as
well as design qualification and flight acceptance. Thermal stability and survival were also
tested. A number of alignment checks were made pre- and post-environmental testing to
verify the relative orientations of the FGM and CHUs remained within specification.
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Vibration testing included random, quasi-static (sine burst), and shock. Force-limiting
random vibration testing (per NASA-HDBK-7004B) was used due to the nature of the de-
sign and the brittle properties of the C/SiC. As the MOB was to be mounted to an intrinsi-
cally low-mass boom panel (solar panel composite construction) it was well suited for the
use of force-limiting in testing. Each MOB was subjected to a random vibration screen test
as a preliminary step prior to acceptance. This test was a single axis, full level test run with
dummy masses in order to expose any inherent flaws in the structure due to fabrication. The
C/SiC material is not susceptible to fatigue so a dynamic loading equal to the level that the
MOB was expected to see during the flight environmental testing program was used without
compromising MOB cycling life. Sine burst tests were performed in order to verify struc-
tural integrity of the MOB. The sine burst tests were run just prior to the random vibration
tests and used the same shaker setup.
The Bench was shock qualified on a boom panel simulator designed to allow for the
reaction load produced by the MOB when it is driven by mechanical inputs from the panel
(see force limiting in the Random section). The MOB was tested at lower levels on both a
shaker and the boom panel simulator.
5.3.3 Performance
The MOB exceeded all it mechanical design requirements over the course of the Juno Mag
testing program, launch and flight operations. In flight data shows the MOB has maintained
the CHU-to-CHU alignment to less than 2 arcsec over the first leg of the Juno mission.
The FGM temperatures have been approximately 0–10 °C throughout the first two years
after launch. The ASCs have been operating near their design temperature (approximately
−53 °C).
5.4 Inter-calibration
Inter-calibration is the process by which the magnetic sensors, attitude sensors, and space-
craft are rendered in a common reference frame. To take full advantage of the accuracy of
Juno’s ASC and FGM instruments, accurate knowledge of the relative orientation between
the measurement frames of the ASC Camera Head Units and the MAG sensor is needed.
The determination of this relative orientation is referred to as inter-calibration. The term is
usually reserved for the most demanding alignment requirements that cannot be met with
simple mechanical tolerances. The vector accuracy specification for Juno’s magnetic field
investigation requires special attention to precise alignment of the magnetic sensors and the
camera head sensors of the ASC (on the MAG Optical Bench) as well as those of the space-
craft. During the Juno MAG verification and test phase, we used two independent methods
to establish the alignment of these multiple sensors.
The first method, called optical alignment, establishes the orientation of each sensor with
respect to a “master” optical cube bonded permanently to each MOB, which serves as a
primary reference coordinate system. This may be accomplished by acquiring measurements
with each sensor as it is rotated about surface normals of the master reference cube. The
master reference cube has surface normals true to within 2 arcsec to facilitate orthogonal
rotations via autocollimation. The MAGSAT instrument calibration method (described in
Sect. 5.1.5.2) renders a sensor calibration in the reference frame of that master optical cube
on the MOB. For the ASC, the orientation of the Camera Head Units relative to the MOB
optical cube is determined by the reference cube calibration test, described below. Thus
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Fig. 35 Typically the coordinate
system of an instrument, its
mounting plane, and the
spacecraft differ
each sensor may then be referenced to another via transformation through the master cube
reference frame.
The second method bypasses the transformation to the master reference cube and uses
a large set of observations acquired simultaneously by the magnetic sensor and the ASC
camera heads as the MOB is articulated to establish the relative alignment of the two sensor
types. The co-rotating correlation calibration estimates directly the transformation between
each CHU frame and the MAG measurement frame. This is obtained by subjecting the
optical bench, carrying the instrument sensors, to a set of rotations relative to the celestial
sphere and to the local magnetic field vector of the Earth, while recording simultaneous
data from both instruments. This technique was developed by colleagues at the DTU and
it allows one to acquire a “thin shell” magnetic calibration in addition to relative alignment
knowledge. We describe both methods briefly below.
5.4.1 Optical Alignment
In this section we describe the reference cube calibration for the Advanced Stellar Compass
(ASC), which is, in essence, the determination of the surface normal vectors of the reference
cube mirror surfaces, expressed in the ASC coordinate frame (shown in Fig. 35). In brief
the reference cube is needed to ensure that the accurate attitude measurement of the ASC
can be referred accurately to other instrument frames or to the spacecraft coordinate frame.
The integration of precision instruments into a spacecraft requires a robust and accurate
method of measuring the relative orientation of the instrument reference frame and that of
the spacecraft. We need to establish the instrument frame with far greater accuracy than can
be supported by typical mechanical tolerances. For example, the optical axis of a telescope
or a lens often differs substantially from the mechanical axis of the support structure.
The measurement of the instrument is given with reference to the logical coordinate
system defined by the optical axis, and the rotation about this axis. The physical coordinate
system is defined by the mechanical properties of the instrument, i.e. casing. Finally the
spacecraft coordinate system typically refers to a system chosen such that it may be easy to
establish throughout the integration process.
Typically, a reference cube placed on the sensor is used to define the axes of the physical
reference system, because the surface normals of the reference cube may be established with
reasonable accuracy using a simple auto-collimator. For Juno, we used instead the master
optical cube on the MOB as a common reference for each camera head unit (as well as for the
magnetic sensor), and determined the surface normal vectors of the master cube, expressed
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Fig. 36 A mirror surface normal
is established by obtaining
attitudes from the ASC at points
along the great circle of the
normal
in the logical system of the two camera heads on the MOB. The reference cube calibration
is then the determination of the surface normal vectors, expressed in the instrument logical
system.
Method of the Reference Cube Calibration The mechanical stability of the Camera
Head Unit (CHU) of the ASC is of the utmost importance for insuring the launch, grav-
ity release and long term accuracy of the instrument. Thus, the design leaves no room for
mechanical play or adjustments. The lack of adjustment possibilities will in turn result in
small, but stable, discrepancies between the optical and the physical coordinate systems, i.e.
between the logical and the physical system as described above.
The relative orientation between the two systems is established via optical calibration
measurements that yield the rotation matrix M1 transforming attitude measurements from
the ASC into the reference frame of the master optical cube. The rotation matrix M2 from
the physical to the spacecraft system is established, such that the attitude may be expressed
in spacecraft coordinates simply by multiplying the attitude measurement with the combined
rotation matrix MSC = M2 · M1.
To establish M1 with reasonable accuracy, real sky measurements are used. Using real
star images, calibration errors associated with test pattern generators, auto collimators and
focus errors are eliminated. Furthermore, calibration based on real star images will include
all offset and bias terms, efficiently delivering an accurate calibration with minimum noise
contribution.
Figure 36 shows the procedure: attitude measurements are obtained on points along
the great circle having the same surface normal as the mirror face. Recalling that an atti-
tude measurement may be viewed as a rotation from the Inertial Celestial Reference Frame
(ICRF) to the attitude measured by the camera, the attitude of two measurements, i and j ,
on the great circle may be expressed as Mi and Mj respectively.
The rotation of the CHU between the two measurements may be calculated as
MRot = M−1j ·Mi from which the axis of rotation is easily found from the skew-symmetric
elements of MRot.
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Fig. 37 The laser autocollimator
system used to establish the
reference cube mirror normal
Finally, it is noted that the rotation axis of the CHU was the same as the rotation axis of the
mirror, i.e. the surface normal. The mirror normal may be established from any set of two
measurements, therefore the measurement noise may be assessed and the accuracy improved
by using more measurements. Since the attitude measurements have to be performed over a
time interval, correction for the Earth rotation during this interval is required. This task may
be performed by transforming all attitudes to the time of the first measurement using the
time stamp of each measurement and the Earth rotation speed (the sidereal rate). In order
to avoid corrections for atmospheric refraction, the zenith vector at the measurement site
should be in the plane of the great circle. Because the refraction only affects the elevation
of the measurement, and because only the axis, not the angle, of rotation is needed, this
procedure effectively eliminates the need for correction of atmospheric refraction.
The test setup is shown in Fig. 37. In a laboratory environment an autocollimator is
typically used to establish the mirror surface normal. For a real sky test, a laser spot may
be used for this purpose yielding similar accuracy but enabling a much faster alignment
procedure. The distance between the laser source and mirror may be chosen freely as long
as the angle between the primary and reflected beam is minimized; 20 cm separation is
sufficient.
The laser beam is expanded, passed through a 50 % beam splitter, and is reflected from
the reference cube mirror normal, after which it reenters the beam splitter. The part of the
beam deflected downwards is reformed to provide a well-defined spot size before being
imaged by a CCD camera at 4.7 arcsec per pixel. The centroid of the laser spot is determined
with an accuracy of 0.1 pixel, yielding effective resolution of 0.5 arcsec. The reflected laser
spot may typically be centered with an accuracy of ∼1 pixel to maintain ∼5 arcsec accuracy
of measurement.
Measurements The reference cube test was performed at the Calar Alto astronomical
observatory in Spain on the night of July 02, 2010. Measured were the following normal
faces of the optical bench cube:
Outer Bench
JN-C001-C2 (CHU2), active faces, (+X) and (+Y) in the CHU frame
JN-C001-C6 (CHU6), active faces, (+X) and (+Y) in the CHU frame
Inner Bench
JN-C001-C3 (CHU3), active faces, (+X) and (+Y) in the CHU frame
JN-C001-C4 (CHU4), active faces, (+X) and (+Y) in the CHU frame
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The two active faces of the reference cube (for each CHU) were measured by accumulating
measurements at a number of positions. At each position, the CHU attitude was recorded
for approximately 2 min corresponding to ∼480 samples at the 4 Hz sample rate of the
ASC. Observing conditions were acceptable for reference cube calibration in that the sky
was clear and atmospheric conditions were stable, but seeing was not of high astronomical
quality.
Data Reduction Data reduction is performed by calculating the transformation (direction
cosines matrix) from the CHU reference frame to a reference system fixed with respect
to inertial space. This is performed using the attitude measurements and compensating for
precession, nutation and Earth rotation.
MCHU2FIX,i = M3
(
ω(ti − t0)
)
NPMTAtt,i
Since two CHU’s are located on the same optical bench, attitude data from both CHU’s
are combined by transforming attitudes for one CHU (secondary CHU) to the frame of the
primary CHU via:
MAtt,i = MCHU,sec2CHU,primMSec,Att,i
With these transformations, the mirror normal is calculated as the vector (expressed in the
CHU system) which under transformation yields the minimum variance in the fixed system.
VFIX,i = MCHU2FIX,iVCHU
The result is the mirror normal vector expressed in the CHU reference frame.
Results
1. Mirror Normals
Based on the calculations described above the following mirror normals are found for
the second reference cube measurements.
Mirror normal component in the CHU frame
XCHU YCHU ZCHU Res (′′)
OB + y-CHU-2 −0.01115624062617303 +0.97680850643057193 −0.21382394641378757 10.25
OB + x-CHU-2 +0.99992998181587645 +0.01002913806204946 −0.00628075277600665 16.26
IB + y-CHU-3 +0.01544319579177291 +0.97381038782661256 −0.22683658493443989 22.48
IB + x-CHU-3 +0.99987510064430596 −0.01578936016986364 +0.00069225498582401 21.23
OB + y-CHU-6 −0.00399789281105384 +0.97427068308642140 +0.22534562993630328 22.32
OB + x-CHU-6 +0.99988502721239458 +0.00712891268529821 −0.01338323430245432 18.82
IB + y-CHU-4 +0.02509501316704106 +0.97380965967899014 +0.22597563370867152 18.62
IB + x-CHU-4 +0.99966099184988988 −0.02276680758436642 −0.01263225419753013 34.01
The formal residual (Res) in the table above is less than 26.4 arcsec, in good correspon-
dence with the expected values.
2. CHU to Cube Transformation Matrix
In order to provide a full transformation matrix from the CHU measurement frame to
the reference cube frame, the reference cube frame must be constructed based on the two
measured reference cube mirror normal determined for each CHU.
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Fig. 38 Schematic of the coordinate frames. Please note that the Z axis of the cube is out of the paper, while
the Z axes of the CHU’s are tilted approximately 13° from the normal to the paper plane
Consider the following schematic, Fig. 38, depicting the optical benches from above,
with the three coordinate frames Cam A, Cam B and ref. All three X axis lie approximately
in the plane of the optical bench. This is also true for the ref Y axis. For all three frames the
Z axis completes the triad. Note that the CHU frames are canted approximately 13° outward
about X from the normal to the bench plane.
Known in each CHU frame are the vectors Xref and Yref. To establish the Zref axis it is
noted that Xref and Yref spans a plane the normal of which is the natural choice for Zref.
Zref = Xref × Yref/norm(Xref × Yref)
Since Xref and Yref are measured independently, they are not by definition orthogonal. In
practice the deviation from an orthogonal system is less than 10′′. To establish the orthonor-
mal triad, we retain Xref and adjust Yref as follows:
Yref′ = Zref × Xref/norm(Zref × Xref)
Thus (Xref, Yref′, Zref) constitutes an orthonormal triad (REF frame triad). Since the com-
ponents of these vectors are known in each of the CHU frames, the matrix
N = (Xref′,Yref′′,Zref)
provides the rotation from the REF frame to a given CHU frame. Likewise the transpose of
N (M = NT ) gives the transformation from a CHU frame to the REF frame.
Below is given the transformation from the CHU to the referenceframe as an orthonormal
transformation matrix.
In Board Bench
Transformation from IB optical cube to CHU 3 (CAM port C)
M =
⎡
⎣
−0.999875100644306 0.015534789176445 −0.002907479455211
0.015789360169864 0.973808945531876 −0.226818944772086
−0.000692254985824 −0.226836522472329 −0.973932601803480
⎤
⎦
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Transformation from IB optical cube to CHU 4 (CAM port D)
M =
⎡
⎣
−0.999660991849890 0.025033647065003 −0.007156667403159
0.022766807584366 0.973811059098929 0.226216033138766
0.012632254197530 0.225976409590133 −0.974050865439091
⎤
⎦
Out Board Bench
Transformation from OB optical cube to CHU 2 (CAM port B)
M =
⎡
⎣
−0.999929981815876 −0.011140304973180 −0.003990622859341
−0.010029138062049 0.976808666386687 −0.213879044465781
0.006280752776007 −0.213824046535855 −0.976851999674259
⎤
⎦
Transformation from OB optical cube to CHU 6 (CAM port A)
M =
⎡
⎣
−0.999885027212395 −0.003930104719693 −0.014645362179244
−0.007128912685298 0.974271168636451 0.225266217102542
0.013383234302454 0.225344723125829 −0.974187171337700
⎤
⎦
For use in the Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF) data processing system
the above matrices were converted to Euler angles. Below are given the angles Euler angles
(3, 2, 1) for the rotation from the bench optical cube to the individual CHU. The values given
below were employed in the preliminary Juno Frame Kernel file (juno_v05.txt) produced by
NAIF, and verified by DTU.
Rot3 (X) (deg) Rot2 (Y) (deg) Rot1 (Z) (deg)
OB to CHU A +166.98004591 +0.83914744 −179.77479685
OB to CHU B −167.65012849 +0.22864645 −179.36168926
IB to CHU C −166.89008185 +0.16658654 +179.10988258
IB to CHU D +166.92526364 +0.41005034 +178.56549108
5.4.2 Calar Alto Inter-calibration
The scope of this section is to describe the direct ASC-FGM inter-calibration performed on
the Juno MAG optical benches at the Calar Alto Observatory in Spain. This inter-calibration
was performed using the co-rotating calibration method originally proposed by Risbo et al.
(2002). The co-rotating calibration aims at determining the relative orientation between the
FGM magnetometer sensor frame and the ASC’s CHU measurement frame. This relative
orientation can be parameterized in a number of ways, e.g. Euler angles, rotation matrix or
quaternion.
The basic assumption for the method is that the instrument measurement frames to be
calibrated are mounted together on a rigid structure (the optical bench). The two instrument
frames (FGM and CHU) on the optical bench are rotated freely together, with the CHUs
viewing the night sky and the FGM recording the (relatively stable) vector magnetic field of
the Earth. Variations on the magnetic field are corrected for using a nearby reference mag-
netometer (REF). The FGM and CHU thus simultaneously record the vector magnetic field
and the (inertial) attitude relative to the celestial sphere. The relative orientation between
FGM and CHU is subsequently derived by using time to correct for Earth rotation.
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The magnetic field vector in the FGM frame can be expressed in terms of:
• The magnetic field in an Earth-fixed frame (Bref).
• The Earth orientation relative to the inertial frame (Earth rotation theory + time).
• The orientation of the FGM relative to the inertial frame (CHU measurement + relative
orientation between CHU and FGM).
Simultaneous measurements of the Earth magnetic field by REF and FGM shall give the
same field (except from local offset in B).
The transformation between the Earth fixed REF vector magnetometer frame and the
rotating FGM magnetometer frame is:
REF -> (NEC ->) CTS -> CIS -> CHU -> FGM
Thus the representation of the REF field in the FGM frame is
BMAG = Rob(α,β, γ )RCHUR(t)RREF(κ,λ,μ)(BREF + O)
Here α,β, γ are three Euler angles describing the relative orientation between the CHU and
FGM frame and (κ,λ,μ) are the three euler angles describing the orientation of the reference
magnetometer (REF) relative to the Earth fixed frame (NEC = North, East, Center). The
six orientation parameters (α,β, γ, κ,λ,μ) can be determined by minimizing the residual
between BMAG and BREF, via a simulated annealing method.
The Calar Alto Observatory in Spain (Spanish Sierra Nevada) was selected for the inter-
calibration. This site offers generally good astronomical observing conditions, low local
gradients in the magnetic field, and good accessibility and logistical support.
The Juno inter-calibrations were performed during two nights at the Calar Alto Observa-
tory in Spain:
• In-Board Bench (IBB) September 08, 2010.
• Out-Board Bench (OBB) September 09, 2010.
The IB MOB carries CHU 3 and CHU 4, while OB MOB carries CHU 6 and CHU 2.
The IB MOB data set consisted of 270 positions distributed over 10 sweeps at different
azimuth settings, while the OB MOB data set has 297 positions distributed over 11 azimuth
settings. ASC attitudes were acquired with 0.25 s integration time and sampled at 4 Hz
while the FGM and REF data are sampled at 60 and 50 Hz respectively. For each CHU,
FGM & REF data were “down-sampled” by averaging all the FGM/REF data within the
0.25 s integration period of the ASC attitude measurement. Samples with high angular rates
(as identified by the FGM) are eliminated to eliminate measurements obtained while the test
rig is still settling after the last rotation. This is done by removing samples for which the
standard deviation of any FGM vector component is larger than 5 nT over the star tracker
image integration period. Measurements obtained in excess of 45° from the zenith were
eliminated to avoid bias due to high atmospheric refraction. The data will after this filtering
is relatively free of systematic noise or bias from the test-setup itself or its operations, but
may still contain outliers caused by wind gusts or occasional excessive cloud density. Cor-
rections are applied for the atmospheric refraction (up to 45 arcsec for measurements within
<45° of the zenith) and astronomical aberration (up to 21 arcsec).
Results The inter-calibration directly yields the Euler angles providing the transformation
from the CHU measurement frame to the FGM measurement frame. The angles are derived
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as 3–2–3 Euler angles, and are also expressed below in the 3–2–1 Euler angle format as used
by the NAIF at JPL.
EA3 (deg) EA2 (deg) EA 3 (deg)
OB to CHU A 93.846360 166.953168 93.536740
OB to CHU B 88.913313 192.321973 88.322915
IB to CHU C 89.062101 193.036746 90.007455
IB to CHU D 92.014902 166.880127 93.418814
Table (above): Inter-cal solution, 3–2–3 Euler angles
Rot3 (X) (deg) Rot2 (Y) (deg) Rot1 (Z) (deg)
OB to CHU A +166.981554 +0.867687 −179.789384
OB to CHU B −167.680175 +0.231891 −179.384575
IB to CHU C −166.964941 +0.211558 +179.078816
IB to CHU D +166.887958 +0.457271 +178.543535
Table (above): Inter-cal solution, 3–2–1 Euler angles, NAIF preferred format
The optical calibration (used in the preliminary instrument kernel) and the inter-
calibrations yielded substantially different attitude transformation angles, differing by as
much as 269 arcsec in the 3–2–1 Euler representation. At the time of launch, it was not
obvious (to one of us, at any rate) which of the two calibration methods was superior, so the
optical calibration was to be used in the preliminary instrument kernel while the calibration
results were studied further.
Instrument operation during the Earth flyby (October 9, 2013, or DOY 282) presented an
opportunity to conduct an independent assessment of the relative attitude between the FGM
and CHU sensors. Analysis of the EFB observations (described in section below) allowed
us to unambiguously identify the results of the inter-calibration as the superior instrument
attitude solution, to be used in the instrument kernel post-cruise phase.
5.5 In-flight Verification
Operation of the science instruments during cruise to Jupiter provided an opportunity to ac-
quire instrument and subsystem calibration and performance and gain experience operating
the instruments and the spacecraft. Operation of the magnetometers during the cruise phase
also provides the first magnetic measurements of the spacecraft and systems, fully integrated
and functioning in flight configuration, and operating in a low field environment. In addition,
Project conducted several compatibility tests during cruise. During these tests, the science
instruments were operated much as intended during science operations once in orbit about
Jupiter. None of these activities revealed any significant variations in spacecraft magnetic
field or instrument interference.
In-flight calibrations are designed to monitor stability of magnetometer offsets and to
provide a capability to diagnose and monitor spacecraft-generated magnetic fields. In most
applications, the magnetic sensors are fixed in the spacecraft reference frame, and a con-
stant magnetic field in the sensor (sensor offset or bias) is indistinguishable from a constant
(“static”) spacecraft-generated magnetic field. Thus it is common practice to lump them to-
gether and estimate the sum of the sensor offset and static or quasi-static spacecraft magnetic
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Fig. 39 Distribution of
measured magnetic field in
sensor coordinates during the
earth flyby provided ample
coverage of the sphere, affording
an accurate in-flight
measurement (as a verification)
of the relative alignment of the
two magnetometer sensors
field. We will use the term “offset” to describe the combined sensor zeros and spacecraft
static field in what follows. Juno’s spin stabilization provides a nearly continuous estimate
of offsets in the spin plane (x–y) but estimation of the offset oriented along the spacecraft
spin axis (z) requires more attention.
5.5.1 Earth Flyby FGM and CHU Comparison
During the EFB, both FGM sensors and the four CHU’s recorded observations very similar
to those obtained during an inter-calibration, with the added benefit of operating simulta-
neously. Since both IB and OB FGM sensors record the vector magnetic field at the same
instant, the field recorded by the two sensors ought to be identical (to within the 100 ppm
absolute vector accuracy of measurement, referenced to the MOB master optical cubes).
Therefore the rotation between the two MOB frames is determined by comparison of the
two. Likewise, since the ASC measures directly the inertial attitude of individual CHUs, the
CHU to CHU orientation can be derived directly from simultaneous measurements of any
pair of CHUs. By using the in-flight CHU to CHU orientation determined above and the two
estimates for the CHU to FGM orientation obtained via pre-flight calibrations (optical cali-
bration versus inter-calibration) the OB MOB to IB MOB transformation can be compared
to the one found from the EFB data.
Since the two MAG sensors are rotated approximately 180° about their Z axis (accom-
modating packaging considerations in the spacecraft stowed configuration, prior to launch),
the signal in the X and Y axes of the (spinning) sensor frame is 180° out of phase. The EFB
afforded a generous distribution of observations in the sensor frame of reference (Fig. 39).
Requiring only that the two FGM sensors observe the same field direction, the following
equation expresses the relation between the observed field directions in the two sensor
frames:
EIB = ROB2IBEOB (1)
Where EIB is the field direction observed by the IB sensor (EIB = BIB/|BIB|), EOB is the
field direction observed by the OB sensor, and ROB2IB is the transformation matrix from OB
to IB sensor measurement frames. This is the transformation relating the two MOB master
alignment optical cubes.
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Fig. 40 Relative orientation of the two camera head units on the outboard magnetometer optical bench as a
function of time during the earth flyby
An estimate of rotation the between the two sensor frames is obtained via a singular value
decomposition (SVD) inversion of the over-determined matrix using 6579 measurements
(every 10th sample). Expressed in the form of 1–2–3 Euler angles the rotation is:
OB MAG to IB MAG(1,2,3) = (+1.14327132,−0.25263220,−178.71933251) deg.
Now we consider the µASC measurements of the CHU to CHU orientation, which may
be calculated for any pair of CHUs. Each attitude measurement is corrected for aberration
before calculating the transformation. Figure 40 shows an example for the relative attitude
between CHUA and CHUB.
The following table summarizes the relative attitude between CHUs as measured on
2013-270 through 282:
CHU-X to CHU-Y EA1 (deg) EA2 (deg) EA3 (deg) σEA1 (′′)σEA2 (′′)σEA3 (′′)
CHU-A to CHU-B +25.32946925 +0.53146197 −0.51915934 16.66 61.06 202.66
CHU-A to CHU-C −1.15930751 +0.84158481 −179.93027341 15.90 31.10 215.91
CHU-A to CHU-D +24.97822466 +1.14937226 −179.83147505 20.10 63.00 264.87
CHU-B to CHU-C −26.48817733 +0.13462696 −179.70268029 16.39 58.98 202.94
CHU-B to CHU-D −0.35683106 +0.61357997 −179.32187406 20.09 28.68 276.84
CHU-C to CHU-D −26.13264369 −0.36134882 +0.47167148 19.97 64.88 265.18
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The standard deviations of the Euler angle estimates appear in the last three columns of
the table, illustrating the larger uncertainty about the optical axis for single CHU solutions.
Using the two estimates for the CHU to FGM orientation obtained from the pre-flight
calibrations (from Sects. 5.4.1 and 5.4.2) and the CHU to CHU orientations determined
above, the OB MAG to IB MAG orientation can be compared to the one found from the
in-flight EFB data. This comparison may be performed using four possible comparison sets
for each of the pre-flight calibrations:
OB -> CHU-A -> CHU-C -> IB
OB -> CHU-A -> CHU-D -> IB
OB -> CHU-B -> CHU-C -> IB
OB -> CHU-B -> CHU-D -> IB
These four attitude comparison pathways yield four estimates of the MOB to MOB transfor-
mation that may be compared with that resulting from the direct (magnetic) IB to OB MAG
comparison. The first set of four comparisons are given below using the optical calibration
described in Sect. 5.4.1: Inter Mag angles using CAHA optical Ref cube calibration and
in-flight 2015-282
EA1 (deg) EA2 (deg) EA2 (deg) dEA1 (′′) dEA2 (′′) dEA3 (′′)
OB to IB MAG AC: +1.069176 −0.165333 −178.746960 (−266.74 +314.28 −99.46)
OB to IB MAG AD: +1.116267 −0.162686 −178.750356 ( −97.22 +323.81 −111.68)
OB to IB MAG BC: +1.030376 −0.184580 −178.726507 (−406.42 +244.99 −25.83)
OB to IB MAG BD: +1.077607 −0.182154 −178.722849 (−236.39 +253.72 −12.66)
The last three columns give the difference between the two in arcseconds.
The next set of four comparisons are given below using the inter-calibration described in
Sect. 5.4.2: Inter Mag Euler angles using CAHA intercal and in-flight cal (2013-270 through
282)
OB to IB MAG AC: +1.142574 −0.239250 −178.729055 (−2.51 +48.17 −35.00)
OB to IB MAG AD: +1.152020 −0.239366 −178.740379 (+31.50 +47.76 −75.77)
OB to IB MAG BC: +1.135014 −0.233008 −178.718215 (−29.73 +70.65 +4.02)
OB to IB MAG BD: +1.144711 −0.233040 −178.723215 (+5.18 +70.53 −13.98)
From the above comparison we conclude that the pre-flight calibration resulting from the
direct inter calibration provides much better agreement with the in-flight (magnetic) MOB to
MOB transformation. Therefore, we adopt the (pre-flight) inter-calibration result and have
used this in the MAG instrument kernels that encode instrument attitude information. This
table is repeated below:
Rot3 (X) (deg) Rot2 (Y ) (deg) Rot1 (Z) (deg)
OB to CHU A +166.981554 +0.867687 −179.789384
OB to CHU B −167.680175 +0.231891 −179.384575
IB to CHU C −166.964941 +0.211558 +179.078816
IB to CHU D +166.887958 +0.457271 +178.543535
Table (above): Inter-cal solution, 3–2–1 Euler angles, NAIF preferred format
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We note that a 70 arcsec attitude error in a 24,000 nT field (maximum recorded during
the Earth flyby) is equivalent to an error of ∼7 nT in a vector component of the field. This
is larger than can be attributed to the magnetic field measurement and as of this writing still
under study. One hypothesis under consideration involves an anomalous field of comparable
magnitude that might arise from currents induced in the conductive spacecraft structure
(thermal blankets and support structure) by virtue of the motional (V × B) electric field
experienced during the Earth flyby. Preliminary model calculations suggest that currents of
sufficient magnitude may be sourced from the plasma environment during the flyby, but this
is a difficult problem to model with high fidelity.
5.5.2 Advanced Stellar Compass—Stellar Reference Unit Cross-calibration
The ASC and the SRU both provide the absolute attitude of the respective instrument rel-
ative to the inertial reference frame (J2000). The SRU is located on the main body of the
spacecraft, whereas the four ASC Camera Head Units are located with the FGM sensors on
the MAG boom, at the tip on the +X solar wing. Since all of these sensors produce attitude
quaternions continuously, or nearly so, we are able to compare the orientation of each of
these sensors with respect to the others and thereby continuously monitor the mechanical
stability of the solar array structure (wing 1) and the MAG boom.
A comparison between the ASC and SRU attitude measurements has been performed to
assess the long-term stability of the MAG sensor orientation relative to the main spacecraft
body and to establish the relative attitude transfer between ASC and SRU measurement
frames. This comparison has been conducted as follows: for each ASC attitude measurement
the recorded CHU attitude is corrected for aberration using the Juno spacecraft trajectory
information. The SRU attitude (Juno spacecraft orientation) is calculated using the NAIF
C-kernels at the exact times corresponding to the ASC attitude solutions. For each pair
of attitudes, the relative orientation is calculated and expressed in the form of Euler angles.
These Euler angles are reduced to their daily average in order to obtain the long-term relative
orientation (SRU to CHU).
Figure 41 shows the variation of that relative orientation throughout all of the cruise
phase (for ASC CHU-A and spacecraft SRU). The variation is largely due to the variation in
temperature experienced by the solar array (also shown in the middle panel of Fig. 41) as a
function of Juno’s heliocentric orbital distance. Please note that the angles are expressed in
the spacecraft frame about x, y, and z axes respectively and that the scale of the theta angle
(about spacecraft y axis) is 10 times the scale of the other two.
The majority of the attitude variation (of about 1°) occurs about the spacecraft y-axis,
illustrated in the middle panel. Recall that the plane of the solar array is the x–y plane,
with x along the length of the array, and y along the width (Fig. 42). A rotation about
spacecraft y corresponds to a bending of the solar wing largely due to temperature variation.
This is not unexpected. The underlying structure consists of a carbon-composite face sheet
material bonded to both sides of an Aluminum honeycomb panel. Solar cells and cover
glass bonded to one side of the panel using a room temperature vulcanizing (RTV) Silicone
product introduces a thermal expansion mismatch that results in a bending of the panel with
temperature. The inflection in the curve in mid-2014, near the second main engine flush, can
be recognized as an abrupt change in the tensile properties of the RTV that occurred when
the array temperature dropped beneath the bonding agent’s glass transition temperature.
Inter-comparison of ASC and SRU attitudes will continue throughout the mission, with
particular emphasis on the mechanical response to events (periapsis passes, propulsive
events, large attitude changes) that might be expected to alter the solar array orientation.
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Fig. 41 Variation of Magnetometer Optical Bench (MOB) attitude in the spacecraft reference frame through-
out Juno’s cruise phase. MOB attitude is determined nearly continuously throughout cruise by the MAG in-
vestigation star cameras and referenced to the spacecraft attitude provided by a Stellar Reference Unit (SRU)
on the body of the spacecraft. The three panels depict rotations about the spacecraft x, y, and z axes (phi,
theta, psi) in degrees; note the vertical scale of the center panel. Also indicated are spacecraft events relevant
to attitude disturbances. The attitude variation is largely a rotation about theta (see text) and associated with
thermal distortion of the solar array as its temperature (purple curve, right scale) varied en route to Jupiter.
Light blue data points between the spacecraft side swap events are as recorded before correction for a bias
related to swapping between the A-side and B-side spacecraft SRUs
5.5.3 MAG Boom Stability
The two MAG instrument suites are located on the four-meter long MAG boom. They are
2 m apart, with one (‘OB’) located at the tip of the MAG boom and one (‘IB’) located near
the center of the MAG boom, 2 m removed from the nearest solar cells (refer to Fig. 6). The
long-term stability of the MAG boom throughout the mission can be monitored in much the
same way by comparison of the attitude solutions for each of the MAG optical benches. All
attitude solutions from the individual CHUs were corrected for aberration using the Juno
spacecraft trajectory information provided by NAIF. For each point in time, where valid
attitude solutions exist for a given pair of CHUs (e.g. CHU A and CHU C) the instantaneous
relative attitude is calculated and expressed in the form of Euler angles. The Euler angles
are reduced to daily average values and are shown in the Fig. 43.
The angles plotted are (1, 2, 3) Euler angles from CHU A to CHU C. Since CHU A and
CHU C boresights (CHU Z axis) are closely aligned, to within a few degrees, the angles
correspond approximately to angles about the CHU A axis (X,Y,Z). Note that the scale is
the same on all three panels, and the variation in attitude between the two MOBs throughout
cruise is much less than that observed of the solar array. The MAG boom stability appears
quite good, well within ∼0.01° angular variation apart from the brief excursion near per-
ihelion. Most of the variation is again about the CHU Y axis (which is oriented to within
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Fig. 42 The Juno spacecraft and
instrument coordinate frames.
The spacecraft +z axis lies close
to the boresight of the high gain
antenna and the +x axis is
parallel to the centerline of the
solar array (“wing 1”) that is
extended by the magnetometer
boom assembly. The +y axis
completes the right-handed
coordinate system and parallels
the hinge axis of the wing 1 solar
array
13° of the Juno spacecraft y axis) and attributed to the thermal response of the mechan-
ical boom structure near perihelion. The MAG boom also uses a Carbon-composite face
sheet/Aluminum honeycomb construction, but unlike the solar array, the MAG boom is not
bonded to a dissimilar material and it is stiffened via “I-beam” cross-Sectional elements.
5.5.4 Spacecraft-Generated Magnetic Fields
The Juno instrument was designed to measure strong magnetic fields, but it does capably
measure the weak fields encountered during cruise (though that was not in the mission plan
prior to launch). But for brief periods (in-flight tests and the Earth flyby) the instrument has
operated throughout in its most sensitive dynamic range (±1600 nT) with a quantization un-
certainty of 0.05 nT. Thus far in cruise, estimated offsets have varied slowly, within the 2 nT
static spacecraft field specification. No significant spacecraft-generated magnetic fields have
been noted in association with instrument or subsystem operation during in-flight magnetic
compatibility tests.
5.5.5 Fluxgate Zeros Determination
We use a statistical least-squares estimation algorithm described by Acuña (2002) to esti-
mate offsets. This method was developed to estimate offsets using the Alfvenic properties of
the solar wind, that is, the observation that magnetic field variations in the solar wind tend to
be variations in angular direction, preserving the magnitude of the field. The method works
very well applied to spacecraft rolls or on a spinning spacecraft where the variations in the
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Fig. 43 Variation of the Outboard Magnetometer Optical Bench (MOB) attitude in the frame of reference of
the Inboard MOB throughout Juno’s cruise phase. This figure illustrates the (excellent) mechanical stability
of the MAG boom, i.e., the structure between the two MOBs, whereas Fig. 41 illustrates the stability of the
entire solar array appendage. The three panels depict rotations about the x, y, and z axes (phi, theta, psi) in
degrees (see text). The attitude variation is largely a rather small rotation about theta (see text) associated with
thermal distortion of the magnetometer boom as its temperature (purple curve, right scale) varied en route
to Jupiter. Light curves depict data before correction for an offset related to an ASC CHU cable impedance
adjustment
vector field ought to preserve the field magnitude as well. The offset vector (O) is obtained
from a series of vector measurements (i = 1,2,3, . . . n) of the magnetic field,
O = [0.5(B i + B(i+l))B i
][B i]−1
Where the difference B i = B i − B(i+l) may be formed using sequential measurements
of the vector field (l = 1) or measurements separated by l samples, chosen to provide a
suitable vector difference B i , compared to measurement noise or instrument quantization
step size, but not so large that variations in the field magnitude over l samples arise often.
Applied to measurements acquired during spacecraft rolls, l should be chosen to provide
difference point pairs over a small fraction of a roll period.
The inverse of the 3 × n matrix [B i] is obtained using the singular value decomposi-
tion method (Lanczos 1961). Mario Acuña obtained the result above simply by observing
that differences in the measured vector field during a pure rotation of the field ought to be
orthogonal to the ambient field, which is simply the measured field minus the offset. Lein-
weber et al. (2008) showed that this result may also be obtained by assuming that variations
in the field magnitude are uncorrelated with the variance in differences of the three compo-
nents. Simply stated, if the offsets are properly estimated, the measured field magnitude will
not evidence a spin modulation as the spacecraft rotates (see also Auster et al. 2002). Fig-
ure 44 shows the result of the offset estimation methodology applied to Juno magnetometer
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Fig. 44 Application of offset estimation to range 0 (±1600 nT dynamic range) observations obtained during
cruise. The figure in the upper left is a diagnostic hologram of By vs. Bx. In the lower figure a time series of
the field magnitude and the negative of the field magnitude is shown (dotted lines) demonstrating little spin
modulation of the magnetic field magnitude with the estimated offsets applied to the observations. The spin
axis component of the field (z axis) and the spin plane component (rho) are shown, illustrating a few Alfvenic
(magnitude-preserving) fluctuations in the solar wind that may be used to estimate offsets in z
data obtained in cruise, which provides an estimate of the offsets in x and y appropriate to
that time (and the state of the spacecraft at that time). These components of the offset are
available on a nearly continuous basis owing to the spacecraft’s spin stabilization.
Estimates of the z component of the offset utilize the same algorithm described above in
the manner for which it was originally developed: to utilize Alfvenic fluctuations in the solar
wind as a source of rotations that ought to preserve the field magnitude. Figure 44 illustrates
application of the method using an interval of time during which several Alfvenic fluctua-
tions were observed. Since fluctuations in the solar wind are often anything but Alfvenic, our
practice has been to carefully select for analysis intervals during which both the field rotates
through a large angle with minimal variation in magnitude, allowing for a small adjustment
to the z offset.
6 Operations and Data Processing
The MAG investigation provides operations and data processing support for both the FGM
instruments and the ASC instruments, handled independently as distinct payloads on the
spacecraft. We do, however, provide coordinated operations between FGM and ASC, and
with the rest of the instruments of the particles and fields complement aboard Juno. These
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operations are organized within 14 or 28 day sequences that are coordinated among all
payloads, and often subject to test prior to uplink to the spacecraft using a test bed at LM.
Communication to the FGMs and the ASC is carried out using telecommands, whereas
communication from the instrument is referred to as telemetry. Both telecommands (TCs)
and telemetry (TMs) are logically built into packets. These packets follow a CCSDS packet
standard.
The FGM is a rather simple and robust instrument built around a radiation-hardened
FPGA and as such, without a programmable central processing unit, commanding the FGM
is a relatively limited task, exercising various telemetry modes, for example, and setting
various system parameters. The ASC, on the other hand, is a fully autonomous star tracker,
with a very high degree of built-in autonomy as well as flexibility. The ASC can handle
most “anomalies” using built-in failure detection identification and recovery (FDIR) au-
tonomously. Further, like the FGM, on application of power the ASC will automatically en-
ter an operational (attitude) mode and transmit attitude packet after a few seconds of boot-up
operation. Operation is therefore in principle limited to change of operation. However, the
inherent flexibility of the ASC supports not only attitude determination, but also a host of
other functions, many of which of great interest to secondary science opportunities—such as
imagery, asteroid detection and characterization, and even radiation detection. As such, the
ASC presents an opportunity, via operations support, to implement the following functions:
• Mode change
• Memory management (load, dump, check)
• System parameter management (load, dump)
• House-keeping, health and safety assessment
• Imaging (diagnostics, public outreach)
• Time synchronization functions
• Connection/aliveness testing
• Various AIT test modes
The following describes operations conducted during Cruise Phase, and those anticipated
for Orbital Phase of Juno’s mission.
6.1 Cruise Operations and Calibrations
The FGM and ASC instruments operated throughout almost all of cruise phase, with the
FGM recording vector magnetic field observations at a cadence adjusted by factors of two
in response to telemetry constraints. Some measurements were obtained at 64 samples/s but
the majority of cruise returned samples obtained at 16 samples/s or less. The ASC operated
throughout with attitude solutions transmitted to the spacecraft every 7 , chosen to sample
the entire star field available to the CHUs over multiple spins. Both instruments participated
in in-flight testing designed to simulate realistic science instrument operation anticipated for
science operations at Jupiter.
6.2 Science Orbits Operations
During science orbit operations, a number of ASC activities are planned:
• Attitude and housekeeping production rate changes to accommodate telemetry allocations
and science requirements.
• Diagnostics imaging to optimize system parameters and performance.
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• Rings imaging.
• Jovian satellite search.
The attitude packet decimation rate is changed according to the orbit phase, such that the
instrument provides a more densely sampled attitude profile near the planet, within a few
hours of closest approach, when Juno traverses a region of space characterized by strong
magnetic fields. The internal decimation is performed by suppressing individual attitude
data packets rather than averaging subsequent attitude measurements. Since the instrument
doesn’t have internal information about the orbital phase, the decimation is performed by a
stored sequence of commands. A dedicated system parameter controls the decimation rate,
which is therefore changed by sending a single command, AscLoadParameterTC.
Instrument housekeeping telemetry includes various temperature measurements and
CHU video level information. The temperature of each CHU is measured independently
with a sensor mounted as close to the CCD as possible; temperature measurements of the
power PCB and the CPU PCB in the DPU are also measured. The video voltage reading is
a very efficient, independent way of deriving/proving if foreign objects are obstructing the
field of view of the CHUs in case of abnormal performance. Like the decimation rate, the
housekeeping generation rate is adjustable by system parameter, i.e. using the AscLoadPa-
rameterTC.
The instrument further provides the capabilities to store and transmit the source images
used for the attitude determination via the communication interface. The images can option-
ally be compressed in a number of different forms. The following formats are available:
• Uncompressed
• JPEG compressed
• Region of interest (a 16 × 16 pixel area around each centroid)
• Centroid list (CCD coordinates and intensity of each centroid)
• Non Stellar Objects (CCD coordinates, intensity and apparent position of each non-stellar
centroid)
The next acquired image is manually latched using the AscStoreImageTC command and it is
telemetered using the AscSendImageTC command. The acquired images can be temporarily
latched in the instrument’s 8 MByte RAM type mass memory. This memory area can hold
a large number of images dependent on compression and can be transmitted at the user’s
convenience.
Using an alternative automated operation, referred to as the auto imaging mode, images
are stored and transmitted (or send to instrument mass memory) automatically, either:
• Continuously
• Periodically (as function of time)
• Spin locked (as function of spin phase)
During each science orbit, an uncompressed image is acquired from each of the CHUs used
for diagnostics health and aging assessment. The images are manually inspected by DTU
once reaching ground.
During a couple of the orbit’s perijove phases, when passing the tenuous Rings, a spin
locked JPEG imaging sequence is scheduled. (see REF_TO_Jupiter science orbit: Tenuous
ring observations). The spin phasing is adjustable via system parameters (i.e. using the As-
cLoadParameterTC command).
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6.3 FGM Data Processing
FGM science data is received from JPL via File Exchange Interface (FEI) client (at GSFC)
and server (at JPL). The instrument science data is retrieved in product files spanning 20 min
(600 instrument science packets, received every 2 s). Science packets also contain a mini-
mum set of housekeeping data in the science packet header section. The instrument also pro-
vides a more thorough summary of engineering information in FGM Engineering packets
that are collected by the spacecraft and received in separate files. The science packet house-
keeping header word contains one of 16 engineering measurements (temperatures, voltages,
currents, etc.) that appear, cyclically, one after the other in sequence (these data are subcom-
mutated within the science packets). Thus, a diagnostic set of instrument engineering data is
available from either the engineering packet data stream or the science product data stream.
The engineering packets, however, provide a more comprehensive set of measurements and
they are available at much higher time resolution, if required, upon command.
The MAG data processing is responsive to the need for rapid turn-around, since other
instruments require magnetic field vectors in their preliminary analysis, by design before
spacecraft supplementary engineering data is available for archive processing. A preliminary
MAG data processing pipeline (Fig. 45) executes prior to receipt of reconstructed spacecraft
ephemeris (NAIF SPK kernels) and attitude information (NAIF C-kernels) necessary for
archive processing, and without benefit of spacecraft engineering telemetry that may be
necessary for detailed analysis. Preliminary processing is conducted to assess the health
and safety of the instrument, producing “quicklook” time series magnetic field vectors in
either sensor or spacecraft payload coordinates. These data are available to instrument teams
(e.g., particle instruments, waves) that may require magnetic field vector data to complete
their analysis and are useful in diagnosing instrument offsets and/or spacecraft-generated
magnetic fields.
A similar but more comprehensive archive processing pipeline (Fig. 46) incorporates
reconstructed spacecraft ephemeris and attitude information, and any supplementary space-
craft engineering information, producing calibrated magnetic field vectors, and spacecraft
position vectors, in a variety of coordinate systems of interest. Science products are first
concatenated to create one file per day, after which timing errors are flagged and repaired
before the science data stream is merged with ancillary engineering data to create a Decom-
mutated Telemetry File (DTL). The DTL file is the primary instrument input to the main
processing program, which also accesses a suite of ancillary data files. The timing errors we
refer to here (1 s/3 s time “stutter”) are pseudo-random spacecraft clock time tagging errors
that MAG is able to detect (as the FGM instrument also keeps track of time). MAG produces
a file of these events for use by the rest of the instrument teams.
Both processing pipelines utilize the same code which is designed to retain the ability
to process data when supplementary data is lacking for a complete analysis. The data flow
is designed to be extremely flexible in the ability to assimilate unanticipated observations,
such as engineering telemetry that may be desired for analysis, and not anticipated early
in the mission. This facility is implemented by utilizing a decommutated telemetry file that
passes data to the main processing program in a text “keyword = value” format, originally
developed for the Mars Observer and Mars Global Surveyor Projects, and currently in use
for MAVEN data processing.
ASC quaternions are retrieved by JPL’s NAIF division and used to construct C-kernels
for both OB and IB MAG Optical Benches, as well as individual C-kernels for each of the
CHUs, subject to data availability.
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Fig. 45 Flow diagram of preliminary MAG data processing. Preliminary processing is done prior to avail-
ability of supplementary spacecraft engineering data (e.g., reconstructed spacecraft ephemeris, attitude ker-
nels, spacecraft clock kernels) to assess instrument health and safety and to estimate sensor offsets and/or
spacecraft static magnetic fields. Supplementary engineering data and reconstructed kernels are expected to
be available within a few weeks after each periapsis
6.3.1 Telemetry Decommutation
Raw binary MAG packets are checked for errors and decommutated using a bit map appro-
priate to the instrument mode (sample rates for both magnetometers). Each instrument data
packet contains sufficient information within its header to allow processing of the data that it
contains, from a magnetometer instrument perspective (i.e., excluding any spacecraft engi-
neering data that may be required). The decom program produces a decommutated telemetry
file (“.dtl” extension) that is an ASCII stream of “keyword = value” pairs, utilizing a text
format similar to that employed by JPL’s NAIF text kernel readers.
6.3.2 MAG Packet Processing
MAG packet processing operates on the dtl input files, converting instrument counts to mag-
netic field in nanoteslas, and engineering measurements in counts to engineering units, us-
ing calibration files for the instruments and conversion coefficients for engineering quan-
tities (currents, temperatures, voltages, etc.). A SCLK (spacecraft clock) conversion file,
provided by NAIF, is required to convert spacecraft clock words to Coordinated Universal
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Fig. 46 Flow diagram of MAG final data processing. Final processing is done subsequent to receipt of re-
constructed spacecraft ephemeris and attitude kernels using the same program elements. Data files containing
time-ordered records of fullycalibrated magnetic field vectors, rendered in several useful coordinate systems,
are the archive data products. Each record contains spacecraft position rendered in the appropriate coordinate
system along with supplementary engineering data, where useful
Time (UTC), and a leapseconds kernel file (“leap.ker”), also provided by NAIF, is required
to maintain accuracy of UTC time conversions. The input files contain sensor data from both
of the magnetometers, and as is the case in archive processing, may contain supplementary
spacecraft engineering data (e.g., solar array currents, solar array switch states, etc.) for use
in spacecraft magnetic field mitigation.
Archive processing requires access to reconstructed spacecraft ephemeris (SPK) and at-
titude information (C-kernels) that are delivered somewhat later than the instrument science
data on a schedule dictated by the Project. The Project currently envisions a bi-weekly de-
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livery of bested C-kernels, spanning a complete orbit, scheduled to be available a few days
after each periapsis (14 day orbits). The C-kernels are required to render spacecraft position
and magnetic field vectors in the desired coordinate systems. These vectors appear in Carte-
sian coordinates on output records, one record per observation, at the highest time resolution
available, for science data archive. Archive processing may also include spacecraft supple-
mentary engineering data, merged with the instrument science data in dtl files, should that be
necessary in processing a correction for time-variable spacecraft-generated magnetic fields.
Static spacecraft magnetic fields and/or instrument offsets are compensated via subtraction
of a constant that is passed to the analysis program via the input dtl file. Since Juno is a
spinning spacecraft (2 rpm nominal rate) the offsets in the spin plane (x and y coordinates)
are readily computed in most environments from a modest time series. Estimation of the
z-axis offsets, on the other hand, requires more involved analysis (described earlier) and a
relatively lengthy time series.
6.3.3 Spacecraft Magnetic Field Mitigation
The MAG data processing pipeline is designed to facilitate inclusion of supplementary
engineering data that may be required to mitigate static and time-variable spacecraft-
generated magnetic fields. Thus far during cruise phase, we have not identified any sig-
nificant spacecraft-generated magnetic fields, and apart from routine offset estimation and
correction, no corrections to sensor measurements have been needed. This is a welcome
outcome, and perhaps not surprising, given the ample separation of sensors and spacecraft
body (10 and 12 m) and attention to spacecraft magnetic cleanliness during design and con-
struction of the spacecraft.
6.3.4 Primary/Secondary Attitude Capability
The vector accuracy of the magnetic field measurements can only be fully realized with
accurate knowledge of the orientation of the sensors in inertial space. We realized early in the
design stage that attitude measurements would be required at each sensor, in order to achieve
the required vector accuracy, so the investigation includes a pair of star camera imagers
co-located with each MAG sensor. These sensors provide accurate attitude solutions for
each MAG sensor at a rate of 4 per second. However, given the uncertainty of the radiation
environment that Juno was to endure, and the vulnerability of (even heavily shielded) CCD
imagers to radiation, the MAG investigation and data processing pipeline were designed to
produce and accommodate attitude information from several different pathways, allowing
for graceful degradation in response to instrumental or operational challenges.
A number of attitude solutions are made available in the data processing pipeline using
NAIF’s kernel management system. Attitude (“c”) kernels are ordered in a vertical stack,
with the best and most accurate solutions at the bottom of the “stack”, and less accurate
solutions above. In our example, the c kernels derived for each MOB using the combined
output of its two CHUs (the most accurate solution) reside at the bottom of the “stack”.
If this kernel contains an attitude solution for the requested time, the processing pipeline
selects this solution; if not, the processor works its way up the stack until a solution is found
for the requested time. Working upwards in the stack, the second best attitude solution is
provided via a single CHU c-kernel on a particular MOB (this may occur if one CHU is
temporarily blinded or devoted to another function, such as imaging). If this solution is not
available, working further upward in the stack, an attitude solution from the other MOB
may be used with a fixed MOB-to-MOB attitude transformation. Working upward still, if
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no MOB attitude solutions are available, the processor will assign an attitude solution using
the spacecraft SRU and a fixed transformation from SRU frame to the MOB frame.
The fixed transformations (MOB to MOB and MOB to spacecraft SRU) are determined
in flight by comparison of the ASC CHU and SRU attitude solutions, and may be routinely
updated as changes occur. The MOB to MOB attitude transformation is continuously moni-
tored in flight and has been remarkably stable throughout cruise, a testimonial to the excel-
lent mechanical design and fabrication of the MAG boom by engineers at Lockheed Martin.
The MOB to SRU attitude transformation has slowly evolved (∼1°) as Juno traveled further
from the sun, reflecting the mechanical response of the solar array and MAG boom assem-
blage as it cooled. The MOB to SRU attitude transformation is also continuously monitored
in flight and during special ASC-SRU inter-calibration exercises scheduled to occur during
periods of optimal spacecraft stability (avoiding precessions) and more comprehensive SRU
attitude telemetry.
6.3.5 MAG Standard Data Products
For immediate use by the science team, and other instrument teams, we provide a quicklook
product that consists of time-ordered records of magnetic field vectors in nanoteslas, ren-
dered in spacecraft payload coordinates, along with browse products that are useful in iden-
tification of intervals of special interest. These files contain magnetic field processed with
a static spacecraft field approximation, but do incorporate the full sensor zeros, calibration
scale factors, and sensor orthogonality matrix conversion. They are necessarily produced be-
fore reconstructed spacecraft attitude and ephemeris information is available and therefore
these quicklook products are intended for preliminary analysis and planning purposes only
and are not intended for science archive.
Archive products are produced in a variety of coordinate systems when final recon-
structed spacecraft ephemeris and attitude information are available. These include a planet-
centered (“pc”) coordinate system, rotating with Jupiter (z aligned with the spin axis) and
with the x axis through the Jovian IAU prime meridian; and a Sun-state (“ss”) coordinate
system wherein the primary reference vector (x axis) points from the object (Jupiter) to the
Sun and the secondary reference vector (y axis) is in the Jupiter orbit plane (approximately
opposite to orbital motion) such that the z axis is northward. Both of these coordinate sys-
tems are also available with respect to any other body (“object”) of interest, for example, the
Galilean satellites Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto, should Juno obtain data in the imme-
diate vicinity of these objects. For use during the cruise phase of the mission, prior to JOI,
a solar equatorial (“se”) system may be employed, in which the primary reference vector (x
axis) is the vector from the Sun to the spacecraft, the secondary reference vector (y axis) lies
in the Sun’s equator plane, and +z is aligned with the Sun’s spin axis. Finally, the magnetic
field observations are also provided in spacecraft payload (“pl”) coordinates, suitable for
use in association with measurements obtained by other instruments on the spacecraft. The
spacecraft payload coordinate system and the outboard MAG sensor coordinate systems are
nearly aligned. Note that the inner MOB is rotated by 180° (about the spacecraft payload z
axis) with respect to the outboard MOB.
Science archive products are pushed to the Juno Science Operations Center on a regular
schedule.
6.4 ASC Data Processing
ASC science and engineering data products are received from JPL via File Exchange In-
terface (FEI) client (at GSFC) and server (at JPL), and subsequently pushed to DTU (in
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Copenhagen). The instrument science data is retrieved in product files spanning a variable
period of time corresponding to the spacecraft downlink schedule, ranging from one a week
during cruise to one a day when Juno enjoys continuous coverage near periapsis and critical
events. Each science packet contains the absolute attitude of an individual camera at the time
identified by the packet timestamp. Science packets also contain housekeeping data regard-
ing measurement accuracy and information regarding the presence of luminous sources not
identified in the star catalog (such as planets). The instrument also provides a more thorough
summary of engineering data in ASC Engineering packets, collected by the spacecraft at a
programmable cadence, and organized in separate files. Thus, a diagnostic set of instrument
engineering data is available from either the engineering or science packet data stream. The
engineering packets, however, may contain detailed information on the operational state of
the ASC instrument, error logs and calibration values, if desired, upon command.
The ASC data processing is responsive to the need for rapid turn-around, providing the
MAG team with accurate and timely attitude information for rendering the magnetic field
data in physically relevant coordinate systems. NAIF C-kernels needed for archive process-
ing are generated for each CHU individually (four C-kernels) and for each MAG optical
bench (2 more C-kernels) using the combined output of two CHUs for each MOB where
available. The MOB kernels are the most accurate attitude determination pathway and are
generally available except for brief periods during which one or more cameras is unable
to render an attitude estimate, e.g., during obscuration of the FOV by Jupiter. Preliminary
processing is also conducted to assess the health and safety of the instrument, producing
“quicklook” time series of the CHU attitudes, attitude estimate availability, and performance
assessment. These data are immediately available to the MAG team.
6.4.1 ASC Telemetry Decommutation
Each ASC attitude packet telemetered from Juno contains an attitude measurement valid for
the spacecraft timestamp of the packet, given in J2000.0 IRF spacecraft centered coordinates
in the form of quaternions. Since the heliocentric velocity of Juno is not sent to the ASC,
the velocity aberration correction is performed upon reception by DTU.
A report over the spacecraft attitude profile, spin stability and maneuvers is provided on a
weekly basis by DTU to the MAG team. Also reported are time evolutions of temperatures,
telemetry statistics spin axis statistics.
A separate processing line is maintained constantly calculating the attitude transform be-
tween the individual cameras and between the spacecraft coordinate system and each cam-
era. The attitude transform between a given camera and each of the FGMs were established
preflight as described in Sects. 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
Using these attitude-transforms, the attitude of any of a given camera may be transformed
into the frame of each FGM at any given time.
Biases and evolution in this over time, between the payload coordinate frame and the
individual cameras are being monitored in a special process-line, and the time evolution in
these transforms provided to the NAIF system.
6.4.2 MOB Attitude Determination
The MOB orientation in inertial space is determined from the absolute attitude measure-
ments of the ASC, which are transferred to the MOB frame using the attitude transfer de-
scribed in Sects. 5.4 and 5.5.1. ASC attitudes are corrected for the aberration effect prior
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Fig. 47 Coordinate frames used
in attitude combination
usage in order to meet accuracy requirements. The aberration correction is described below
in Sect. 6.4.3.
The ASC determines the inertial attitude of each of the four CHUs and transmits each
attitude measurement in quaternion representation in a separate telemetry packet. Each of
these packets is self-contained, i.e., it contains all relevant information for recovering the
sensor attitude. This information includes:
– The attitude quaternion
– The timestamp of the center of the integration interval
– The number of stars used in determination of the attitude estimate
– A measure of the measurement quality (fit residual)
– Additional status flags and other information
The four CHUs are all operated synchronously, i.e., they share the same timestamp repre-
senting the center of the integration interval. This means that the individual attitude solutions
may be readily combined, or merged, to form a combined solution (using two sensor quater-
nions) that provides an improvement to the accuracy of the attitude solution. Star cameras
are relatively insensitive to rotations about the camera boresight, so a combined solution
utilizing determinations from cameras with different orientations offers much better accu-
racy. The following describes the procedure for performing this merging. The basic setup of
coordinate frames for up to n Camera Head Units (i = 1..n) is shown in Fig. 47.
The coordinate frames used are:
IRF: Inertial Reference Frame, the reference frame relative to which the star tracker mea-
sures the attitude of the sensor heads.
CHU1, measurement frame: Camera Head 1 measurement frame.
CHUi, measurement frame: Camera Head i measurement frame.
CHU1, fixed frame: Defined to be fixed relative to the common frame C, e.g. the pre-
launch or average determined orientation CHU1 relative to C.
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CHUi, fixed frame: Defined to be fixed relative to the common frame C, e.g. the pre-
launch or average determined orientation CHUi relative to C.
C: Common frame for the combined attitude, fixed relative to the spacecraft frame.
Transformation between the coordinate frames is performed by rotations, here expressed
using quaternions. Generally qa->b is the quaternion describing the rotation from coordinate
frame a to coordinate frame b. Specifically:
• qIRF->CHU1,mf is the attitude measurement from CHU1, describing the rotation from the
IRF to the CHU1 measurement frame.
• qCHU1,mf->CHU1,ff is the rotation from the CHU1 measurement frame to the CHU1 fixed
frame. This rotation describes the current bias state of the actual CHU1 relative to the
expected or pre-launch determined CHU1 fixed frame.
• qCHU1ff->C is the expected or pre-launch determined orientation of the CHU1 frame relative
to the common frame C.
• qIRF->C is the rotation from the IRF to the common frame C, which is to be determined as
a result of the attitude combination
The rotations for the i’th CHU are defined similarly.
For each CHU, the estimate of the orientation of the combined frame (C) relative to the
IRF is found from the following combination of rotations.
qIRF->C,est(i) = qIRF->CHUi,mf ⊗ qCHUi,mf->CHUn,ff ⊗ qCHUi,ff->C
where ⊗ denotes quaternion multiplication.
In the ideal case the CHU measurement frame and fixed frame coincide for each CHU,
corresponding to a perfect pre-launch alignment determination of all CHUs relative to the
common frame. In this case the qCHUi ,mf->CHUi ,ff is the identity rotation and can be omitted
from the equation. From Fig. 40 the n estimates of the orientation of the common frame
are identical, except for measurement noise. In this case the method described in RD1 is
applicable and gives the formalism for optimal combination of the quaternions into the com-
mon frame. The result will be the optimal estimate of the orientation of the common frame
qIRF->C,Opt.
Depending on the actual design of the spacecraft the validity of the above ideal case will
vary. For dedicated high accuracy platforms, e.g. featuring an optical bench with star tracker
sensor heads mounted close by the main attitude user (common frame) on a stable structure,
the pre-launch values may be a good approximation to the actual value. Stability over orbit
will typically be good in such cases. However, launch shifts and gravity release shifts could
still occur. In these cases qCHUi ,ff->C should be verified and adjusted to in-flight values. The
bias term would in this case be expected to be small.
For spacecraft optimized towards other parameters, the stability of the CHU orientations
relative to the common frame may be less and qCHUi ,mf->CHUn,ff is needed to describe varia-
tions.
In this case, the deviation in orientation from the fixed frame for each CHU can be es-
timated every time the combined solution has been estimated and there is a valid attitude
measurement for the CHU. The bias for the given CHU is estimated as:
qCHUi,mf->CHUn,ff = (qIRF->CHUi,mf)−1 ⊗ qIRF->C,Opt ⊗ (qCHUi,ff->C)−1
Where ()−1 denotes the inverse quaternion.
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This estimate will contain bias as well as measurement noise. Since the bias is expected
to wary slowly, e.g. as a function of the thermal state of the spacecraft the bias part can be
retrieved by low-pass filtering the qCHUi ,mf->CHUn,ff.
One practical implementation fulfilling the in-flight implementation requirement of
causality is the Z-transform. The next update of the filtered bias state (q∼j+1CHUi ,mf->CHUn,ff =
q
∼j+1
bias ) is found as follows.
Define the stress as the deviation between the current filter estimate of the bias and the
current deviation in orientation.
q
j
stress = qjCHUi,mf->CHUn,ff ⊗
(
q
∼j
CHUi,mf->CHUn,ff
)−1
The update to the filtered bias is achieved by taking a fraction (α(0..1)) of the stress quater-
nion and multiplying onto the existing bias quaternion. This is found by reducing the rotation
angle of the above stress rotation by a factor α to get qjstress (α). This reduction of rotation
angle is found by noting that a quaternion can be described by an axis of rotation (ex , ey , ez)
and a rotation angle γ as follows
q =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ex sin(γ /2)
ey sin(γ /2)
ez sin(γ /2)
cos(γ /2)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
Thus
q
j
stress(α) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ex sin(α · γ /2)
ey sin(α · γ /2)
ez sin(α · γ /2)
cos(α · γ /2)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
The filtered bias orientation is updated as.
q
∼j+1
bias = q∼j+1CHUi,mf->CHUn,ff = q∼jCHUi,mf->CHUn,ff ⊗ qjstress(α)
As a final step, to avoid bias drift, any common bias is removed by expressing the filtered
biases in the common frame and removing the common bias.
In this manner, estimates for both the stress of the individual CHU relative to the com-
bined solution and of the bias are determined with relatively few calculations. The filter
constant α shall be tuned to match the characteristic timescale of the bias variations for the
given spacecraft platform.
6.4.3 Correction for Aberration
The light from the stellar objects observed by the ASC will be affected by astronomical
aberration caused by the velocity of the spacecraft. To first order (Kovalevsky 1995) the line
of sight (r) to an objected will be modified to
r′ = r + v/c
where r is the unit vector to the object in a rest frame, v is the velocity of the observer
relative to the rest frame, c is the velocity of light and r′ is the direction vector to the object
as observed by the moving observer.
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The aberrations effect shifts the apparent direction of the received light in the forward
direction of motion. Thus when the ASC determines its attitude based on this aberrated light,
it will report an attitude which is shifted away from the direction of motion. The correction
applied to the attitude shall therefore be in the forward direction. In order to correct to a
heliocentric rest frame the spacecraft velocity relative to this frame should be used. The
magnitude of the aberration correction varies with the velocity and the angle between v
and r . For the worst case angle (90°) and a velocity of 30 km/s the aberration effect amounts
to approximately 20 arcsec.
6.4.4 ASC Image Mode Processing
An ASC camera, operated in image mode, is responsive to a set of user-supplied parame-
ters to control the image acquisition and processing. The effective integration time (shutter)
for the image may be specified, along with the ADC dynamic range (dark and full range
levels), image output format, and trigger mode. Images may be output in raw form, JPEG
compressed, or reduced in size to a to region of interest (ROI). Images may be acquired
individually at a specific time or at an unspecified time, triggered by the inertial attitude of
the camera (image acquired when the camera attitude is closest to that of the target object).
A series of images may also be acquired (“movie mode”), triggered by time or inertial refer-
ence, and in the case of the latter, the drift rate across an inertial reference may be specified
as well. These modes have been implemented to ease operational complexity when target-
ing a specific object. For example, when acquiring images for tomographic profiling of the
tenuous Jovian rings, the region targeted will constantly change position as seen by the Juno
spacecraft as it moves in its orbit. The camera used for imaging the ring system may simply
be commanded into movie mode, with the trigger drifting at a rate compensating for Juno’s
orbital motion relative to the target.
After acquisition, images are transmitted to the ASC data partition in spacecraft mass
memory. This transmission is performed at a lower priority than attitude telemetry packets
and housekeeping data, effectively setting a limit on image cadence for raw and JPEG im-
ages. A full image takes 43 s to transfer from the ASC memory to the spacecraft memory
partition. This bottleneck in image transfer defines the minimum image separation time for
time-lapse (movie mode) sequences.
After receipt on the ground, images pass a simple header conversion to transform them
into standard 8-bit gray level binary images (raw format) or standard JPEG images (if JPEG
output format was selected).
Image timestamps are specified in the same format (spacecraft elapsed time) as the atti-
tude measurements. Consequently, an extremely efficient and accurate image transformation
procedure can be used that allows image stacking in inertial coordinates (or another user-
selected reference system). This procedure is employed for time lapsed movies and science
analyses, and renders the output image with position accuracy errors limited to sub-pixel
levels, as described in Pedersen et al. (2016).
6.4.5 Advanced Stellar Compass Standard Data Products
The primary ASC data product is an engineering data product, a stream of time-stamped at-
titude quaternions that establish the orientation of each of the camera heads in inertial space
as a function of time. These quaternions are assimilated by the Navigation and Ancillary
Information Facility at JPL and rendered as a set of attitude kernels (“c kernels”) specific to
each of the camera heads (CHUs) in much the same way that NAIF handles the spacecraft
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attitude reference sensors (Stellar Reference Units, or “SRUs”) that establish the attitude of
the body of the spacecraft. Thus there are four CHU “c” kernels that are obtained indepen-
dently for each of the MAG investigation attitude sensors. These individual attitude solutions
are less sensitive to a rotation about the CHU boresight, so we combine information from
the two CHUs on an optical bench to obtain a more accurate estimate of the attitude of the
optical bench. This results in two additional “c” kernels, one for each MAG optical bench,
referred to as the Outboard and Inboard “MOB” kernels. They are complete but for times
when one or the other CHU on a MOB lacks a quality attitude solution, e.g., when a CHU
FOV is obscured, blinded, or devoted to another task such as image acquisition.
7 Summary
The Juno magnetic fields investigation provides accurate vector magnetic field observations
throughout all phases of the mission at sample rates of up to 64 vector samples/s. The in-
strumentation provides two-sensor vector measurements for spacecraft magnetic field mit-
igation and complete hardware redundancy for risk mitigation. Magnetic field vectors are
provided in-flight for use by other science payloads in optimizing data collection, storage,
and telemetry utilization. These data, together with the synergistic charged particle obser-
vations acquired by the JEDI and JADE investigations, and observations of plasma waves,
infrared and ultraviolet emissions, will form the basis of our investigation of Jupiter’s po-
lar magnetosphere. The MAG investigation, together with gravity and the microwave ra-
diometer investigations, will probe Jupiter’s interior to constrain models of its formation
and evolution. With a dense net of accurate vector measurements of the magnetic field in
close proximity to Jupiter’s dynamo region, MAG may provide the most detailed image of
a planetary dynamo, free of the surficial magnetism (induced and remanent) that limits our
view of the Earth’s dynamo.
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Appendix A1: MAGSAT Calibration Solutions
One set of solutions to the linear equations resulting from the rotations described in Section
MAGSAT Calibration Method is listed here:
b3,2 = 1/2
[−M23,1 + M13,2 + M23,2 + M13,1
]
b3,1 = 1/2
[
M23,1 − M13,2 + M23,2 + M13,1
]
a3,1 = 1/2
[−M23,1 + M13,2 − M23,2 + M13,1
]
a3,2 = −1/2
[−M23,1 − M13,2 + M23,2 + M13,1
]
a1,3 = 1/2
[−M22,3 + M11,3 + M21,3 + M12,3
]
a2,3 = 1/2
[
M22,3 − M11,3 + M21,3 + M12,3
]
b1,3 = −1/2
[−M22,3 − M11,3 + M21,3 + M12,3
]
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b2,3 = −1/2
[
M22,3 − M11,3 + M21,3 − M12,3
]
a2,1 = M42,1 + 1/2
[
M23,1 − M13,2 + M23,2 + M13,1
]
b2,1 = M43,1 − 1/2
[−M23,1 + M13,2 − M23,2 + M13,1
]
b1,2 = M41,2 − 1/2
[−M22,3 + M11,3 + M21,3 + M12,3
]
a1,2 = −M41,3 − 1/2
[−M22,3 − M11,3 + M21,3 + M12,3
]
An alternative set of solutions (though not entirely independent) may also be found which
serve as a self-consistency check. Three or more orientations may be used and a solution
found by matrix inversion of overdetermined systems as well. Note that the presentation
provided here is appropriate to applied fields in only one direction; in practice we apply
fields in both polarities.
It can be shown that estimates of all sensor parameters ai,j are unbiased by errors in
facility offsets and by averaging results for both polarities of applied fields, all are unbiased
by sensor zero offset errors.
Appendix A2: MAGSAT Method Calibration Example
In the following we provide calibration summary examples for a small subset of the cali-
brations performed to the MAGSAT method protocol described in the text. The summaries
provided here illustrate the sensor calibration in one of the 6 dynamic ranges (range 4), using
the “Black” MOB (outboard magnetometer suite), over three calibration runs (August 29,
September 5, 16).
IDL> CSUM,DIR=’Black/Aug29’, RNG=4,/NRM
Magsat Analysis
range: 4 normalized
Fit RMS: 1.58
Run Time: Wed Dec 15 13:41:35 2010
zeros file: idl/cal/Black/Aug29/zeros/ob_tt_ttp.txt
magsat file: idl/cal/Black/Aug29/magsat/ob_tt_ttp.txt
facgrd file: idl/cal/Black/Aug29/fac_grad/ob_tt_ttp.txt
scale factors: 0.997014 0.996692 0.996930
sensor model amx:
1.000000 0.006134 -0.003856
-0.008353 1.000000 -0.008725
0.004784 0.006786 1.000000
symmetric part:
1.000000 -0.001110 0.000464
-0.001110 1.000000 -0.000969
0.000464 -0.000969 1.000000
a-symmetric part:
0.000000 0.007243 -0.004320
-0.007243 0.000000 -0.007756
0.004320 0.007756 0.000000
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rotation by: 0.656476 degrees
about unit vector: 0.676888 -0.377037 -0.632191
MAGSAT analysis diagnostics:
facility bmx: 1.000000 -0.000265 -0.000615
0.000226 1.000000 0.000086
0.000594 -0.000115 1.000000
IDL>CSUM,DIR=’Black/Sept5’,RNG=4,/NRM
Magsat Analysis
range: 4 normalized
Fit RMS: 1.45
Run Time: Wed Dec 15 13:41:57 2010
zeros file: idl/cal/Black/Sept5/zeros/ob_tt_ttp.txt
magsat file: idl/cal/Black/Sept5/magsat/ob_tt_ttp.txt
facgrd file: idl/cal/Black/Sept5/fac_grad/ob_tt_ttp.txt
scale factors: 0.996967 0.996725 0.996963
sensor model amx:
1.000000 0.006151 -0.003859
-0.008357 1.000000 -0.008734
0.004818 0.006786 1.000000
symmetric part: 1.000000 -0.001103 0.000479
-0.001103 1.000000 -0.000974
0.000479 -0.000974 1.000000
a-symmetric part:
0.000000 0.007254 -0.004339
-0.007254 0.000000 -0.007760
0.004339 0.007760 0.000000
rotation by: 0.657428 degrees
about unit vector: 0.676285 -0.378112 -0.632194
MAGSAT analysis diagnostics:
facility bmx:
1.000000 -0.000291 -0.000611
0.000248 1.000000 0.000094
0.000583 -0.000126 1.000000
IDL>CSUM,DIR=’Black/Sept16a’,RNG=4,/NRM
Magsat Analysis
range: 4 normalized
Fit RMS: 3.50
Run Time: Wed Dec 15 13:42:24 2010
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zeros file: idl/cal/Black/Sept16a/zeros/ob_tt_ttp.txt
magsat file: idl/cal/Black/Sept16a/magsat/ob_tt_ttp.txt
facgrd file: idl/cal/Black/Sept16a/fac_grad/ob_tt_ttp.txt
scale factors: 0.996910 0.996776 0.996980
sensor model amx:
1.000000 0.006094 -0.003888
-0.008349 1.000000 -0.008711
0.004824 0.006778 1.000000
symmetric part:
1.000000 -0.001127 0.000468
-0.001127 1.000000 -0.000967
0.000468 -0.000967 1.000000
a-symmetric part:
0.000000 0.007221 -0.004356
-0.007221 0.000000 -0.007745
0.004356 0.007745 0.000000
rotation by: 0.656038 degrees
about unit vector: 0.676390 -0.380439 -0.630684
MAGSAT analysis diagnostics:
facility bmx:
1.000000 -0.000266 -0.000585
0.000227 1.000000 0.000088
0.000564 -0.000122 1.000000
Scale factors for this sensor in range 4 averaged over all MAGSAT calibrations (using “high”
and “low” applied fields of ∼70k and ∼20k nT) performed after July are:
( 0.996941, 0.996708, 0.996939)
Scale factors and sensor response matrix elements (amx) estimated from individual calibra-
tions throughout the calibration campaign, and throughout all environmental testing, typi-
cally fall within 50 PPM of the average value. We also monitored the facility response matrix
(bmx) over the course of the calibration campaign, and found that the 6 off-diagonal matrix
elements of the facility bmx varied by ∼20 PPM across all calibration events, exhibiting no
discernable trend with time.
An independent pair of (Black bench) calibrations performed on the same day (June 9,
2010) as a repeatability test found even better agreement between subsequent facility matrix
estimates:
Facility bmx, June 9, run #1:
facility bmx:
1.000000 -0.000279 -0.000575
0.000233 1.000000 0.000090
0.000523 -0.000134 1.000000
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Facility bmx, June 9, run #2:
facility bmx:
1.000000 -0.000278 -0.000584
0.000234 1.000000 0.000090
0.000526 -0.000136 1.000000
Suggesting that independent MAGSAT calibration events conducted under stable conditions
on the same day yield an estimated facility response to within a few PPM. The variation
observed in the facility matrix estimates over the course of the calibration campaign (∼20
PPM) may well represent minor deformation of the facility from day to day in response to
mechanical and/or thermal stresses. The facility coils are isolated from ground motion and
stresses on the building surrounding it, by design, and the facility temperature is maintained
at comfortable levels; nevertheless, 20 PPM variation represents only ∼4 arcsec shift of a
facility coil axis over time.
We also note that while most range 4 MAGSAT calibrations yield fits with an RMS
of ∼1.5 nT, the September 16 Black bench calibration yielded an RMS residual that was
anomalously large (∼3.5 nT), suggesting relatively poor performance of the facility (or the
staff!) on this day. However, an RMS of ∼1.5 nT in range 4 is unlikely to be improved upon,
given the quantization step size (3.12 nT) of the 16-bit A/D in this dynamic range (1.024 G).
Appendix A3: Thin Shell Partial Derivatives
The partial derivatives of B2 with respect to the model parameters are
δB2
δo1
= −2 · s1[B] · [1, a21, a31]
δB2
δo2
= −2 · s2[B] · [a12,1, a32]
δB2
δo3
= −2 · s3[B] · [a13, a23,1]
δB2
δs1
= 2(c1 − o1)B · [1, a21, a31]
δB2
δs2
= 2(c2 − o2)B · [a12,1, a32]
δB2
δs3
= 2(c3 − o3)B · [a13, a32,1]
and
δB2
δa12
= 2B1s2(c2 − o2)
δB2
δa13
= 2B1s3(c3 − o3)
δB2
δa21
= 2B2s1(c1 − o1)
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δB2
δa23
= 2B2s3(c3 − o3)
δB2
δa31
= 2B3s1(c1 − o1)
δB2
δa32
= 2B3s2(c2 − o2)
Appendix A4: FGM Thin Shell Calibration Examples
In the following we provide calibration summary examples for a small subset of the “thin
shell” calibrations performed as described in the text. These thin shell calibrations were
performed (range 4) in the GSFC facility, using the “Black” MOB (outboard magnetometer
suite). In these calibrations, the facility was held in a fixed field (∼70000 nT) and the sensor
assembly was rotated in fixed increments in inclination and azimuth.
September 5
Thin Shell Analysis on File:
idl/cal/Black/Sept5/shell/ob_tt_ttps.txt
Iteration: 3
Std. Dev.: 0.646800
Zeros (x, y, z): 30.060952 -1.481327 -10.283495
Scale factors: 0.997007 0.996765 0.997005
A Matrix:
1.000000 -0.001081 0.000512
-0.001081 1.000000 -0.000982
0.000512 -0.000982 1.000000
September 16
Thin Shell Analysis on File:
idl/cal/Black/Sept16/shell/ob_tt_ttps.txt
Iteration: 4
Std. Dev.: 0.705020
Zeros (x, y, z): 29.975615 -0.832778 -10.028642
Scale factors: 0.997004 0.996805 0.997020
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A Matrix:
1.000000 -0.001094 0.000503
-0.001094 1.000000 -0.000981
0.000503 -0.000981 1.000000
The thin shell analysis provides a quick and useful check on sensor linearity and perfor-
mance, but does not by itself establish the sensor response with respect to an external refer-
ence (e.g., MOB cube). The sensor response matrix provided by this analysis is necessarily
insensitive to rotation, so only the symmetric part of the response matrix is determined, and
may be compared with the symmetric part of the sensor response matrix obtained from the
vector MAGSAT calibration method.
The scale factors determined by this method may be compared with those determined
via the MAGSAT method, but in doing so one must be cognizant of small differences in
coordinate systems. The thin shell method will return a result referenced to the “intrinsic”
coordinate system of the sensor assembly, which may differ slightly from that defined by
the external reference (MOB cube). So, for example, an equally good fit to the thin shell ob-
servations of September 16, with slightly different scale factors, may be found by “seeding”
the inverse with a reference coordinate system close to that of the reference cube:
September 16 (‘‘seeded’’)
Thin Shell Analysis on File:
idl/cal/Black/Sept16/shell/ob_tt_ttps.txt
Iteration: 8
Std. Dev.: 0.705020
Zeros (x, y, z): 29.975615 -0.832778 -10.028642
Scale factors: 0.996959 0.996765 0.996976
A Matrix:
1.000000 0.006091 -0.003848
-0.008312 1.000000 -0.008696
0.004783 0.006757 1.000000
One can readily observe that this fit is equally good and the scale factors referenced this
coordinate system compare well with those determined via the vector MAGSAT calibration
method (Appendix A2). The thin shell fits typically yield an RMS residual of 0.6–0.7 nT in
the magnitude of B for dynamic range 4 (component quantization step size = 3.12 nT).
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